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Democrats Say It's
Too Early To Tell
If Tax Cut Needed
"We should approach an additional
As
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
tax cut with great caution and should
President-elect Jimmy Carter conevaluate carefully all of the 'altersiders whether to propose a new tax cut
natives," he said.
in January, key congressional
Ullman said anti-recession job
Democrats say it's too early to tell if
programs and incentives for inone will be needed and warn they will
vestments in high unemployment areas
approach any proposal cautiously.
"would be more effective in dealing
Carter said last week that if the
with the problem."
economy does not begin improving by
Rep. Robert N. Giaimo, D-Conn.,
January, there is a "strong possibility"
candidate for chairman of the House
that he would ask for a tax cut to
Budget -Committee, said he believes
stimulate it.
neither Carter nor Congress would
But Congress' chief taxwriter, House
approve another tax cut unless the
Ways and Means Chairman Al Ullman,
economy gets worse. c.
said Tuesday that Congress should
Carter said last Thursday that a tax
approach any such proposal "with
cut
"could be a strong possibility if
great caution."
there is no change in the rate of growth
"We would be deceiving the
American people if they were led tool,of the economy.and if economic inbelieve they would be.getting major tax . dicatms should show a negative
deduction," Ullman said at a news
But while putting dampers on Carconference in Colorado Springs,Colo.
ter's talk of a new tax cut, both Ullman
In more detailed remarks released
and Giaimo said they and other
through his Washington office, the
Democratic leaders and the PresidentOregon Democrat said it is too early to
elect
will work out agreements on such
determine whether an additional tax
issues.
cut on top of the $19 billion tax cut
Ullman said he expects to stay in
already approved by Congress would be
close touch with Carter's aides and
appropriate.
"I'm confident we'll be in full
agreement on the issue in January."
He said in Colorado Springs that he
has found Carter's staff people in talks
so far to be "responsible people with
their feet on the ground...1 think we can
Murray City Police are looking for a
develop some measures that are
lone armed robber who robbed the
responsible and workable."
Kwik-Pik Market on Whitnell early
today of an undetermined amount of
Fiscal Court To
money.
Police said the robbery occurred at
Meet Next Tuesday
about 12:22-a. m. today. A clerk, Joyce
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
Tyler, Route One, Almo, was struck by
will
hold a meeting on Tuesday, Nov.
the robber with a blunt object,thought
16, according to ,an announcement
possibly to be a rock, according to
made today by County Judge Robert 0.
police.
Miller.
The robber fled on foot with the
The meeting will begin at 9 a. m. in
money, which police Said was well over
the
judge's office in the Calloway
POO. No exact amount has been
County Courthouse.
determined yet.
pe
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Euple Ward, left, accepts the Certificate of Organization for The Salvation
Army Service Unit of Murray, Ky., from Colonel Harold Stout, Service Unit
Field Representative for Kentucky and Tennessee of the Salvation Army.
Serving on the committee here are, in background. Carolyn Parks,
treasurer, Groover Parker, and Myra Mueller. 'slot present for the acceptance of the charter were Bonnie Ashby, Bobs Hopper, and Rev. Ron
Hampton, also members of the local committee
Malt phol6lri David Hill

City Council Schedules
Two Sessions This Week
The .Murray Common Council will
The council's regular meeting will be
meet in two separate sessions today
held at 7:30 p. m. Thursday in the
and Thursday to discuss several items
television studios at Murray State
of city business.
University. Thursday's session will be
The first session, a "pre-council"
televised over MSU-TV, cable channel
session, will be held at 5:30 p. m. thik 11.
afternoon in the council chambers at"qc' Most of the items on the agenda for
City Hall.
Thursday's regular meeting will be
discussed at this afternoon's "precouncil" session, however the council
does not take official action in the precouncil meetings.
Items listed on the agenda in addition
to routine matters include:
—a report on an audit of police court
records from Thomas Shirley, CPA;
—a recommendation on a contract
for central billing services for the city
from central billing committee
chairman Dr. C. C. Lowry;
—a recommendation on employment
of a city dog warden from councilman
Ed Chrisman ;
—the second reading of an ordinance
implementing one-way traffic on
Cherry Street, and;
—consideration of a personnel •ormance or t Cary.
Murray Common Council meetings
are open to th; public and interested
citizens are invited to attend.

School Board To
Meet On Thursday
CONTRACT SIGNING — Dr. Constantine W. Curris(seated center), president of Murray State University, prepare
to sign contracts with Westview Nursing Home and the Murray-Calloway County Hospital that provide for field experience in food services for dietetic technician students. Others seated are Stuart Poston, hospital administrator
and Mrs. Betty E. Beaman, director of food services at Westview. Standing (from left) are: Mrs. Anne E. Flood he)(1
dietitian and director of food services at the hospital; Mrs. Frieda F. Brown, program director and an instructor in the
Department of Home Economics; Harold Beaman, Westview administrator; and Joe Dyer, director of food servii
on the campus. Students in the two-year associate of science degree program begun this fall will also get on-the
job experience in the university's food services operation.

Provides On-The-Job Experience

Hospital, Nursing Home And
MSU Sign Food Service Pact
Representatives of Westview Nursing
Home and the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital have signed contractual
agreements with Murray State
University to provide on-the-job work
experience ,;for dietetic technician
students in rood services.

Mrs. Betty E. Beaman, director of
food services at Westview, will be the
facility coordinator at the nursing
home, while Mrs. Anne E. Flood, head
dietitian and director of food services,
will be the facility coordinator at the
hospital.

Harold Beaman, nursing home administrator, and Stuart Poston,
hospital administrator, signed the
papers during a meeting on the campus
Monday. Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
Murray State president. signed in
behalf ot the university.

Developed according to guidelines
established by the American Dietetics
Association, the Dietetic Technician
Program at Murray State is designed to
prepare 'students for food service
management positions in a variety of
health care, educational, and commercial food service facilities.

science
Students in the associate
degree program, a two-yea ourse of
study initiated this fall in t Department of Home Economics, will also get
field experience in the university's food
services operation head by Joe Dyer as
director.

WS. Frieda F. Brown, program
director, is a registered dietitian and an
instructor of foods, nutrition, and
dietetics in the Department of Home
Economics. A. native of Tennessee and
graduate of The University of Ten-

i.huhSectruP,

Salvation Army
Unit Established
For Murray Area

.111

Robbery Reported
At Kwik-Pik Here..

15' Per Copy

A Service Unit of The Salvation Army
was officially installed in Murray in a
special meeting of the local committee
held at noon Tuesday at the Triangle
Inn.
Euple Ward accepted the certificate
of organization from Colonel Harold
Stout, retired, new Service Unit Field
Representative for the Salvation Army
for Kentucky and Tennessee.
The charter read as follows: "This is
to certify that The Salvation Army
Service Unit of Murray, Ky., is duly
organized pursuant to the Salvation
Army
Manual
for
advisory
organizations and Is this date in good
slanding as an authorized Advisory
-Organization -of The-Salvation Army devoted to the purpose of assisting The
Salvation Army in accomplishing its
spiritual and humanitarian objectives." The charter was signed by
Ernest Hblz, Territorial Commander of
the Southern Headquarters at Atlanta,
Ga.
With the Salvation Army unit in
Murray and Calloway County, another
special resource for emergency funds
will be available to needs in the area.
Mrs: Ward, who is also the director of
Needline in Murray, has seen the need
for special emergency funds to help
persons who are unable to receive help
from any other-sources; and accepted
th chairmanship of the local Salvation
Army Unit to help in the work of the
Needline.
The Salvation Army is an . in- •
ternational religious and charitable
organization, based on Love For God
and Love For Man. The unit- preaches"
the Gospel to win people to Christ, and
helps people without discrimination as
to race or creed, according to Col.
Stout. It was first started by William
Booth in 1865 when he started Christian
Mission Centers in London, and in 1878
he adopted the name, "The Salvation
Army."
By 1900 the Salvation Army had
spread and had thousands ,of officers
and soldiers in 36 countries. The work
has continued- and now General Erik
Wickberg is head of the Army which
serves in 74 countries, preaches in 103
languages and maintains 19,467
religious-charitable centers and 28
schools for officers' training.
With the Salvation Army service unit
in Murray, ten local underprivileged
children will be able to be sent to one of
the Army's camps near Nashville,
Tenn., next summer; unmarried
mothers will have a place to goal one-of
the Army's general or maternity
hospitals and be able to continue their
--studies and-receive counseling- while
away from home; in the event of a
.disaster or fire such as the recent one at
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic, a mobile
canteen
ing food, coffee, clothing,
blankets,
dical supplies, and
spiritual minis ry would have been
brought into the area of the disaster.
Mrs. Ward said with the funds'
'available in the Salvation Army Service

This special plaque was presented by Colonel Harold Stout of the
Salvation Army to Euple Ward,
chairman of The Salvation Army
Service Unit in Murray, on
Tuesday. Mrs. Ward, also director
of Needline, said with the Army
Service Unit here, this will be
another source for funds for immediate emergency needs and
will also help in other services for
the people of Murray and
Calloway County.
Unit aecount at the local bank, she will
be able to help' a person with an immediate emergency need such as
medicine,'Mod, clothing, etc., without"
having to go through other sources.
Working with Mrs. Ward on the
Salvation Army Service Unit committee will be Carolyn Parks,
treasurer, Bonnie Ashby of the
Department of Human Resources,Rev.
Ron Hampton, Myra Mueller, Groover
Parker, and Bobs Hopper. Mrs. Ward and the committee will
holgl. special meetings to discuss thc
work of the local service unit at noon on
the third Tuesday of every other month.
The next meeting will be held on
Tuesday. January 18. at noon at the
Triangle Inn.
At the meeting Tuesday, Colonel
Stout discussed the many services of
the Salvation Army which include
dispensaries and clinics. children's
homes and foster care services, settlements and pay nurseries, emergency
lodges and skid row centers, homes for
senior citizens. social service centers.
services in correctional esti tutu its.
m
missing persons bureau, em ployeni
scr‘ O es, boys' clubc, suninser camps,
servicemen's -clubs, men's social
service centers. evangeline residences
feir businekss women,and many others.
Persons desiring to contribute to the
locaLservice unit of the SalVation Army
may send their donations to Salvation
Army Service Unit, c-o Carolyn Parks,
treasurer, Bank of Murray, Murra
Ky

Several iterrs of business will be
discussed at tae regular meeting of the
Murray Independent School- Board
Thursday at 7:30 p. m. in the Board
Office Building,9th and Poplar.
The board will hear a report from the
architects concerning plans for
rewiring and heating at Murray Middle
School.
Among other items on the agenda
are:
—a request for permission for the
Murray High band to compete in the
National Marching Contest at
Whitewater, Wis.;
—a discussion on the National School
Board Association Convention which
will be held in March of 1977, and;
—a report from Supt. Fred Schultz
concetahing a Junior ROTC program in
the school system.

nessee, Mrs. Brown -taught four
at the college level in Georgia i,r;.
joining the faculty at Murray S
1975.
Clear and cold tonight, low in the low
She said the strengths of the pr.
and mid 30s. Increasing cloudiness and
lie primarily in two areas
mild Thursday, high in the law and mid
"First, students receive on-i
50s. Friday chance of snow.
work experience as a componer Iht'
academic program,'• she explained,
"and, secondly, the program is career.
TODAY'S INDEX
laddered to enable students to Willa' all
Four Sections Today
academic credits in the 0,4-(-year
2,3
Local Scene
Program toward the completion of a
4
Opinion Page
four-year baccalaureate degree in
Sports
foods, nutrition, and dietetic, at
12
Deaths& Funerals
Murray State."
14
Horoscope Dietetic -technician students are
Crossword........18
Marion
Rebecca Blackford and
.. . 18
Comics
Outland, both of Murray, Michelle
18, 19
Classifieds
Bowen, Louisville, Pat Dorris, Evan20
Dear Abby
sville, Ind., and Lillie Woodard,
Pages
8
.
Section
IGA
•
"
Southside, Tenn.

Clear and Cold

OUTSTANDING YOUNG FARMER—Danny (unningham, center was
honored Tuesday evening by the Murray-( alloway County lay cees as
Calloway County's Outstanding Young rarmer for 19-6.(unninKham has
'been selected as one of the top three finalists in s;atewide competition
and the winner will be announced Nov. 20 in Bowling Green.( unningham
lives in the Penny (immunity with his wife Julia Ann and their three
daughters Deana. Dana and Denese. - The OYF program in Kentuc ky is in
coordination_ with a nationwide IC program ih an effort to recogniie and
credit the young farmers of our «)untry,- a layiee spokesman said. At lilt
is local id vice-president Donnie lov'ett and at r'ght is OW program (hairman Terry Broach.
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Dr. Harvey Elder, associate
professor of mathematics at
Murra) State University,
spoke on
The Metric
System" at the meeting of the
Hazel Woman's Club held
Thursday, October 21, at the
Hazel Community Center.
The speaker also showed a
film on The Advantages Of

Spring Creek Girls, Action Meet

Penny Club

Dr. Harvey- Elder
Speaker At Hazel

Cole Home

Members of the club voted
to send five dollars to the
Kentucky State Headquarters
to go toward the reception
'honoring Mrs. Oscar Sowards
at her inauguration as
president of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs
next,spring.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. Suzanne Thompson
and Mrs. Hughes Bennett.
Other members present were
Mrs. Nancy Simpson, Mrs.
Phil Liddle, Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore, Mrs. James
Latimer, Mrs. Houston Ray,
and Mrs. Butch Elliott.

Mrs. Alton Cole opened her
home for the meeting of the
Penny Homemakers Club held
on Monday, October 18, at one
p.m.
"Tips On Growing House
'Plants" was the subject of the
lesson presented by Mrs. J. C.
Kemp.
Mrs. Ernest Madrey,
president, presided. The
devotion was given by Mrs.
Jean Clog'', county home
agent in home economics, a
guest at the meeting. Mrs.
Orfield Byrd was also a guest.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Cole.
The club will . meet
November 15 at one p.m. at
the County Extension Office,
SUMMERS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Summers 209 Maple Street, Murray,
of Arlington Route One are the with Mrs. Madrey as hostess.
parents of a baby girl, Mikola
Rae, weighing six pounds 12,2
ounces, born on Saturday,
November 6, at 6:42 p. m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The Calloway County High
The father is employed at
Dr. Harvey Elder
the Goodyear Tire and Rubber School Chapter of Future
Company, Union. City, Tenn. Business Leaders of America
Going Metric." He has been a They resided in Murray until held its regular meeting with
member of the Murray State recently.
Kemp, president,
Kim
faculty since . 1957 and
Grandparents are Mr. and presiding. received his undergraduate Mrs. Leonard Summers and
Forty-one members were
.__ and __master's.. degree at - Mr. and Mrs-. Glen Riley, all of present and eleven-members
Murray. He received his Arlington Route_One.
absent. The executive council
doctor's degree from the
is planning an initiation party
University of Illinois.
for new members. Miss Kemp
NELSON GIRL
Dr. Elder was introduced by
Shannon Marlene is the asked for volunteers for
Mrs. Max Parks. Mrs. Jackie name chosen by Mr. and Mrs. committees.
Butterworth, president, Don Nelson, 1109 Elm Street,
Refreshments were served
presided and Mrs. Joe Murray, for their baby girl, while Patricia (Critter)
Thompson gave the devotion.
weighing six pounds one McKenzie provided enMrs. Dale Nance, Mrs. ounce, born on Monday, tertainment by singing.
Parks, and Mrs. Butterworth November 8, at 10:45 p. m. at
The club's officers this year
attended the Fall Board the Murray-Calloway County are: Kim Kemp, president;
meeting at Lone Oak. Mrs. Hospital.
Hutchens, viceRandy
Nance placed second in two
The new father is employed president; Luaria Colson,
classes in the arts and crafts with Industrial Towel and recording secretary; Susie.
contest. The Hazel Club Uniform Company.
corresponding
Imes,
discussed hosting the MidPaternal grandparents are secretary; Shari Tucker,
Winter workshop for the First Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Duncan reporter; Lisa Cleaver,
District with the place and and the late W. A. Nelson of treasurer, Rhonda Adams,
date to be announced later.
Murray. Maternal grand- historian; Denise Howard,
The club will sponsor the parents are Mr. and Mrs. parlimentarian.
Mental Health Read-A-Thon Robert Ragan of San Mateo,
for the seventh grade at Calif. Great grandparents are
Southwest Elementary Schpal Mr-, and Mrs. Burie Char-lton
with Mrs. Harold Wilkerson of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
presenting the materials and Russell Ragan of Oklahoma
HOSPITAL PATIENT
report to the children for the City, Okla., and Mrs. Mahalia
Larry Luffman of Murray
club.
Tate of Grand Rapids,Mich.
Route Six has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Ends Tonite 7:20,9:05
CHARLES 11110/ISON THOM NOON
PADUCAH PATIENT
.- =IRELAND . TILL THREr
Mrs. Oscar Turner, Jr., of
Murray Route One has been a
RICHARD HARRIS
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

The call to prayer was led
by Renee Butler. The lesson
was given by Mrs. Butler,
leader, including an excerpt
from the book, "Tomorrow's
Land" by Wendell Belew,
giving his view of the story of
Christ's birth as told by
Kentutky mountain men.
For refreshments each child
made her own carmel apple.
by
led
were
Games
recreational leaders, Anita
Waggoner and Christy Darnell. Amy Pyle was a member
also present.

The Spring Creek Baptist
Church Girls In Action held
their regular meeting at the
home of the leader, Mrs. Jerry
Butler, with eight girls
present, on Friday, October
15,after shool hours.
Mylinda Mitchell, president,
presided, and Renee Butler,
secretary-treasurer, called
the roll. Three guests present
were Cindy Hughes, Paula
Warren, and Carla Waggoner,
with the later becoming a new
member.

Has Meet At

Mr..40044-

Calloway FBLA
Chapter Meets

Margaret Trevathan, third from left, librarian at the Calloway County Public library,
conducted a tour of the library for the members of the Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club on October 18. She also briefly reviewed the book,"Are You
There God? It's Me Margaret" to, ludy Blume. She was introduced by Maxine Scott. The
members later went to the club house for the business session, conducted by Oneida
Boyd. Reports were given by Anna Mae Thurman, Rachel Hendon, Dortha Bailey, Muncie Geurin, Louise Miller, Wilma Beatty, and Dortha Jones. Hostesses were Dortha
Bailey, Muncie Geurin, Martha EMIL, and Evelyn Bradley. Roberta Ward was welcomed
as a new meruber. Pictured, left to right, at the library, are Anna Mae Thurman, Maxine
Scott, Margaret Trevathan, Muncie Geurin, Oneida Boyd, and Cloia Campbell. Also
present were Helen Beal, Geneva Brownfield, Jo Burkeen, Billie Hall, Jan Hough, and
Mesa Starks. The department will meet Monday, November 15, at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with lean Cloar, counts extension agent in home economics as speaker.
Hostesses will be Anna Mae)hurman, Oneida Boyd, Helen Beal,and Pauline Parker.'

Guide To Hints For The Cold Weather
Magazine's
GLAMOUR
beauty editors say: Cold
weather can stir you to a
faster pace, a bloomier skin
and fresh pleasure at being
out, but if you don't take a few
precautions, being outside can
turn that bloom to a chapped
red. Here are a few easy ideas
to keep you one up on winter.
EYES
Wear sunglasses all year.
They will help protect against
the cold and wind that make
your eyes water. A goad
waterproof mascara guards
against smudges. The eye
area is tie dryest.part,of your
face, so treat it with a rich
moisturizer worn under
makeup and while you sleep.
CHEEKS
Cheeks rare prime targets

CIAAPIPA

Starts
Tom'w•

RETURN
-THE
OF A MAN CALLED HORSE"
Ends Tonite

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Billy Starks of Hardin has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

de

A love story that is always new
returns to thrill you anew.

Starts ,
Torn'w- ROMEO

PG
T

4.411011' "AN

Thru Wed. 11/17
7:20,9:15 + 2:30 Sun.

Where anything
can happen
and usually does!

'George
Catlin
•Richard
Prot

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE I
TECHNICOLOR•

MURRAY

Closed

EARS
If a hat or conventional
earmuffs won't work for you,
try a good-looking ski band,
the kind that goes around your
head and covers your ears.
It's deliciously warm.
HAIR
•
Don't forget that cold wind
and weather make hair dry
and brittle. Treat yours gently
and deep-condition it once a
month. Try using your dryer
on the "warm" instead of
"hot" setting to cut down on
the effects of too much heat.
Limit the use of electric
rollers and curling irons to
three times a week.
"We cannot be just if we
are not kindhearted."
Vauvenargues

7iqLedd

East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.
Ai I

NC.

.024w.,c,..4.4„
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Personna 74
Injector Blades
Fits All Injector Razors
7 Blades

Stop, Shop
and Save
We Reserve The Right
To limit Quantities

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY—ENDS SATURDAY

PADUCAH PATIENT
Daryl Callender of Hardin
Route One has been a patient
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

AWAY-FROMHOME MEALS
INCREASE
Of the $159 billion which
Americans spent on food in
1975, thirty per cent or $46.9
billion was spent for food
consumed away from home,
according to U.S. Department
of Agriculture economists.
Since 1970 this away-fromhome food market has annually accounted for 27-30 per
cent of total food consumption.
Included in this consumer
group are institutions such as
nursing homes, hospitals and
colleges as well as restaurants
and fast-food chains. .

We Would Like To Extend Our

Efferdent

'Arra

strength..

Sole

59

eiferdent
DINTUM CLEMISFP1

$1 48
Sale

•

Prell
Shampoo

Calloway Lumber Co
Dixie Creme
Ellis Popcorn
Holiday Inn

(GA Northside
(GA Southside

Sale Your Choice

86
Vicks
NyQuil
Night time
Cold Medicine
10 oz. Bottle

Sale

Word-Elkins
Wiggins Furniture

J H Churchill Funeral Home

Johnson's Grocery
Murray Ledger and Times
Long John Silver's

McDonald's
Moose Lodge
Murray State University Livestock and Exposition Center
National Lumber Co

AND

Irene Young
Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity
,itaptio Tau Omega Fraternity
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority
Kappa Alphas Fraternity
Sigma Chi Fraternity
sigma &giro Sigma Sorority

Special thanks to the many individuals in (hi; community who
contributed their time and money

Thanks
Kappa Department
Murray Woman's Chth

Suspension
Low sodium, fresh
mint flavor
12 oz. bottle

Westclox Digital
"500" Dialite
Electric

7,

C
Clock SaM
Model
l
e$
e8
l 22501:91
Alarm9
$1Og
Sale

Exceptionally quite tape system.
Features back-lighted numerals for
easy nighttime legibility.

Adorn Hair Spray
It holds your hair but no one knows its'
there. Choice of Regular, Extra Hold,,
Unscented, Ultimate. 13 oz

$ 18
Sale

Storey's
TV Service Center
WNRS
Weaver Popcorn

Hodges

Sale Your Choice

The Extra Rich Shampoo
-7oz Liquid of
3 oz Tube Concentrate

Owens
Rickman S Norsworthy Lumber Co
Ross's Standard
Ryon Milk Co

Bred
Burger Queen

Bunny

Choice of Chocolate
Covered
Raisins,
Chocolate
Covered
Peanuts, Bridge Mix
12 oz. Bog

Rian
Antacid

96 Tablets

for your contributions to another
successful Kappa Kamival
Big Jahn s

Brach's Candy

Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

THANKS

•

cracks.

7:30,9:15

maw
aueleix
valmuLAT1111111111"Ni

(1,JULIET

for chapping and windburn.
Give them the protection of a
good moisturizer or a
moisturizing foundation
during the day. Vaseline
petroleum jelly applied to
t'happed areas at bedtime is
verY soothing. Use a cream,
rather than a powder blush, if
cheeks are chapped.
LIPS
Wear a protective lip
pomade over, under, or in
place of lipstick. Carry one in
your purse for quick touchups. Never go outdoors in cold
eather without something on
pur lips. The moisture from
Puking them will cause.
chapping. If %our.,lips do get
chapped, wear a clear or
colored gloss, not a lipstick
which' will only emphasize

Toni
Home Permanent

Norelco

Choice of Regular,
Gentle, Super
sale

Tripleheader
Electric Shaver

Dove

No nicks, cuts or scratches.
sell sharpening rotary
blades. flooring heads
pop-up trimmer model HP/ I /9F

Dishwashing Liquid
Leaves Hands Feeling
Soft and Smooth
22 oz
Sale

Sale $26"
CLOSO•UP

CONTAC
Contac
Cold Capsules
12 Hour Reliet
10 Capsules
Sole

984

S.

Close-up
Toothpaste
Choice of Regular
Or Mint Flavored
4.6 oz. rube

Sale

49P
•

Paramount Polski
Wyrob Kosher

Gerkins
oz Jor

a
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Miscellaneous Shower Given For
.11iss .11arrbetit
vanaugh Sunday
Miss Marybeth Cavanau&h, Dames were played with the

December 10th bride-elect of
Wm. Stan Downs, was
honored with a miscellaneous
shower on Sunday, November
7, at three p. m. at the Peoples
Bank Community Room at
12th and Chestnut.
The honoree selected from
her trousseau a green and
yellow plaid skirt, yellow
blouse and green vest with
matching eccessories. She
was presented with a corsage
of yellow glarnellias by the
hostesses who were: Miss
Melonie Hutchens, Mrs.
Coleen Linn, Mrs. Janice
Cavanaugh, and Miss Rita
Brandon.
Mrs. John T. Cavanaugh,
mother of the bride-elect was
presented with a corsage of
white glamellias.
The bride-elect opened her
many lovely gifts and
displayed them on a table
covered with a white
tablecloth, with an umbrella
with pink roses and burgundy
net attached, and pink ribbon
streamers with love knots.
Miss Melonie Hutchens,
friend of the bride-elect, kept
the guest register. Favors of
mints in burgundy nets were
presented to each guest.
The serving table was
covered with a lace cloth, with
-centerpiec,e of pink roses,
burgundy net and pink and
burgundy candles. The two
tier cake was decorated with
pink roses, with a fresh red
rose decorating the bottom
tier.
Nuts, mints, lime punch,
and cake were served in
sterling silver appointments
by Miss Hutchens and Mrs.
Coleen Linn.

winners being, Mrs. Eleanor
D'Angelo, Mrs. Pat Houston,
Miss Cathy Downs. All prizes
were presented to the honoree.
Sixty-two persons were
present or sent gifts.

Mrs. Rogers
Hostess For
Club Meeting
Mrs. Lenith Rogers was
hostess for the October
meeting of the Suburban
Homemakers Club held at her
home with the president, Mrs.
Holmes Dunn,presiding.
The lesson on "Fall
Fashions" was presented by
Mrs. Rogers who said some of
the trends were bulk over
slimness, tunics, vests, pants
tucked into boot tops, and
large soft bags. She showed
clothing items to illustrate
points in her discussion.
Mrs. Preatice Dunn gave
the minor lesson on "Foilage
Plants." Mrs. Roy Hancock
brought a "Macrame Santa
Door Decoration" she was
making. Mrs. Leon Adams
discussed the landscape notes.
The devotion on "Stewardship of the Earth" was givenby Mrs. Robert Hendon. Mrs.
Jean* Cloar, county home
agent in home economics, was
a visitor.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Rogers and her
cohostess, Mrs. Harry
Russell. Also present were
Mrs. Learon McGary, Mrs.
Clyde Miller, and Mrs. Jack
Wilson.
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co*•,„, COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
•
Thursday,November 11
Wednesday,November 111
philosophy
Second
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will colloquim will be held at 3:30
p. m. in Faculty Hall, MSU,
meet at seven p. m.
sponsored by Department of
1Philosphy. Open to public at
Lions Club Radio Auction no charge.
will start at 6:30 p. m. on
WNBS.
Lions Club Radio Auction
will start at 6:30 p. in. on
Murray State Women's WNBS.
volleyball club will meet in the
south gym of Carr Health
Senior
Concord
New
Building from 5:30 to 7:30 p. Citizens will meet at the home
m.
of Ella Willoughby at one p. m.
Music
Civic
Murray
Association will meet Gregg
Smith Singers at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium,MSU.

Friday,November 12
Household shower for
Charles and Mayme Lou
Thompson who lost their home
and contents by fire will be
Dexter
by
Evening Circles of First sponsored
United Methodist Chirch Homemakers Club at the
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m. Dexter Center at seven p.m.
as follows: Hannah with Mrs.
North Murray Homemakers
Peter Whaley, Ruth Wilson at
church parlor, and Wesleyan Club will meet with Mrs. Fres!
Gingles at 1:30p.m.
with Mrs. Roy Folsom.

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.

Rodeo will be held at. West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road,at 7:30p. m.

Exhibitions of weavings by
Thursday,November 11
Samples, Fern Creek,
Marcia
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Dexter at drawings and .paintings by
Community Center at 9:30 a. David Ribar, Louisville, and
m., South Murray at County paintings by David R. Helton,
Extension office at one p. m., Nashville, Tom., will be on
Progressive
Jane exhibit in the Clara M. Eagle
with
Willoughby at seven p.m.,and Gallery, MSU, through
Town and Country with Hellon November 23.
Carlin at 7:30p. m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
Independence
United will be held. Call 753-9725 by
Methodist Church Women will 9:15 a. m. for morning
shopping and 11:30 a. m. for
meet at seven p. m.
afternoon shopping.
Welcome Wagon NewSaturday,November 13
comers Club will meet at
Skeet Shoot, sponsored by
7:30 p. m. at First Christian
North PTC, will be at North
Church.
School from nine a. m. to dark.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Bazaar by Creative Arts
Royal Arch Masons and
Department,
Murray
Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet Woman's Club, will be at
at 7:30 p. m. at the Masonic Calloway County Public
Library from nine a. m. to five
Hall.
p.m.
Grove 126 WOW will meet at
Holly
Berry
Bazaar,
Murray Woman's Club House
sponsored by Presbyterian
at six p.m.
Women's organization, will be
Ellis Center will be open at First Presbyterian Churc4t,
from ten a. m. to three p. m. 16th and Main, starting at9:
for Senior Citizens with Tom a. m.
Christenbery to present a
Rodeo will be at Livestock
program about Arthritis at
and Exposition Center at 7:30
10:30 a. m.
p. m.
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Free Balloons

Free Refreshments
Register for

Hammond
Organ

Story & Clark Pianos
Deluxe Styling. Solid Wood Cabinets
1. 50 Yr. Guarantee
2_ Bench Included
3. Free Delivery
4. Many of a kind

Save Up to

$2950°

SPECIALS
Lowrey Magic Genie
W /Chords & Rhythm
Hammond (M3)
Story & Clark Piano
Early American Maple

Save $24500

Kimball 400

Only

With The Entertainer
You Can Play
This Organ w 2 fingers

$1 39500

2 Upright
Pianos Pick and Choice
&
Dark Pine w bench

Only 1395"

Silvertone Spinet Organ
$14400

Reg. 1695.00
excellent Cond. With Bench

Zachary Organ
W Chords & Rhythm
Like New

Used Lowrey Organ

'28800

Only

Live Entertainment
Friday Nov.12
6:30 In Our Store

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR YOU...IF
you care about quality...
you care about value...
you care about results...AND
are interested in achieving
your beauty potential...

Listen Also on
Come hear the fantastic new Lowrey Genie
Organ. Hear your favorite requests. Let us
show you how to play the organ for the 1st

THE BEAUTY ORGANIZATION
more than 60.00 worth of cosmetics,
just 12.50 with any purchase from

time.

ea•••so.i.siGoi olsta
)
Organize your beauty life with this latest treasure from Germaine Monte,'
...THE BEAUTY ORGANIZATION! A jewel among organizers., designed
with you in mind...this smoky,lucite-like, dresser-top beauty module,
with convenient three-tiered, swivel-drawer arrangement,comes filled
with a stellar collection of unrivaled, superbly formulated beautifiers
...ACTI-VITA LIPSTICK(Dogwood Beige),SUPER-MOIST CHEEK
ACCENT(Copper Glow),SUPPLEGEN LASTING MAKEUP
(Beige),SUPERGLOW CAKE EYE SHADOW(Aqua,Celery,
Powder Blue, Woodrose), BIO-MIRACLE LOTION,SUPPLEGEN
MOISTURE LOTION, ACTI-VITA CREAM,GERMAINE
PERFUME SPRAY plus a packette of REALM COLOGNE...
all in special sizes that spell "spectacular" in a variety of
beautifying ways! More than 60.00 worth of cosmetics,
for just 12.50 with any Germaine Monted
purchase. Ask the Germaine Monteil Beauty
Consultagt to help with your selection...
and about The Beauty Register'.
Germaine Monteil's super-sampling
program with additional
membership privileges

fhe Cherry Branch
1203

Chestnut

Console Piano
by

Story & Clark
Reg. 1195°'

J89500
With Bench
1 Only
Compare Anywhere!! The best buy is not always the amount of discount off a "Supposedly Regular" price, but rather the quality and quantity you get for the dollar you
spend. But give us the chance to prove our Motto: "If you devil purchase your piano or
organ from Conrad's you will probably either pay more or get less.". .

•WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD!!!

Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.& Paducah Mall

753-1424

ilie illurray Ledger & nmes
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MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc.

Walter L. Apperson, publisher

R. Gene McCutcheon, editor

kcJiturials and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
of differing
the puma., of pro,iding a forum for the free exchange
and
opinions Totters to the editor in . responw- to
optniunaled articles art encouraged
tunit
to
that
strong',
belie".
riewapaper
Ulu
of
editors
The
opinionated articles to °nit those Inch parrallet the editorial
philosoph, of this newspaper would Or a disservue to our reader,
therefore we urice readers who donut agree with an editorial stand
the, idea,presented b, an indisidual writer In.. cotunin to respond
with their feelings on the path, ular issue brine dist ussed

Many Things May Be
Reason For Carter Win
-

NEW YORK(AP) — The black vote,
• he solid South, the strength of
organized labor...all these and many
more have been mentioned as reasons
why Jimmy Carter snatched the big job
from President Ford.
Albert Sindlinger, the researcher,
'las another reason: Ford tried to tell
wo-thirds of the American population
hat things were getting better because
one-third of- Americans had emerged
from the recession.
This, he suggested, must have been
received by millions of voters with
incredulity and perhaps. resentment:
-If the President really feels lam doing
they may have said, "there-is
little I can expect from him."
The majority of American people,
said Sindlinger, do not believe they
have recovered from the economy's
stumble, and they do not care one whit
about those statistics"-that show an
etornnny-grfrdualirimproving.
They know, said Sindlinger. In his
view, nobody tells the ordinary person
anything about what he knows best —
that is, the state of his own pocketbook.
No, not even the president of the United
States. _
Sindlinger has claimed- throughout
this year that most Americans have
remained to one degree or another
-plagued by economic problems. Onethird of Americans doing very well, he

observes, can distort the general
average.
Where does this information come
from? From the people themselves.
Sindlinger's company, based in Media,
Pa., calls 1,100 families each week.
Unlike the special election surveys and
the straw votes which last for days or
weeks or months, his polling goes on
seven days a week by telephone, year
after year.
The findings aren't based on impressions. Instead, specific questions
are asked about jobs, income, business
conditions, ability to buy, expectations
about the future. Same questions.day
alter day.
On Oct. 7, Sindlinger & Co. reported
that a new recession was under way.
And long before that he had countered
the bullishness of some of the highly
publicized indicators by saying the best
one of all, the assessment of the people,
•
4Ei:sianing.
In his opinion — which is based on the
opinions he hears expressed over the
telephone — a tax cut, as President
Ford had promised and President-elect
Carter has suggested, won't turn the
tide.!People would just bank it," he
says.
What, then, would help restore the
ability of people to buy, and give them
confidence to buy? Considering -the
involved suggestions commonly of-

Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: POST-MECTIONTHOUGHTSHXRRIGAN
For months to come, political
Mistakii. They do. On occasion, the
country has taken the wrong turn. It is
analysts will conduct post-mortems on
likely to do so again. It is important,
the elections. The term "post-mortem"
however, to.count our blessings as
Is appropriate, for in any election the
American. We have a nation that is
hopes of a part of the eleetorate are
rich not only in material goods but in
enrtinguished. What is an occasion of
liberties.
rejoicing for one group of Americans is
The permanent task-for _concerned
a time of bitter disappointment for
arlother.
citizens is to cultivate the spirit of
Happily, however, the verdict of one
liberty. No matter what happens in an
election, one has opportunities to stress
election is not final, whether it is a local
the value of a free society over a conor national contest. Candidates and
trolled society, a free economy over a
parties fail, but our basic institutions
regimented economy. Battles that can't
endure. Future elections offer fresh
be won in Congress may be won in
opportunities for improving the perschools and colleges. If the present
sonnel and policies of government.
To date, the American people have
generation lacks a full appreciation of
the danger of Big Government, the
been able to bind up their political
rising generation may develop a
:Wounds after a national election. While
clearer understanding.
,iontinuing to disagree on many issues,
To a very considerable degree, the
:they manage to find a measure of unity.
they make the best of things and look to
government- of the United States is
ienother day — another election — for
engaged in a colloquy with its citizens.
(significant change. And the losers in
Major changes in policies require
Vmerican politics aren't -totally
public approval. Therefore, opeclipsed. They retain a variety of power
portunities exist for the citizen to
bases in Congress and the states. They
participate in the policy-making
;have opportunities while out of power to
process.
influence their fellow citizens.Letters to the President, members of
The struggle for the mind of the
Congress and to newspaper Letters To
The Editor columns provide valuable
nation is a never-ending process. Our
means whereby private citizens can
population is Made up of many groups
express their views. In this country, the
pith a variety of concerns and
aViewpoints. These interests and points
views of the public have weight. More
:6f view shift from time to time. A
Americans need to realize this truth
and to act upon it by expressing
:Icontinuing process of public discussion
js both wise and necessary.
themselves on the issues that affect
The important thing is to retain faith
their lives and the lives of their
In the American people and in
children.
timerica's institutions. Politicians
Political action at the ballot box is not
the only tool of effective citizenship
:come and go. One can invest altogether
-too much hope in an individual or a available to our people. Election Day is
pry.
not the only occasion to exercise the
• This isn't to say that the American rights and responsibilities of American
;people, as a whole, don't make citizenship.
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Four Keys to A Heattlrf Heart

Heart Enemies: Diabetes Obesity, Stress
nent control of desired weight
Bank fewer calories. Spend
more
The fat, chubby child is by no
means the healthy child, and
may in fad be unhealthy. Obesity often starts in childhood.
Fat children may easily become
predisposed or even doomed to
remain fat unless they undertake heroic measures not
required of other people

EK;IITH IN A SERIES

By Alton Blakeslee
and Jeremiah Stantler, M.D.
fered, his reply was remarkably
Diabetes is becoming an ever
simple: "Lower prices."
greater enemy of human hearts,
Perhaps more offensive to many brains, eyes and limbs.
Representing an inability to
people was the President's insistence
that the job situation was improving handle sugar properly, diabetes
has become the third-ranking
when, as the government's statistics killer
disease in the United
showed, unemployment was rising, to States, the National Commission
7.9 per cent from 7.3 earlier this year.
on Diabetes reported...in January
STRESS
Inflation also is very much with us. 1976
Tensions and stresses in the
The disease brings higher risk
The Wholesale Price Index rose at an
various ways we live have long
annual rate of 7.2 per cent in October. of heart disease and stroke,
been suspect of having possibly
and
diseases
kidney
blindness,
bad effects on our hearts.
Like the job figure, this too was gangrene of the legs. And, says
Scares and frights can acutely
released immediately after the elec- the Conunission, the number of
boost blood pressure. Worries
tion.
Americans with diabetes, mostly
can keep us tense, perhaps narIn Sindlinger's view, the President starting in adult years, is inrowing tiny blood vessels.
.
ominously.
tried to tell the people something about creaSing
All these are real and measura
says
In Western cultures,
which they had better information.
physical effects from tenable
British report on prevention of
anxieties.
and
sions
Instead, he said, they told him.
CHI) (coronary heart disease),
But it is much more difficult
diabetic men have two to three
to measure their effects in the
times more CHD, and diabetic
longer rttn- on arteries and
women five or six times more
hearts. What is "stress" for one
than corresponding ..non-diabetperson may not be for another.
ics. "Among Western diabetics.
Nonetheless, how we live, how
co_m_r_nonest
_
_.CHD is t at
accounting for
we perceive afilledges"Stitt
Burglars stripped Puryear 'High cause of death,
react to them, probably can afabout 50 per cent of them."
School of some $4,000 -worth of
• fect to some degree what hapMuch of this higher risk for
television sets and office machines coronary trouble is probably due
pens to our blood pressure, arearly yesterday.
teries and hearts.
to the association of diabetes
An emotional crisis, even the
Deaths reported include Marvin L. v4th other known heart risk facstudies added to "bank," and from not drawing eicitement of a baseball or footWard and Mrs. Edgar (Nanny) Arm- tors. the British report con- -stroke. Other
through
calories
enough
out
tinues. These include obesity, that evidence.
ball game, may become the last
strong.
But results from other studies physical activity.
elevated blood fats, elevated
the last straw, for someinsult,
the
of
president
spoon
fork,
Galloway,
knife,
M.
of
L
have not always been consistent Wiser use
pressure and smoking.
heart and arteriesalblood
whose
one
toavenue
main
Kentucky State Home Builders
Glucose or sugar tolerance with that finding. By itself, mod- and glass is the
diseased.
are
ready
pounds,
Association, spoke at the meeting of the tests can tell if you have any erate obesity does not seem to ward getting rid of extra
However, it is difficult to demcoronary and keeping them off. Your new'onstrate that chronic or longamajorefactor in corona
Murray-Calloway County Home problem in handling blood hbeeart
pound-controlling diet can be term stress contributes to corodisease.
Builders Association held at Southside sugars. any tendency toward
But, obese people are not quite enjoyable. "Crash" diets nary heart disease.
diabetes
Restaurant.
tiresome
CollabThe essence in preventing dif- -home free" on the score of with unusual and often
weiitht In their,large Western
Christine Carter Luther and Bobby ficulty
the diabetic lies in their excess pounds. For obesity features may shed somesticking
lor
orative Group Study, Drs. Meyer
play,
is
the
trouble
in
parts
The
initially.
leading
other
Dodd have
control of diabetes or a tendency - is usually- associated with
Friedman and Ray Rosenman at
"The Male Animal," to be presented by toward it through a broad ap- serious risk factors, such as high with them. .
Mt. Zion Hospital in San Francisrepresents
fat
of
One pound
blood pressure, a tendency to
the MurrayState University Theatre on proach
Calif., studied men of what
co,
calories.
This means trying to keep diabetes, higher levels of blood about 3,500 "banked"
call Type A Personalithey
November 10,11,and 12.
up
fats and uric acid (associated You don't have to try to burn
Births reported include a boy, Brian blood sugar levels normal with gout). and reduced physical 3,500 in a day or week of even a ty—time-stressed, competitive,
the day. with little or
aggressive, ambitious, workHoward, to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Lee throughout
month. You stored them up, put- oriented, emotionally complex.
sugar appearing in activity.
or
glucose
no
on November 6,a boy,James Robert,to the urine, as one easy measure.
Marked obesity —say 20 per ting on extra pounds over the' Type B men are not so pressing
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe Nwmey on But also it must include diet that cent or more over desirable or years., by eating a bit more than or hurried in
and are
that you
November 5, and a boy, Eric Stephen, will bring about and maintain. recommended weight —appears your body needed, or ,physical less than half as likely as Type A..„
through
for.
-men to have a- coronary attack,
to Mk. and Mis. Leo-B1a1F-oalsiovember,-fr;N•S--ot-itsces& peenti.&;antl-that—to-ba-a d,nghr oniti very mad, _accoanted
'
will !Aver high blocol choles- even if other risk factors are activity.
these researchers say. •
6.
caloriebecome
to
It's easy
lacking. It has further drawterol
One common impression is
the
do
to
easy
as
tich, and jbst
it is the "big shot," the high
Dieralone may not, be enough backs, in physical appearance reverse
that
day
every
Its
—eat a bit
who runs the highest
executive,
to control the bldod sugar prob- and limitations on ohysts.al abiliand
doing
been
plus than you've
of heart attack, because he
risk
lem, and then, insulin can in- ties, emotional problems,dying
from
withdrawals
Make exercise
works so hard —and may even
variably - help' And exercise the general threat of
the bank.
earlier.
•
that he thinks his work
sugar.
excess
comment
up
burn
helps
of
minutes
An additional 10
A truck load of new furniture
Losine excess pounds well
im. While wives might
killing-h
is
60
to
50
belonging to Crass Furniture was
may help in reducing blood pres- walking each day means week,
to agree, there is no
inclined
be
• OBESITY
a
calories spent-350 in a
destroyed by fire yesterday at 3:30p.m.
Life insurance statistical sure, combatting a diabetic ten- pound in 10 weeks, five pounds real research finding that stressas the vehicle was proceeding east on studies long 4t.)'pointed to obe- dency,and reducing blood fats. in a year. You put the weight on linked coronary disease is higher
The extra pounds come from
among that group or any other
Main Street near the business section. sity as enhancing one's risk of
too many calories, through small daily gains. Take group.
consuming
a
suffering
of
and
earlier
dying
permafor
The loss was about 6600 for the furway
same
the
off
heart attack or putting them into a caloric it
niture as the local firemen were able to premature

10 Years Ago

20 Years Ago

save the truck.
The largest honey flow in twenty
years will result in a profit for bee'
raisers in Calloway County, a bee
specialist said yesterday.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Charlie
Moody,age 53.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Trigg County High School 53 to 19 in
football for the final game of the
season.
Max Lovett and Billy Ray Rawls
have leased the Noble Farris Phillips66
Service Station at North Fourth and
Chestnut Streets.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Shakedown" starring Howard Duff,
Brian Donlevy, and Peggy Dow, and
"Larceny" starring John Payne, Dan
Duryear,and Joan Caulfield.

'5-,s

• I:1:r
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Bible Thought
7".••-sk
Who shall not fear thee,0 Lord,
. . . for thy judgments are made
manifest. Revelation 15:4.

Those who have no fear of God
in this life will some day face His
judgments; then they will wis:,
they had taken Him seriously.

Let's Stay Well

Cancer Of The Pancreas

ANNUAL
MURRAY LIONS CLUB

RADIO
AUCTION
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

NOVEMBER 9, 10, 11, 1976
WNBS AM, WAAW FM
BEGINNING AT
6:30 P.M. EACH EVENING
ITEMS FOR SALE THIS YEAR INCLUDE:

By F.J.L Blasingame, TAD.
The symptoms of cancer of the
Cancer of the pancreas is a
subtle, dreadful die that has pancreas may be vague and
'seen slowly increasing in the confusing. ofte'h making the
diagnosis difficult. Symptoms
:United States.
During about the last 50 years, may include indigestion. pros.The number of -persons dying sure and discomfort in the upper
-from this form of cancer has. abdomen and pain in the back
grown from less than three to across the' lower chest region.
more than eight per 100.000 peo- Later, if the tumor presses
against the bile ducts, Jaundice
ple per year.
Pancreatic cancer is now the may appear and grow
:lourth most fall' type of malig- progressively worse.
Tobacco smokers. regular
-)tancy in this country, led only by
:lung. colon-rectal and breast consumers of alcohol and
cancer Approximately 20,000 women with sugar diabetes have
:4)eis cases of cancer of the an.incidence of pancreatic
cancer about twoJo three times
pancreas appear each year.
The pancreas is a large gland, higher than other nonusers and
:....fetter than an inch wide and nondiabetics. These cancers ap-.
:tilthout 0( inches long in the back pear more commonly In pet-sons
:-pail of the upper abdomen in who are pasi age 40, especially
-.front if the spine. The pancreas in Mose in the seventh or eighth.
excretes digestive juices info the decade of life.
The pancreas has a rich blood
upper small intestine near the
site where the bile enters front supply. and the cancerous cells
ea'd early to other parts of the
the liver. The pancreas also
.. generates insulin to prevent body, such at into the region
Is-mph nodek d liver.
'sugar diabetes,

A variety of tests are used to methods for control of cancer. --aid in early diagnosis and in- .
Mrs.M.D. asks that we indichile blood studies, examination cate whether cold or heat should
of intestinal excretions, X-rays. be used after a sprain.
sound wave tests and, in certain
A: Application of cold, elevacases, direct viewing through a tion and later a compression
through
inserted
scope
flemble
(elastic) bandage is the treatthe stomach into the intestine ment of choice to lessen pain,
the
and pancreatic duct. Often
reduce swelling, and promote
diagnosis is not possible until the healing. If signs and Symptoms.
abdomen is opened surgically.
are moderate to severe, it is
Treatment has not produced preferable to see a physician to
satisfactory result1 because the rule out a fracture, whith which
cure rate and symptomatic a bad sprain can tie confused.
relief are,rare. Surgery, radiation and chemotherapy are used, ,Q. MrsIC. wants to know if it
generally in combination.
is true that women lave more
Physicians, patients, and their surgical operations than do men
relatives are often disappointed in the United States.
at the difficulty in diagnosis and
A: Sometime 'ago (1973). the
poor outcome. Even when these National Center for Health
tumors are discovered early. the Statistics reported that women
outlook is often dismal.
had a 54 per cent higher surgery
The best hope for improve- rate than did men, and that
merit in management is for gynecological surgery ac'refinementin diagnostic tests counted for a major portion ofand n yet undiscovered the difference...

LADIES' WEAR - MEN'S WEAR - CHILDREN'S WEAR
HAIRDRESSING ITEMS 8 SERVICES
SPORT GOODS - OFFICE SUPPLIES
FOOD - AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES 8 SERVICES
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - TOOLS - POOL TABLES
BRASS BED - AND MANY, MANY MORE

"BARGAINS GALORE
Proceeds from the Radio Audion •
Will Be Used For Local
Comm. Projeds
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Agonizing Ordeal At Scotia Mine Almost Over For Relatives Of Dead

Barry Newsome, Graves County, and Lori-Ann
Speck,
Livingston County, were crowned as first District Farm
Bureau King and Queen at the contest held
Monday
evening at the Student Center Auditorium, Murray State
University. They were crowned by the 1976 King, Krit
Stubblefield, and Queen, Sandra Stark, both of Calloway
County. Also participating in the contest were JoBeth
Norwood, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ed Norwood,and
Kenneth Paschall, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carves Paschall,
both students at Calloway County High Schoot
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n afhaparRicky Cunningham, Hickman County senior, took top
honors in Division II talent
contest of the First District
Farm Bureau held at the
Student Center Auditorium,
MSU, on Monday evening.
He will compete with winners from other districts at
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Convention in Louisville
December 9-11.
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Boiler Explodes,
School Evacuated
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CYNTHIANA, Ky.(AP) —
.An auxiliary boiler exploded
at Harrison County High
School Tuesday, forcing the
evacuation of 900 pupils.
No injuries were reported
from the explosion which blew
out the ceiling and one wall in
the band room.
Fire Chief Milton Knight
said the origin of the blast
hadn't been determined, nor
was any damage estimate
available.

Strip Mine Seminar
Slated November 18
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky's
Hazard Community College
will be host to a seminar on
strip mine regulations and the
issuance of permits on Nov.
18.
sponsors includethe
Kentucky River chapter of the
Society
of
Kentucky
Professional Engineers, the
university's Institute for
and
Minerals
Mining
Research and its college of
engineering.

Mary Lynn Morris, Murray,
was the winner of Division I
Talent Contest held by the
First District-Farm Bureau at
Student
Center
the
Auditorium, Murray State
University, on Monday
evening, She competed with
county winners from the
eleven counties in the
district, and will now be the
First District entry at the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Convention contest in Louisville
_ .
December 9-11. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Morris of Murray
Route Seven, Lynn Grove
Road.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
An agonising ordeal that
began last March for relatives
of 11 men killed in a
southeastern Kentucky coal
mine explosion is almost over,
but each day brings new
uncertainties.
About 40 relatives who
crowded into a small room at
the federal Mining Enforcement
and
Safety
Administration office in
Whitesburg Tuesday were told
the bodies of the 11. would be
recovered by the end of next
week.
But the news was accepted
with skepticism by many in
the room, mainly because
they expected the bodies to be
recovered much sooner.
The Scotia Coal Co. mine at
Oven Fork, near Whitesburg,
was sealed after the March 11
blast, and rescue operations
began in mid-July. At that
time, relatives were told it
would take 60 to 90 days to
recover the bodies.
Those target dates passed„,
then
_ last week word spread
that the bodies would be
recovered next Monday. At
the meeting Tuesday, the
relatives were told it.probably
would be the end of next week,
not Monday, when the bodies
are brought out.
"There was disappointment
for:- sure," said HarvtySturgill, 27, whose father was
one of the men killed in the
March 11 blast. "I could see it
in their faces. I don't think
anybody believes them."

The 11 perished two days
after an explosion in the same
area of the mine killed0menThe bodies of the first victims
were recovered but officials
said it was too dangerous to
try to bring out the men killed
on March 11.
"We were told by Japer
Cornett that the only reason
they didn't want to give us an
exact date was they didn't
want to disappoint people,"
Sturgill said. "But we were
disappointed anyway. They
said they would give us two or
three days notice."
Cornett is an official of Blue
Diamond Coal Co. in Knoxville, which owns the Scotia
mine.
Sturgill, describing the
closed meeting in a telephone
interview, said the relatives
were told that "a temporary
morgue will be set up" in an
area where the bodies will be

Western To Host
Cheerleader Clinic
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(API — Western Kentucky
University will be host to the
annual state championship
YMCA theerleading clinic
Saturday:
Approximately 2,000 high
-school students from the
Western Kentucky area are
expected for the clinic, which
will include competition in
both varsity and junior varsity
divisions.

SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Department of
Labor said a:hearing will be _
held here Nov. 16 to consider
revising the prevailing wage
rates for laborers, workmen
and mechanics engaged in
constructing public works
projects in 13 counties.
Counties involved are:
Pulaski, Bell, Casey, Clay,
Harlan, Knox, Laurel, Leslie,
McCreary, Rockcastle,
Russell, Wayne and Whitley.
In the past, these hearings
were held separately in each
county and separate rates
generally were established for
each county.

Kentucky Lions To
Dedicate Building

on its breaking system qualified miner. He said
emitted sparks.
Scotia insisted on that.
That locomotive, Kirk"They're
paying
a
patrick said, is farther down tremendous amount for inthe mine shaft and will be surance and they're not going
sealed off before the bodies to agree to anyone except a
are removed.
qualified person going down
Kirkpatrick said relatives of there," he said.
"They're going to have a
the dead miners will be
allowed to have a represen- place for everybody except
tative with the rescue teams my crew and MESA's crew,"
when the bodies are brought he said. "We'll have badges
out, but that it must be a and we can go wherever we
want to go.

Mrs. Karen Goetz and daughter, Kanie, and Mrs. Betty Dickson, chairperson, look
over just a few of the many handcrafted items,foods, and plants that will be sold at the
Holly Berry Bazaar at the first Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray, on
Saturday, November 13, beginning at 930 a. m.

MR.COFFEE
Special

FM/AM
Digital-Clock
RADIO

2988

Fish items from groat white shark's

Lighted digits.

meth ... bet it. carofol or iron will
solpflorttom I Ainfrop.100$/NW

$2588

Brews coffee without
boiling-- so there's no
sediment, no bitter taste.
Brings cold water up to
right temperature in minutes --extracts coffee flavor, leaves oils and sediment behind. Brews 1 to.
10 cup's: Carafe. MC-1C

Wake to music or alarm.
Has 60-min. sleep switch.

JAWS CAINE

• 7-4310

NEW!from Black Decker-

(
ir
,
:
q1P:•.
1(

PERCENT KEY
Calculator
hatertis 4 stewitsrst fenctiess
pies percent key, yet fits is
pocket or worse. Realise
rissiniel, *UM misolostows.
Uses en bets. or AC (liewpser
',Pietist). 2215/411

Makes last work of trimming
where others can't reach

7

Propane

d•
••
1

Special

$844

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER TRACTOR

141a"
.
k.

TORCH

2298 0

NYLON STRING TRIMMER
High-spood rotating nylon Imo asks* fast
work of cutting yes: and woods along
traces, against walls, around trios and
gardens—all hard-to-roach Maces Rouble insulated, no grounding required.
Replacement spools available for years ,
of extra use 031515205

With cab. Knee-action front
axle with steering. 9;4" long.
051 3/403

McDANIELS, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky Lions will dedicate
their administration building
Nov. 14 at the camp site at
Hugh River-Lake.
Construction costs totaled
$27,000, which came from
Lions Clubs across the state.
The- camp is for handicapped children and adults.

Instant heat - solder
or thaw pipes with it.
Easy to use. 26.7 fl. oz.
cylinder.
2410/TT-55S

CB MOBILE Transceiver Pkg.
HAVOLINE
traffic reports sett esiey a fiø rinse it
CB cortyruniCathelli. Trumann or receive sessepos in ell
73 caanh..IS S-wett tteriscsiver. Operates frets 12
radio, anteass, PA speaker. 15111/W1123P

MOTOR Oil

hand

"

$1797

Head Start Bus
Drivers Skilled

FORD
LOADER/BACKHOE

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP
Drivers of school buses for
Head Start programs in four
counties have demonstrated
their driving skills at Eastern
Kentucky University's Traffic
Safety Institute.
Seven drivers and two
transportation aides from
Madison, Powell, Clark and
Estill counties took part in the
prograrh to insure they could
handle the vehicles.

Both loader and backhoe
scoops work. Tractor steers.
33%" long. 0514/820

THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
The Murray Ledger &
Dr. Frank Kochnan, Jr.,
Times is published every
afternoon except Sundays, president of the Western
Psychological
July 4, Christmas Day, New Kentucky
Day
and Association, will preside at
Year's
Thanksgiving by Murray the annual meeting to be
Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th held Friday, November 12, at
St., Murray, Ky.,42071..
430 p. m. in Room 208,
Second Class Postage Paid Faculty Hall, Murray State
-Learning
at Murray, Ky.42071.
University.
SUBSCRIPTION. RATES: Disabilities" will be the topic
In areas served by carriers, for discussion. An election
$2.25 per month, payable ,in of officers will be held
advance. By mail in followed by the presenCalloway County and to tation of the annual award
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, to
outstanding
the
Sedalia and Farmington, psychologist in Western
Ky., And Paris, Buchanan Kentucky. Or. Frank Julian,
and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 vice-president for Student
per year. By mail to other Development, Murray State,
.destinations,$30.00 per year.
open the Conference
Member of Associated will
welcoming remarks. All
with
Press, Kentucky Press
inAssociation and Southern interested persons are
kodman
D.
attend,
to
vited
Newspaper - Publishers
said
Asst_itti2p,

however, would be volatile, he
said.
"The team said they would
not ventilate that section and
risk their lives until they
personally checked those two
locomotives to make sure that
neither of them could set off a
spark," Kirkpatrick said.
Although no official ruling
has been issued, the most
common theory is that
another locomotive caused the
two explosions when batteries

NORTH AMERICAN SYSTEMS, INC

Wage Hearing Set
In Somerset Nov. 16

identified.
"There was no emotion at
the meeting, really," &MO
said. "You can only have 30
much. We've beep through
this for a long, long time:,
Meanwhile, Kentucky
Mining Commissioner H. N.
Kirkpatrick said rescue teams
have bypassed the area where
'both blasts occurred and have
viewed some of the bodies. But
they didn't recover them
because they must first make
the area safe by building seals
and pumping oxygen into the
area.
--Kiztpatrick said the bodies
of six men were found
together, "one of the men was
In a car and one is right by the
locomotive.
"They were just getting
ready to come out" when they
were killed, he said.
Before the• rescue teams
bypassed the bodies, they
satisfied themselves that
batteries on the
two
locomotives in the area were
dead and could not emit
sparks that could cause an •
explosion if enough oxygen
were present, Kirkpatrick
said.
"We couldn't argue with
that point," he said. "They've
risked their lives and they're
volunteers."
Kirkpatrick explained that
the atmosphere where the
bodies are located contains 48
per cent methane gas "which
is too rich to explode." Less
methane and more oxygen,

Havoline

MOTOR OIL

Reversible grid-round side for 'burgers;
flip to square side for grilled cheese,
steak, eggs, etc. No spatter. 2533/2108

PORTABLE OIL HEATER
30.000 BTU-uses K-981. kerosene or oil per hr.
2%-gal.tank. Fen(imitates air. 2811/M30.90.85
51,1111W mit. as above. 2812/161541S.141.95

Lever Action .30-30 with Scope

Limit 12
10-40

thallium Basch GRILLS
(A) LITTLE MAC Fast Cooker

554
PRESTONE II
ANTIFREEZE

Franklin
Fireplace
Deer-Season-Special

Popular Glenfieki 30A with 4X scope. Six shot tube
Jar magazine, side ejection. Checkered walnut fin
hardwood stack with pistol grip. 2931/30A

$10995

,11111.1111114---

Model 22
All Cast
Iron
With Grate
and
Spark
Arrester
Franklin Fireplace

kali!
WINTERSUMMIP
soma Nor.

Special

Early American charm-has the
good warmth of a stove. Build in
or let stand free. Cast iron.

$377
gel

master charge
•-f

• f

•fc

MurrayHome &Auto
Chestnut Street

Phone 753-2571
en •

HARDWARE STORE
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Coke May Lose Stockholder
If Company Buys Wine Firm
CHARLOTTE, N.C. I AP) —
-Coke Adds Life," goes the
soft-drink ad. Now Coke wants
0 add a wine-company,and it
may lose the United Methodist
_Church as a shareholder if it
does.
The church, which opposes
use of alcohol, said Tuesday
hat it may sell its nearly $1
million worth of Coca-Cola Co.
sock if the multi-billion-dollar
firm, based in Atlanta, goes
hrough with plans to acquire
Taylor Wine Co. of New York.
A Coca-Cola spokesman in
Atlanta said only one person
in the corporate staff was
authorized to discuss the
matter, and he was not
available.
The Rev. Mr. Lupo said he
did not know the exact amount
of Coca-Cola stock held by the
church because the council's
,reasurer is on vacation. But
he said 12,800 shares is
'probably the ball park
figure."'
The stock closed on the New
Exchange
Stock
York
Tuesday at $77.50 a share,
making the church holdings
worth more than $990,000.
The Rev. C.J. Lupo Jr. of

Greenwood, S.C., chairman of
the United Methodist General
Ministries'
on
Council
investment committee, said
Tuesday that the proposed
acquisition of the wine
company came up at a recent
Methodist world division
meeking at Denver.
He said the church drafted a
letter urging the company not
to go through with the merger
and warning that if the deal
were consummated, the
church would sell its stock. He
said the stock is part of the
denomination's $50 million
investment program.
The Rev. Mr. Lupo said he
did not know whether the
company had responded to the
letter.
"It's been the stand of the
Methodist Church as long as I
can remember, for total abstinence," said Leslie E.
Barnhardt of Charlotte, a
member of the council.
"Not all Methodists abide by
this, but it has been a
policy...," she said. "I'm sure
there will be complaining ...
(but) there will be a lot who
support the sale."

Crackers

WASHINGTON(AP)— The
Internal Revenue Service will
soon be making public all the
thousands of tax rulings it
issues each year, although the
IRS will not identify the
corporations or individuals
involved. In the past, the IRS
revealed most rulings only to
its agents or to corporations
and taxpayers who sought
guidance on a specific tax
issue. The House Ways and
Means Committee, which
the
disclosure
wrote
requirement into the new tax
law, expressed concern that
the secrecy surrounding
letter rulings has generated
suspicion that the tax laws
may be used by the 'influential' to their advantage."
- "
•
...111/•••••

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Mounting economic difficulties throughout the world
may prompt President-elect
Jiinmy Carter to support an
international economic
summit conference soon after
he takes office, one of his
advisers says. While Carter
has not committed himself to
such an economic summit, it
would be "a logical kind of
sequence for him to pursue,"
C. Fred Bergsten,a Brookings
Institution economist who
advises the President-elect on
international economic issues,
said Tuesday. There is
growing concern that the
major economies in the
industrial world have slowed
too much, and that problems
of unemployment and low
_ output are getting worse instead of better.

Dishwashing

Call for a
free trial*visit.

nited Figure Salo
753-6881
Dixieland Center

50 oz

Heather Hills 200 Ct
'
39

Facial Tissue

These Items Displayed
Throughout The Store

Vernor s 6 Pack

959

Gingerale
Diapers
Scot Lad

Medium Size
'"

64 oz 59C

Cola

Soltax 200 Ct Box
'
2/19

Facial Tissue
Del Monte

16 oz 3/99
'

Pumpkin

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Jimmy
President-elect
first
Carter's
policy
disagreement with key
congressional Democrats is
emerging over the possibility
of a new tax cut. Carter said
last week that if the economy
does not begin improving by
January, there is a "strong
possibility" that he would ask
for`a tax cut to stimulate it.
But
chief
Congress'
taxwriter, House Ways and
Aleang Chairman Al Ullman,
said Tuesday that Congress
should approach any such
proposal with caution. "We
would be deceiving the
American people if they were
led to believe they would be
getting a major tax deduction," Ullman said at a news
conference in Colorado
Springs,Colo.

20°Lb.

Merit Saltine

1 4 Loin
/

1 lb 48
'

Crackers
Scot Lad Cranberry

15 oz 38
'

Sauce

PORK CHOPS
Lb.

Queen of Scott 160z
'
79

Coffee Creamer
BOMO 18 oz

59

Grape Jelly

ov

Trellis
16 oz 4/99
'

Corn
Morton House
Chili

16 oz 4
8
'

Committee Okays
Twelve Projects

Betty Crocker
18 oz 54

Cake Mix

20°Lb.

Scot Lad 16 oz

USDA Choice

Sweet Peas

CHUCK STEAK

English Mt Cut Green
Beans

lb.

Produce
Dept.
41 Size

Red or White

GRAPEFRUIT

Boneless Boston
Butt Roast

For

Smokey Bear Dies
Thursday, Age 26

Now is the time to
begin - your Pre-Holiday
shape up & beauty
program.

$139

Cascade

bellige'rent," one offical said
Tuesday."It's not going to be
a friendly meeting." The talks
will be the first between the
two countries since the
Vietnam peace agreement
was signed in 1973.

CAPITAN, N.M. ( AP) —
Smokey Bear,who received so
much fan mail he was given
his own zip code, has returned
to the New Meiico mountain
from which he was rescued 26
years ago during a raging
forest fire.
Stookey, who became
America's symbol of fire
prevention after New Mexico
game warden Elliott Barker
found him clinging with
burriedvaws to a charred tree,
died of ,natural causes
Tuesday at theNational Zoo in
Washington, DC:
He was 26 year's ,old, the
equivalent of70 in humans.
Smokey's remains titre
flown from Washington to
Albuquerque on Tuesday
night, then taken to Stookey
Bear Historical State Park.
The park, still under
construction, faces Capitan
Mountain, the scene of the
disastrous Capitan Gap Fire
in 1950 that nearly claimed
Smokey's life.

c
4 Roll64

Tissue

Roundup

FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) —
An advisory committee has
approved spending of $101,970
in coal severance tax money
for 12 projects in four counties.
The legislative advisory
committee on the CoalCounties
Producing
Development Fund reviews
projects which counties
WASHINGTON (AP)— The propose undertake with
United States and Vietnam severance tax money returned
are opening talks Friday in to them by the state.
Paris on the prospects for
The committee approved
friendly relations, but U.S. projects Tuesday in Ohio,
officials say substantive Webster, Knott and Perry
progress is doubtful before the counties.
Carter administration takes
Ohio county will spend
office. "We're going to be $15,970 on six road projects
not and $17,500 for a new dump
but
hard-nosed
truck. Webster County
proposes to spend $10,500 for
Trim down for
two road projects, and Knott
County plans two road
holiday fun and
projects that will total $23,000.
fashion.
Perry County wants to spend
playground
on
835,000
equipment for 12 elementary
schools.

12 oz 48
'
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luvs
Washington

Merit Snack
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Wrap
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Toasties
4
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Expires 11-16-76
Good Only At Storey's

4

Syrup
9
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24 oz _
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Margarine
lib (2-8 oz. Tubs)

2/99'
l-y 7s6
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Limit I Per Family
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Good Oily
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Foreign Roundup
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In Our Health Et
Beauty Aid Section

Ryan Lo-Cal

,

Si 29
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Milk
Planter's Twin Pock

Potato Chips

4'

ivigs?'hipieulbs

68'

4K9„„C

h,raft American

Singles

91C
12 oz

Spin Blend salad

Dressing

9'

Joy

22 oz

Pringles Extra Crisp

Potato Chips

i9'

14,

30°Lb.

Sugar
C8

Armour

Kraft Blue Bonnet

1 Lb. BACON

Margarine
eS3;
z 11
F

Whip

Frozen Scot Lad

Orange Juice

24 oz

$119

Milk

-"•":

s
Tomato Soup
Campbell

10 oz

16`

Popsrite

Popcorn

10°Lb.

2 lb

3 oz

SMOKED
PICNIC

66
'
11C

Shorten ing

Richtex

Lb

7 oz

5104

pghetti
Spaghetti

Prote,, 2'

Shampoo
Mouthwash

Listerine

7,89`
99'
14 or

be a proposal by Sweden for a
ban on nee...investments in
South Africa.

Hearst
Moved To
San Diego

SAN DIEGO (AP)
Patricia Hearst was moved
from a spacious federal prison
in Northern California to a 12.
story facility here at her own
request for security reasons,
officials say.
KISS Hearst. 22, who. is-serving a seven-year sentence
for armed bank robbery, was
driven to the Metropolitan
Correctional Center here on
Tuesday from the campus-like
Correctional
Federal
Institution in Pleasanton, east,
of San Francisco.
Bill Garrison, warden at
Pleasanton, said Miss Hearst
TOKYO (API — The 5.4t.ti had filed a written request for
anniversary of Emperor the transfer last week.
Hirohito's reign was observed • Concern for Miss Hearst's
today with a simple official safety was believed to stem
ceremony, small-scale hostile from reports that she has
leftist rallies and a 30,000-man agreed to testify for the
.police alert against violence: prosecution at two upcoming
Government employes and trials involving her former
schools had a half holiday, but underground companions.
- The San- Diego -Union. in-a --the national government left
all public celebrations to local copyright story in today's
officials. Ten thousand police editions, quoted an unnamed
guarded the Martial Arts Hall source in Northern California
iaidowntown Tokyo where the as stating that threats had
world's
longest-reigning been made to Miss 14erAhl
monarch, his wife, Empress while she was at Pleasanton.
The New York Times
Nagako, and other members
of the imperial family ap- reported today that inmates at
peared before more than 7,000 the Pleasanton prison said
.invited guests. In downtown Miss Hearst had had, "a
Tokyo, several thousand number of tantrums," in
leftists demonstrated against which she went to her room
celebration of the an- and beat her fists against the
niversary. No violence was wall until the knuckles were
reported, but four demon- scraped and red.
Last week, the Timesacstrators were arrested.
Meanwhile, five or six count said, Miss Hearst
ultrarightists
threw refused to report to her jolitif
firecrackers
at
the helping clean -a domiitory
headquarters of the Socialist unit. When told by authorities
she would be put in isolation as
party.
punishment, she reportedly
UNITED- NATIONS-, IsT.V.- Sald that •
( AP) — Africa's black nations wanted.
plan another drive to get
Security Council sanctions
against South Africafollowing
the General Assembly's
adoption Tuesday . of 10
resolutions denouncing the
white-minority regime and its
MAYFIELD, Ki
AP .
apartheid racial policy. The
More than 30 forest and field
demands for economic and
military sanctions will fires were reported in Western
probably be blocked by Kentucky Tuesday, but little
Western vetoes, as previous damage was expected.
Dave Sorenson of the state
ones have been. But the
council debate will put the Forestry Division office here.
spotlight once more on the said the low humidity and high
- United States, Britain, France winds, made the area
and other Western nations susceptible to fires.
also
He
blamed_
that support and trade with
South Africa's white-minority carelessness of the part of
regime. In addition to the some Western Kentuckians
demand for a mandatory for the fires which ranged III
arms embargo that has been size from two acres to 25
vetoed frequently, there will acres.

Many Forest And
Field fires Are
Reported In Area

Eagle Brand

31b

$1 06

2 lb
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5 lb

87'
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Flour
Tissue

Charmin
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Lb
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Hamburger
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69c

Turkeys
lip %gm llic tip- Hifi
Family Pack

tmc tem it/

Slab Bacon

/14.(0. I foil
%Mil

Jowl
COUPON

'er Family
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Wilson Woolley's
/II,
/111,

Smoked

N 82259

1 1-16-76
I At Slorty'S

Scope
Dial

Twin Pad(

Everyday Low SheffPrices

79'

29C

DeoJ

•

mills
erios

C'),.)/

MourhAosh

Crest

75'
88C
, Limit 1 With 7.50 Add. Pur.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

01

Alcohol
Toothpaste

Liquid

I 59

51 04

Rubb ,,g

MIRACLE WHIP

19e

Or

1 Pock

BEIRUT, Lebanon t AP)
Syrian troops and tanks
moved into Beirut and
surrounding areas today in the
new
Arab
League
peacekeeping force's first
major move toward ending
the 19-month-old Lebanese
civil war. A column of 50
tanks, 12 armored personnel
carriers and 12 truckloads of
heavily armed troops tumbled
into the Galerie Samaan, a
battleground on the southeast
edge of Beirut. Other units
headed for seafront positions
in the rear of the combatants.
There was no resistance to the
Syrian advance. But as the
armored column moved in,
Christians and Moslems. exchanged machine-gun fire for
five minutes, until Syrian
officers negotiated a ceasefire. And random shelling
broke out on the other side of
the
city, with
leftist
spokesmen reporting heavy
casualties in Moslem West
Beirut.

COUPON 96473
Limit 1 Per Family

Mrs. Butterworth

Betty Crocker
Family Brownie

Syrup

Mix

.0.754

36 oz Bat $1 39 22 5 cz
Expires 11 16-76
txpires 11- 16-76
4.4 WI At Sicget's
6eal Osh At Storey's

8x10 6.50
5x7 5.50
4x5 3.00
Wallets 2.00 each

creative photography
1111
by wilson woolles
304 main street
murray, kentuc by 42071
(502) 753-7360
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Coke May Lose Stockholder
If Company Buys Wine Firm
CHARLOTTE, N.C. API — Greenwood, S.C., chairman of
-Coke Adds Life," goes the the United Methodist General
Ministries'
sot -drink ad. Now Coke wants Council
on
o add a wine company, and it investment committee, said
may lose the United Methodist Tuesday that the proposed
Church as a shareholder if it acquisition of the wine
does.
company came up at a recent
The church, which opposes Methodist world division
use of alcohol, said Tuesday meeting at Denver. hat it may sell US nearly $1
He said the church drafted a
million worth of Coca-Cola Co. letter urging the company not
s oil if the multi-billion-dollar to go through with the merger
firm, based in Atlanta, goes and warning that if the deal
trough with plans to acquire were consummated, the
Taylor Wine Co. of New York. church would sell its stock. He
A Coca-Cola spokesman in said the stock is part of the
.Ailanta said only one person denomination's $50 million
.41 the corporate staff was investment program.
authorized to discuss the
The Rev. Mr. Lupo said he
matter, and he was not did not know whether the
available.
company had responded to the
The Rev. Mr. Lupo said he letter.
did not know the exact amount
-It's been the stand of the
of Coca-Cola stock held by the Methodist Church as long as I
church because the council's can remember, for total abreasurer is on vacation. But stinence," said Leslie E.
he said 12,800 shares is Barnhardt of Charlotte, ,a
-probably the ball park member of the council.
figure."
"Not all Methodist.satide by
The stock closed on the New this, but it hás been a
Exchange policy...," she said. "I'm sure
Stock
York
Tuesday at $77.50 a share, there will be complaining ...
making the church holdings (litit) there will be a lot who
worth more than $990,000.
Support the sale."
The Rev. C.J. Lupo Jr,of
Washington

•

•

•

GTON (AP)— The
nal Revenue Service will
1
soon be making public all the
thousands of tax rulings it
issues eactllyear, although the
IRS will not identify the
corporations or individuals
involved. In the past, the IRS
revealed most rulings only to
its agents or to corporations
and taxpayers who sought
guidance on a specific tax
issue. The House Ways and
Means Committee, which
disclosure
the
wrote
requirement into the new tax
law, expressed concern that
the secrecy surrounding
letter rulings has generated
suspicion that the tax laws
may be used by the 'trio ia12- to their ativ.ntage:"
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Mounting economic difficulties throughout the world
may prompt President-elect
Jimmy Carter to support an
international economic
summit conference soon after
he takes office, one of his
advisers says. While Carter
has not committed himself to
such an economic summit, it
would be -a logical kind of
sequence for him to pursue,"
C. Fred Bergsten,a Brookings
Institution etonomist who
advises the President-elect on
international economic issues,
said Tuesday. There is
growing concern that the
major economies in the
industrial world have slowed
too much, and that problems
of unemployment and low
output are getting worse instead of better,

•We Accept Gov't food Stumps

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Jimmy
President-elect
policy
first
Carter's
disagreement with key
congressional Democrats is
emerging over the possibility
of a new tax cut. Carter said
last week that if the economy
does not begin improving by
January, there is a "strong
possibility" that he would ask
for a tax cut to stimulate it.
But
Congress' chief
taxwriter, House Ways and
Means Chairman Al Ullman,
said Tuesday that Congress
should approach any such
proposal with caution. "We
would be deceiving the
American people if they were
led to believe they would be
getting a major tax deduction," Ullinan said at a news
conference in Colorado
Springs,Colo.

Edo

kited Figure Salo
753-6881
Dixieland Center ,

4 Roll

ssue
Tissue

64c

Dishwashing
5O oz. $1 39

Cascade

Martha White

Heather Hills 200 Ct.

FLOUR
5 Lb.
Bag

39'

Facial Tissue

These Items Displayed
Throughout The Store

-•11P

Vernor s 6 Pack
159
Gingerale

Diapers
Scot Lad

Medium Size $21

luvs

Cola
Softex 200 Ct. Box

7—

Ida Treat
'
2/19

Facial Tissue

FRENCH FRIES

Del Monte
'
Ió oz 3/99

Pumpkin

Lb.
20C
/1 4 Loin

Merit Salttne

2 Lb.
Bag

I lb

Crackert

'
48

Scot Lad Cranberry

1..44stetagattsiu.

15 oz 38
'

Sauce

Scot Lad

PORK CHOPS
Lb.

Queen of Scott 160z

PEACHES

'
79

Coffee Creamer

59'
Grape Jelly
Trellis
4.,

'
6 oz 4/99

Corn

r.•

Morton House
16 or

Chili

/18c

Betty Crocker
Twelve Projects
'
180z 54

Cake Mix

20°Lb.

Scot Lod 16 or

Rolls

Thursday, Age 26
CAPITAN, N.M. (AP) —
Smokey Bear, who received so,
much fan mail he was given
his own zip code, has returned
to the New Mexico mountain
from which he was rescued 26
years ago during a raging
forest fire.
Smokey, who . became
America's symbol of fire
prevention after New Mexico
game warden Elliott Barker
found him clinging with
burned paws to a charred tree,
died of natural causes
Tuesday at the National Zoo in
Washington, D.C.
He was 26 years old, the
equivalent of 70 in humans.
Smokey's remains were
flown from Washington to
Albuquerque on Tuesday
night, then taken to Smokey
Bear Historical State Park.
The park, still under
construction, faces Capitan
Mountain, the scene of the
disastrous Capitan Gap Fire
in 1950 that)nearly claitned.
Smokey's life.

USDA Choice

'
4/99

Sweet Peas
English Mt. Cut Green

60z 5,99c

Beans

CHUCK STEAK

•

Lb.

Produce
Dept.
48 Size

SASSAFRAS

Red or White

GRAPEFRUIT

Bunch

Boneless Boston

Buff

For

Smokey Bear Dies

Call for a
free trial visit.

12 oz.48C

Crackers

*Open Everyday 8 a m. ill lop m.
41111-Air Shopping Center
,

Committee Okays

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
An advisory committee has
approved spending of $101,970
in coal severance tax money
for 12 projects in four counties.
The legislative advisory
committee on the CoalCounties
Producing
Development Fund reviews
projects which counties
WASHINGTON(AP)— The propose undertake with
United. States and Vietnam severance tax money returned
are opening talks Friday in to them by the state.
Paris on the prospects for
The committee approved
friendly relations, but U.S. projects Tuesday in Ohio,
officials say substantive Webster, Knott and Perry
progress is doubtful before the counties.
Carter administration takes
Ohio county will spend
office. "We're going to be $15,970 on six road projects
not and $17,500 for a new dump
but
hard-nosed
truck. Webster County
proposes to spend $10,500 for
Trim down for
two road projects, and Knott
County plans two road
holiday fun and
projects that will total $23,000.
Perry County wants to spend
fashion.
playground
on
$35,000
evipment for 12 elementary
schools.

Now is the time to
begin your Pre-Holida
shape up & beauty
program.

Merit Snack

'Limit Rights Reserved

Roundup
belligerent," one „offical said
Tuesday. "It's not going to be
a friendly meeting." The talks
will be the first between the
two countries since the
Vietnam peace agreement
was signed in 1973.

Shop

Roast

lb 89'

Fresh
Lb 59
'

Picnics

Yellow

Pork

Corn

Neck Bones

Lb 39
'

Fresh

3..49

Pork Liver

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit I Per Family

Limit I Per Famil

Max-Pax

Coffee
12 oz.$1
I 69
Expires 11-16-76
600d Oily Al Siorey's

Glad

. Wrap
4
200 Fr Ro/155
Expires 11-16-76
6sed Ody Al tIsiejs

.

Glad
Sandwich

Uban
-

Bags
150 Ct Box

69'

Expires 11-16-76
hod Oily At
s

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Coffee
2 lb Can$
49
4
Expire's 11-16-76
6eedOsly Al Stuffs

COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Post

Toasties
18.634
Expires 11-16-76
Good Ooly Al Storey's

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Pei:Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Log Cabin
Country Kitchen

Soft Imperial

Syrup

1 lb (2-8 oz Tubs)

24 oz $109
Expires 11 16 76
Good Only At Storey's

Margarine

2/994
Expires 11-16-76
0 flood Oily Al Slony's

c
lb 49

COUPON 82259
Limit 1 Per Family

•

General Mills

Cheerios
15 oz 794
Expires i 1-16-711
God Oily Al %sniff

3

Imes
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Foreign Roundup

Storey's and Corn r
In Our Health Et
Beauty Aid Section

Ryan lo-Cal

$4I 29
Gal

Milk
Planter's Twin Pock

IC

68c

Potato Chips
?'.raft American

39

Singles

12 oz

Spin Blend salad

Dressing

Figi
s geulbs

N 82259

'er Family

al Mills

erios

79'

i I 16-76
r At Storefi

S104

Rubbing

97c

Kraft

79c

MIRACLE WHIP

Alcohol

I 6 oz

29'

Mouthwash

Scope

24 oz

Toothpaste

.Liquid

59

2 Pock

Joy

22 oz

Pringles Extra Crisp

Potato Chips

Twin Pack

Crest

15`
88C

Den J,),

Dial
Limit 1 With 7.50 Add.Pur.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

Everyday Low Shelf Prices

88c

C& H

30°Lb

N Sugar

Armour

7 oz

12 oz

Pscita.n 21

Shampoo
listerine

5 Lb

1 Lb. BACON

I lb

46'

9 oz

68`

Frozen
Cool

Whip

Frozen Scot Lad

Orange Juice oz 2/89'
Eagle Brand

Milk'

56'

3 oz

Campbell s

16`

Tomato Soup
Popcorn

10°Lb.

2 lb

66'

3 oz

22'

3 lb

1°6

Gelatin

SMOKED
Plc I1C

Shortening

Richtex
Spaghetti
paghetti

21b

89'

Mouthwash

Kraft Blue Bonnet

Margarine

7 OZ

—

Banquet

14 oz

99'

BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) Syrian troops tend tanks
moved into Beirut and
surrounding areas today in the
new
Arab
League
peacekeeping force's first
major move toward ending
the 19-month-old Lebanese
civil war. A column of 50
tanks, 12 armored personnel
carriers and 12 truckloads of
heavily armed troops rumbled
into thetalerie Samaan, a
battleground on the southeast
edge of Beirut. Other units
headed for seafront positions
in the rear of the combatants.
There was no resistance to the
Syrian advance. But as the
armored column moved in,
Christians and Moslems exchanged machine-gun fire for
five minutes, until Syrian
officers negotiated a ceasefire. And random shelling
broke out on the other side of
the
city,
with
leftist
spokesmen reporting heavy
casualties in Moslem West
Beirut.

be a proposal by Sweden for a
ban on new investments. in
South Africa.

Hearst
Moved To
San Diego

SAN DIEGO ( API —
Patricia Hearst was Moved
from a spacious federal prison
in Northern California to a 12story facility here at her own
4equest for security reasons,
officials say.
Miss Hearst, n, who , is
serving a seven-year sentence
for armed bank robbery, was
driven to the Metropolitan
Correctional Center here on
Tuesday from the campus-like
Federal
Correctional
Institution in Pleasanton, east
of San Francisco.
Bill Garrison, warden at
Pleasanton, said Miss Hearst
TOKYO ( AP) — The 50th had filed a written request for
anniversary of Emperor the transfer last week.
Concern for Miss` Hearst's'
Hirohito's reign was observed
today with a simple official safety was believed to stem
ceremony, small-scale hostile from reports that she has
leftist rallies and a 30,000-man agreed to testify for the
police alert against violence. prosecution at two upcoming
Government employes and trials involving her former
schools had a half holiday, but underground companions. - —
The San Diegoldnion,- in a_-the..national government left_
all public celebrations to local
officials. Ten thousand police
guarded the Martial Arts Hall
in downtown Tokyo where the
world's
longest-reigning
monarch, his wife, Empress
Nagako, and.,other:members
of the imperial family appeared before more than 7,000
invited guests. In downtown
Tokyo, several thousand
leftists demonstrated against
celebration of the anniversary. No violence was
reported, but four demonstrators were arrested.
Meanwhile, five or six
ultrarightists
threw
firecraakers
at
the
headquarters of the Socialist
party.

(1130Y'rigEt

editions, quoted an unnamed
source in Northern California
as stating that threats had
been made to Miss Hearst
while she was at Pleasanton.
The New York Times
reported today that inmates at
the Pleasanton prison said
• a
Miss Hearst had had number of tantrums," in
which she went to her room
and beat her fists against the
wall until the knuckles were
scraped and red.
Last week, the Times account said, Miss Hearst
refused to report to hen job of
helping clean a dormitory
unit. When told by authorities
she would be put ill isolation as
punishment, she reportedly
Wa's-1.thal she
saidUNITED NATIONS,
I AP) — Africa's black nations wanted.
plan another drive to get
Security Council sanctions
against South Africa following
the General Assembly's
adoption Tuesday of 10
resolutions denouncing the
white-minority regime and its
MAYFIELD, Ky. AI '
apartheid racial policy. The
More than 30 forest and held
demands for economic and
military sanctions will —Tires were reported in Western
Kentucky Tuesday, but little
probably be blocked by
Western vetoes, as previous damage was rxpected.
Dave Sorenson of the s- tate
ones have been. But the
council debate will put the Forestry Division office here,
spotlight once more on the said the low humidity and high
'United States, Britain, France winds, made the area
and other Western nations susceptible to fires.
also
He
blamed
that support and trade with
South Africa's white-minority carelessness of the part of
regime. In addition to the some Western Kentuckians
demand for a mandatory for-the fires which ranged in
arms embargo that has been size from two acres - to 25
vetoed frequently, there will acres.

Many Forest And
Field Fires Are
Reported In Area

96'

Gold Medal

Flour

5 lb

Tissue

Charmin
Store Made Country Style

Sausage

Lb

69C

Swift Butterball

Turkeys

12-14 lbs lb

iieexach
Hamburger

Helper

87'
68c

4 Roll

Qt 31`
69C

8 oz

79'
(111

Family Pack

Slab Bacon

Lb

89'

siv, tit title 'I ('ill
%41. .
1 01114111 /1111v
41111 tfrl.

Smoked

Jowl

Lb

49'

riin,

1111111c el,

Wilson Woolley's
at,!Atm, /Hit
vs

8x10 6.50
5x7 5.50
4x5 3.00
Wallets 2.00 each
minimum of 4, same pose
A

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Mrs, Butterworth

Syrup
•
$139
36 oz
Effolr•s 11-16-76
WON,EISArtfs

COUPON 96473
Limit 1 Per Family

Betty Crocker
Family Brownie

Mix
creative photography
2.5 oz. Box 754
Expires 11-16-76 I
Gad 011, EIRK/1.1

by 'Lifson wooller
304 main street
murray, kentucky 42071
(502) 753-7360
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This Is Our Way Of Saying
Thank-You For Making Our
Anniversary Sole
Such A Success
Prices Good
Thurs., Nov. 11
thru
Wed.
Nov. 17

Give Away.
Cash
Register each aline you
we in the Wont for the
S100given away each week

Helen Keith
Monroe Hester
John Lane
Margaret Waldrop
Sanoua Dodd
Lottie Haley
N.R. Lovins
Frances Flood
Ila Mae Huie
Mrs. R.L. Seaford
Rhonda Felts
Lilela Cope

Gold 'N Krisp

Potato
Chips

Godchaux
Pure Cane

Ha!lie Williams
Bevia Jones
Peggy Garner
Eulice Moubray
Amos Lax
Ophie Lee Steele
Louise Walker
Dollie B. Russell
Murl Parker
Myrtle Jones Fainer Alpha Edmonson
Linanin
eC
j4renntiteaSRtuabnbdrelfphield Katie
Carlie B. Paschall
Evelyn Coles Shirley Sexton
Burley Kirks
Dorothy Feulner
Coy
Charlie Kimbro
C.
C.
Carnie Hendon
H.B. Turner
10 oz.
James E. Payne
Save 26'
With Our
Coupon Below

lceburg

Lettuce

5 Lb. Bag
With
$10.00 Order
or More

394

Large Head

394
Pepperidge
Farm

Cakes

8 oz. Twin Bag
Save 20'

• Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to
•AdulLs only may register •You do not ?lave to be
present Lo

win

PRODUCE
AT'THE CROPS-IN' PRICES

Iceburg

Lettuce

Large Head

Tangerines

Doz.

Red

Tomatoes

Towels

5 lb. Bag

89'
894

No. 1 Sweet Red

Condina

Hi-Dri

39'

Zip Skin

Grapefruit

Limit 1 at this price

Big Rolls
Save 12'

3

*Nothing to lay *No Cords To Punch •All You
Do Is Rogistor Each TIN Too Are In The Store
Drawing Wodnosday 0 8:00 p.m Now contest
Starts 11torsdoy Morning.

Vaporub

lb. 194

Potatoes

FROZEN FOODS
EASY- DELICIOUS

4

Ole South
Cherry, Blackberry, Peach, Apple

Each

Lady Betty

Cobblers

99'

2 lb.

Garden Delight

French Fries

2 lb. Bag

Frosty Acres - Spears

Broccoli

Hyde Park

Cranberry Sauce

M AS
PRICED FOR SAVINGS

49'
294

8 oz. Pkg.

Pepperidge Farm

Cakes

3 Layer 994

Cons
Zesta Saltine

Betty Crocker

Armour Test Tender U.S.D.A. Choice

Crackers

Brownie Mix

2 lb. Box

8
Lean Boneless
Rolled

• Field
Extra Tender

Rump
Roast
lb.$1 19

Wieners

Bacon

79

16 oz. Save 8'
Best Pack
Tall

1 !b. Pkg.

19

Hams
Field
Worthmore
Sliced

Condino

With Beans
15 oz. Save 29'

COUPON

Field
Smoky
Link

COUPON
Soft As Silk

Field Country Style

Sausage

usage

12 oz. Pkg.

Brownie Mix
2ns"with nis
Coopon

OfferE

res 11-17-76

1 lb. Bag894

"If You Matc I ur ua

Cake Flour
Steak Sauce
10-ot.
with this Coupon

2 l. tax
With This
Compon

Offer(1ood 11-17-76

Offer Expires 11-17-76
GooW Oady St Porkers itselt1

ou an t :eat I ur rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stomps -

Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week
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High School Grid Poll

Mayfield Top 2-A Team,
Tigers Finish Second
No. 2 pick behind Paducah was the only new member of
finally paid off.
moved into the top the poll, taking over fifth in
Tilghman,
was
12-0,
Bowling Green,
fpurth week ok the State AAAA while Paducah
the
in
crowned the regular season
Tilghman dropped out..Tates
champion in the final season and held firm the rest
Creek dumped Lexington
the
way.
Tilghman,
of
Associated Press regular
Bryan Station 14-0 while
and
7-3
finished
season poll this .4peek. meanwhile,
Tilghman fell 30-21 to
week's
this
also-ran
in
in
was
Kentucky
The Western
Mayfield.
powerhouse was joined by voting.
5
No.
a
was
Lloyd
F.rlanger
season
regular
four other
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - champions - Trinity in preseason selection, but took
Here are the voting breakJefferson County, Erlanger advantage of a loss by thendowns in the final regular seaop ranked Franklin-Simpson
son Associated Press high Lloyd in State AAA, Mayfield
in State AA and Harrodsburg to take solid possession of the
school football poll:
lead in midseason. Ft.
Jeff. Co. AAAA
in State A. •
Carlisle CounLong Quilted
TO OPEN SEASON-The Calloway County Leiters will open their season Friday night in Jeffrey Gymnasium against
1. Trinity ., 51
Thomas Highlands, the
(11-0) 50
mature
very
a
got
"We've
DarMarc
Wells,
2. St. Xavier
(9-1) 43
ty. Members of the team are top row, left to right, Mike Randolph, manager, Ricky Garland, Kenny Erwin, Mike
AAAClass
defending'
Robes
don'rthink
I
and
of
bunch
kids,
Front row, Coach Robert
3. Bishop David
(10-11 41 nell, Danny Kingins, Gene Dale Lockhart, David Coleman, manager, and Bruce McManus, manager.
champion and the preseason
has
the
ranking
one
number
Jim4.
Hargrove.
Seneca
36
110-0)
Clayton
to repeat, finished 7-3
Stone, Craig Rogers, Randy McCallon, Tommy Futrell, Ronnie Gibson, Glen Dale Olive and assistant coach
5. Pleasure Ridge
19-2) 30 ever affected us adversely," choice
$10
the
and was unranked
for
year
my Lamb was not present for the photo.
State AAAA
n Coach
said Bowling Green
(Stuff Photo by Mai Broodoe)
1. Bowling Green t13) Wilson Sears. "Our kids have in the final poll.
(Sizes 10 thru 78
Mayfield was the only
taken a lot of pride in being
2. Henderson Co. 2) (11-01
36
1119 1 147
champion passed over in
3. Lex. Lafayette
Brush Denim
(9-1) 122 ranked number one and
preseason balloting, but the
staying there."
4. Ashland
in colors
5. Les. Tales Creek. 1 97
54
21 1°5
7-3
The regular season honor Cardinals made up for that in
by
Others receiving votes, listed
season
the
week
the
of
first
Jeans
aside, Bowling Green must
Owensboro
alphabetically.
prove its lofty ranking again bombing Heath 33-0. Mayfield
Catholic, Paducah Tilgliman
this weekend when the Pur- surrendered the lead after a
State AAA
regained it
1. ,Erlanger Lloyd (14) ples meet second-ranked and loss to Murray, but
$899
on when
later
keeps
for
unbeaten Henderson County in
3 thru 13 1
Sizes
49
136
11 1
upset
.9
10(1 11
2. Danville I 1
were
Corbin
the first round of the Class Murray and
3. Franklin-Simpson (9-2) 114
victims.
•
.
4. Shelby o
(8-3)101 AAAA playoffs.
Middlesboro was the
- -4-044- -90 _ The.same:holds_ truelor
Newptwi
Others receiving votes, liste2 other top-ranked clubs, each preseason choice-in Slate AA.
Ft.
Thomas of whom realizes that a but was beaten in the third
alphabetically-Highlands. Union County.
816 Coldwater Rd.
playoff loss could cost them game and finished 8-2.
State AA
Lexington Tates Creek, 7-3,
in
ranking
one
the
spots
number
forward
the
with
said.
Slone
center
experience,"
some
147
Futrell,
10-1
131
Tommy
1.
Mayfield
both seniors.
By MIKE BRANDON
i 9-11 128 next month's final 1976 poll.
2. Murray
-We would certainly like for a 5-9 guard, has been starting being held by 6-1 senior Tim
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
10-0) Ill
Trinity and Harrodsburg
that experience to include since he was a freshman. Mike Mathis and 5-11 junior Greg 3. Bardstown I 1
See Out Supplies
( 10-1 ) 100 were the only unanimous
4. Scott Co.
Someone is going to fall out some early wins to get us off to Wells, a 6-2L2 forward, has Nelson.
your Craft Projects
for
I
11
97
8-11
Corbin
5.
of the boat Friday night.
The guard spots appear to - Others receiving votes, listed choices in the regular season
a good start," the Laker coach started since his sophomore
Craft Needle w,llS
There are two coaches in the added.
be solid,with 5-10 senior guard alphabetically: Boyle County, finale, Erlanger Lloyd was
year.
purchase whde
any
perfection
of
short
vote
one
of
with
Slone
Somerset.
Robert
is
one
Caldwell County,
boat,
Both teams got a chance to
Joining those two in the Kenny Martin returning
they lost
State A
while Mayfield and Bowling
Calloway County High School see each other last Friday in lineup will be 6-1 junior 5-10 junior Mike Hoskins and
150 Green came up just three
and the other is Ray Wilson of the Carlisle County Jamboree. Jimmy Lamb at forward, 6-2 5-9 junior Kevin Hays fighting 1. Harrodsburg I 151 t 10-1)
We have your school colors in basketball
19-1) 132
2. Ft. Campbell
votes short.
Carlisle County High School. The Lakers edged St. Mary by junior Marc Darnell at center it out for the other starting 3. Paintsville
• I 9-1 112
and
footballpillows
Likewise, Trinity and
The two teams will meet in the a point while the Comets fell and 5-10 junior Randy guard berth.
8-31 100
4. Frankfort
two
only
-to
were
Itarredsburg
9-2)
t
68
in
clubs
season opener for both
After opening the campaign 5. Owen Co.
42-32 to Lowes.
McCallon at guard.
Others receiving votes, listed teams to live up to their
Jeffrey Gymnasium at ap- - "Carlisle County looked "Lamb and Futrell each had Friday, the Lakers will take a
Heath-, Nicholas
alphabetically:
- - Friday.
proximately 8 p. m.
very impressive in their pre- eight points in the Jamboree week's rest and play --4be County... Raceland, Richmond .prsseason -Witt
, Ur,ce Jett s Shopp:ny Center
' 306 Hczre
-Slone is in his first year at game warmups. They looked Friday while Wells had five, following Friday at home_ --- Madison
Bowling Green, a preseason
Calloway County after a very fundamentally sound. Darnell two and McCallon against Cuba then go- to
on
Central
successful three years at And when the game started, one.
Livingston
Butler County.
they were very aggressive.
..We went keyed up for the Saturday, the 20th.
jamboree,- mune!aid foIlgourt,
-Wilson is in bis first
_Here is the Complete
at Carlisle County, after to-man pressure and ran for
-We went up 'there, schedule for the Lakers:
posting a 60-45 record over the the whole game," Slone said.
determined to win. Darnell got
Nov. 12 Carlisle County
Good through Nov. 24th
Nov. 19 Cuba
last three years at South
It's tradition for the-Comets in a little foul trouble, he was
Nov. 20 at Livingston Co
he
Fulton.
to run and Wilson said
just a little .over-anxious.
Nov. M Hickman County
Dec.3 at Providence
-Slone has two starters expects his team will be Lamb did a fine job, I was
`Dec. 4 Livingston Co
back from last season's team running a lot this season.
very pleased with his play.
Dec.? at Marshall Co.
Dec.10 Mayfield
that posted a 5-20 record.
"We are so small, we're
"Futrell didn't have one of
Dec. hat Ballard
-Wilson has two starters going to have to make up for it his better shooting nights but
Dec. 14 Trigg County
adtdis
Dec. 16-18 Laker Invitational
back from last season's team with our speed. I plan to play he led us in rebounding with
Jan. 4 Wing°
that struggled through a 10-16 eight or nine people and try to ,seven. McCallon played a
Jan. 8 Providence
Jan 11 Cuba
campaign.
keep fresh players in the good floor game but just didn't
Jan. 14 at Lovies
-Calloway County is game," Coach Wilson said.
have the opportunity to score
Jan 18 Marshall Co.
Jan 21 Fancy Farm
basically a small club, so is
"We feel like we may have and Wells did pretty well
Jan 25 at Carlisle Co
Carlisle County.
problems staying on the playing inside," Slone added.
Jan 29 Murray High • MSli
•
• Feb. 1 at Fulton Co
Though it's only the first boards with the teams we play
"We aren't going to have a
Feb 4 Farmington
exit's
year,
put
and
the
of
try
we
game
this year. So
great deal of depth. We're
Feb_ 5 at Tilghman
Feb.8 Lone Oak
tremely important to both special emphasis on our going to have to control our
Feb 11 at May laid
' coaches, who find themselves pressure defense and we'll run foul problems or we could be
Feb. 15 St Mary
Feb. 18 at Cairo Senior
in the same boat.
when we get the opportunity," in trouble."
Feb. 72 at Reidland
"It's very important for an he added.
goals
any
have
Slone
Does
Feb 25 at Hickman 6,
get
to
team
are
inexperienced
The Lakers'two starters
for his club?
Up to
"I don't set gals. I just plan
FF
to go out there and hope our
kids can do the best they can.
We might do our best and win
Tr. six or seven games then again,
Wt.
Rt.
Pos.
No.
Nom
12 we might win twice as many," LOUISVILLE, Ky AP 175
F. 6'3"
45
Mike Wells
All Golf
All Tennis
All Tennis
11 he added.
155
Trinity, Bowling Green. Erlanger '
F. 6'1"
41
Jimmy Lamb
have
-field
Harrodsburg
May
and
11
165
C. 6'2"
55
The tallest player .in the the regular season ranked No. 1
Marc Darnell
12 game will be the Comets' 6-4 respective divisions m The A,
150
G. 5'9"
23
Tommy Futrell
Press high school football poll Her •
11 senior center, Tony Wilson each
130
G. 5'10"
15
Randy McCallon
of the top-ranked teams ear.,
11
160
honor.
6'1"
F.
43
the
who scored eight points in
Gene Lockhart
Off
Off
11 -Jamboree. Wilson played last
165
F. 6'0"
51
110,111
Off
Danny Kingins
ff ,,. 1111
10
190
6'2"
C.
35
with
plagued
was
but
Erwin
year
Kenny
Valley 23-0
11 injuries for much of the
160
G. 5'10"
33
Iroquois 30-7
Glen Olive
INP
Central 10-0
12 season.
155
5'10"
G.
25
Ronnie Gibson
,;•
DeSales 13-0
10
140
5'10"
G.
40-0
21
Thomas Jefferson
The leading scorer for the
Craig Rogers
Shawnee 46-0
10 Comets in the Jamboree was
160
G. 5'11"
53
Ricky Garland
St. Xavier 27-10
10 5-10 senior forward Jimmy
200
6'2"
C.
54
Lex. Bryan Station 27-6
Puma-Adidas
Barry Guthrie
Manual 94
10 Gore who fired in 13 points,
160
F. 5'10"
32
Scott Barrow ,
Bishop David 17-0
10 who is not expected to start
150
G. 5'10"
22
Male 14-0
Kelly White
10 Friday.
170
F. 5'11"
31
'Ilmmy Beane
#1..14 11N,. '-Cl I
10
135
5'6"
24
Coach Wilson said he exKenneth McCuiston
Boone Co. 26-21
10
150
5'11"
F.
42
All Sizes, Colors
pects Tony Wilson to start at
David Cohoon
Todd Central 38-0
BY MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer.
LOUISVILLE. Ky. AP)Bowling Green chased
Ashland for a season and a
- half in the State AAAA high
school fooiball ratings, and
the Purples persistence has

Robe
Sale

Host Carlisle County

Calloway Cagers To
Open Season Reid

Marcile's
Fashions

Free

Little Red House of Craft

Dennison
Hunt's

year_=Thepplied

November Clearance Sale

Fraternity
Sorority
Ball Jerseys

Top Teams
At A Glance

Calloway Roster

50°/.

j
;IGLAV

I

Rackets

20%

Clubs
Bogs
Balls

Shorts & Shirts

20%

r •Pt.--

At Wi.4it'. 41',

25%

Act
dig

Shirts

a.

Funwear
Munsingwear
Interlock Stripe Knit with
white woven Rugby collar.
Polyester and Cotton.
It's funwear
by Munsingwear

Qraharn & Jackson
FOR TN, PARTICULAR

Downtown Murray

MAN

753-3234

Glasgow 36-13
Elizabethtenm 34-29
O'boro Apollo 35-6
Christian Co 43-22
Warren Central 53-14 •
Paducah Isighman 9-7
Franklin-Simpson 21.20
Warren East 32-8
Hopkinsville 31-6
Russellville 47.21

Your Choice

$350

Ludlow 29-0
Boone Co 12-6
Dixie Heights 41-0
Newport 21-8
Covington Holmes ai-11
Ft. Thomas Highlands
Newport Catholic 22-6
Simon Kenton 39-13
Conner 35-7
Campbell Co.410
Ciwiligkin Catholic 544

Dennison Hunt
Wilson

2000

Tennis
Rocket

111111111,,
'

Heath 33-0
Ft. Campbell 22-6
Todd Central 424
Murray 7-12
Caldwell Co 42-14 Marshall Co 44-0
Hoplunsville 18-7
• Trigg C.o 57-7
Reidland46-0
Webster Co 49-0
Padtkah TII Oman 30-2;

Coupon
Off with coupon

All Leather

$2995

Strong with cover mg:160.00

II

Campbellsville 324
Jessamine Co 48-6
Conner 164
Boyle Co 14-20
U1'601636 460
Richmond Madison 30-8
Garrard Co 34-0
Anderson Co. 44-9
s Paris 364
*rem 13-0
Mercer Co 60-0

$300

Super Special

Puma

White

or Sueue

Athletic Shoes
Tretoro. N,ke, Aciiiies. Converse Pro-Kedi
..
All Warmups by'

Stag. Court Casual. Winning Ways, Bravado

Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
5.

1203 Chestnut St., Murray. Kr.

-Everything for that SPORT in

your

life-

753-8844 His 9 30 5 30 on Sat
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Palmer Becomes Three-Time
Recipient Of Cy Young Award
seconds and one third from the (of New York) was picked
Baseball Writers Association with the same record, I should
of America. His total more have been selected, too,"
than doubled that of Detroit's Palmer told The Associated
young right-hander, who had Press Tuesday night. "But,
51 points based on five first- really I never felt I should
place votes, seven for second have been on the team. The
whole thing was blown out of
and five for third.
Points are awarded on a proportion.
basis of five for first place, "My point was that the
three for second and one for American League never
seems to send its best players
third.
California's Frank Tanana to the All-Star games...."
Palmer led the American
was a distant third with 18
points, while Ed Figueroa of League in victories with a 22the New York Yankees 13 record and had an earned
finished fourth with 12. Others run average of 2.51 despite a
who received votes were Luis desultory start. The reason he
Tient of the Boston Red Sox, pitched well in the second half
with 10; Vida Blue of the of the season was that the
Oakland A's, 8; Minnesota's Orioles played better over-all
Bill Campbell, 7, and Rollie ball, he said.
"Our club played very well
Fingers of Oakland and
Wayne Garland, Palmer's after June 15," said Palmer.
teammate at Baltimore, 1 "We had a better record than
the Yankees after that. The
each.
Palmer had a losing record club has to play well for you to
for most of the early season, pitch well."
Palmer's latest triumph
but by the time of the All-Star
Game, was pitching well and leaves him with few new fields
improved his record to 11-8. to conquer.
"I'd just like to pitch about
However, he voiced his
displeasure when Boston five or six years longer and
Manager Darrell Johnson did stay healthy," he said.
Fidrych had a 19-9 record
not select him for the AL Alland the best ERA in the
Star team.
The Murray State cross "I felt that if Catfish Hunter American League with 2.34. country team will be entered
TENNIS
in the NCAA Regional Meet
this Saturday at Greenville, HONG KONG — John
Marks of Australia upset
South Carolina.
American
The Racers finished third in second-seeded
the OVC Meet at Clarksville Roscoe Tanner 6L3, 6-4 in the
AT EAST CALLOWAY
last Saturday and placed three opening round of the 875,000
Seventh Grade Boys
men in the top 10 to qualify for Hong Kong International
9 0 8 13-30
North
Tennis Classic.
All-Conference honors.
6 13 12 12-41
East
6, Kinell, Rogers
Starks
Top130)
—
STOCKHOLM
North
Those three in the top 10
2, Alexander 2, Course). 2. Jones 1, C.
included Martyn Brewer, seeded Jimmy Connors of the Darnell 9, G. Darnell 2, Edwards and
eighth, Richard Charleston, United States crushed Jiri Crouse 3. North record now 0-1.
East (41) - Robertson 8, Robbins,
ninth, and Brian Rutter, 10th. Hrebec of Czechoslavakia 6-3, Houston
23, T. *tanker, Turley, D. Hill 8,
Besides those three, also 6-1 in opening-round action of Dawson 2, Miller 2, Dogger, Hendon and
East record now 1-1.
going to the NCAA Regional the $150,000 Stockholm Open Young.
Beink Grade Boys
will be Mike Vowell, Jimmy Grand Prix.
12 7 14 18-52
North
12 23 14 6-56
East
and
jperryman
Kevin
Colon.
North 521 - CoLson 4, Rogers 12.
GENERAL
Mitch Johnson.
Bryan, Cochrurn 21, Young. Bowden 2.
The top six teams and the CAIRO, Egypt — Gottfried Hargrove 5, Stone 2 and Ramsey 7. Norrecord now0-I.
top 12 individuals not on those von Cramm, a former Ger- th East
(55) - Sanders 7 points and 15
six teams will qualify for the man tennis star in the 1930's, rebounds, Stone 9, Morton, Bynum 32,
Cooksey 2, Weatherford 1.
NCAA Meet which will be held was killed in an auto accident.. Zimmerman,
Masker 4, Willoughby and Dowdy. East
3-64cresesson.
-Hewas-66.
- Nov. 22in Denton,--Texes-. -

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) —
Baltimore's Jim Palmer, an
All-Star Game reject last July
who reversed his field in the
second half of the season,won
the American League's Cy
Young Award today for the
third time.
The Orioles' right-hander
joined Sandy Koufax, formerly of the Los Angeles
Dodgers, and Tom Seaver of
:he New York Mets as
baseball's only triple winners
of the coveted pitching award.
Palmer, also named the
American League's best
pitcher in 1973 and 1975, was
an easy winner this time over
runner-up Mark Fidrych,
Detroit's flashy "Birdman"
who took baseball by storm in
his rookie season.
Palmer received 108 points
on 19 first-place votes, four

Cross Country
Team To Run
In Regional

Junior High
Cage Results

Cardinals Hope Warmth
Will Help Against Rams
leading Dallas and Baltimore
By PAUL STEVENS
on successive Sundays.
Associated Press Writer
Another advantage to
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals are counting practicing on the California.on a not-so-secret weapon to Riverside field is that it has
carry them to victory in natural turf, as does the
Sunday's National Football Coliseum, while the Cardinals'
League contest with the Los own Busch Stadium has arAngeles Rams. It's the warm tificial carpeting.
Coryell still is upset over
California sun.
The team is scheduled toy what he terms the Rams'
to Los Angeles tonight, three refusal to allow the Cardinals
days earlier than normal, to to practice on the Coliseum
conduct practices the rest of surface last December before
the week at the University of their NFC playoff battle, won
California-Riverside stadium, by Los Angeles,35-23.
-Other teams practiced on
a short distance from the Los
it before us," he said,"and the
Angeles Coliseum.
-The weather is ,,the big Dallas Cowboys did it the next
reason we're doing It," Coach week."
The St. Louis coach also
Don Coryell said, noting that
temperatures in the Los recalled that because of the
Angeles area were in the Christmas holiday, the tem
upper 80s in recent days — did not arrive in Los Angeles
about 35 degrees warmer than until the day before the contest.
in St. Louis.
-It takes three to four days
"Getting out there a few
days in advance, we'll get for a person to become acused to warm weather' — and 'cus,orned to weather condiiions,'; Coryell said of his
the smog."
The Cardinals, who are in decision to arrive early -this
second place in the National year. "We had a lot of players'
Football Conference's cramping last year."
After the Rams' loss to
Eastern Division, apparently
think the plan will be worth Cincinnati on Monday night,
the expense of extra lodging Coryell said,"We think they'll
and meals for their 43 players be very excited."
-If they'd come out and beat
making the trip.
by
a few
"When you're 7-2 at this Cincinnati
point, you can't afford to lose touchdowns, we could maybe
more than a third game sneak up on them and be
because of everybody else's lucks." he said. "But We have
schedule," said St. Louis to be ready, especially with
director of operations Joe our injury situation and
Sullivan."We might be able to„playing them on,their home
iciie only one_More game and ground."
get into the playoffs." .
Alter facing the Rams, who
lead the NFC West with a 6-2-1
mark, the Cardinals must play
Washington, NFC-F-East-

YOUR HOME OF SETTER

VALUES

By The Associated Press
How does a Learn lose a 20point lead in the last quarter,
Jerry West?
"We lost our poise," said the
Los Angeles Lakers coach,
"that's all."
While losing their poise, the
Lakers also lost the concept of
their game plan and eventually lost the game to the
Buffalo Braves — a 121-116
Basketball
National
Association overtime thriller
Tuesday night.
"No way we should have lost
it," lamented West. "We won
the ball game — it just won't
show up in the results."
Theoretically, at least, the
Lakers should have won. They
held an 89-69 advantage going
into the last period, but
neglected to go to their
strength — center Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar.
The Braves finally tied the
game in regulation on Bob
McAdoo's shot with two
seconds left, then won it in
overtime behind Randy
Smith's eight points.
In other NBA games, the
New York Knicks stopped the
Washington Bullets 106-97; the
Houston Rockets turned back
the Chicago Bulls 111-92; the
San Antonio Spurs blasted the
Seattle SuperSonics 138-114;
the New Orleans Jazz whipped
the New York Nets 110-99; the
Cleveland Cavaliers outscored
the Milwaukee Bucks 111-90;
the Denver Nuggets defeated
the Golden State Warriors 123117, and the Portland Trail
Blazers beat the Kansas City
Kings 119-102.
Knicks 106, Bullets 97
Walt Frazier scored 23
points and Mo Layton led a
second-half surge, carrying
New York past Washington.
The Knicks went aholocl to stay

TIMOTH
SAYS:

00-IT-YOURSELF
GUN KITS

5888

SAVE
$1.5

By The Associated Press
Jazz 110, Nets 99
National Basketball Association
New Orleans got 52 points
EASTERN CONFERENCE
from Gail Goodrich and Pete
Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB Maravich to beat New York in
a game that the Nets played
5 4 .556 —
Buffalo
6 5 .545
NY Knicks
under protest. Goodrich
4 4 .500
Philphia
scored all of his 28 points in the
Boston
4 4 .500
NY Nets
4 7 .364 2 second and fourth quarters.
Central Division
Cavaliers 111, Bucks 90
9 1 900 Cleve
6 3 .667 211
Campy
N Orleans
by
Sparked
Houston
5 3 .625 3
Russell's 25 points and Austin
4 5 .444 Vi.s Carr's 22, Cleveland took
Washton
4 6 .400 5
Atlanta
control in the second quarter
4 6 .400 5
S Antonio
and whipped Milwaukee for
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
the Cavs' ninth victory in 10
Denver
8 0 1.000
starts.
5 5 .500 4
Kan City
4 5 .444 41
2
/
Indiana
Nuggets 123, Warriors 117
Detroit
4 6 .400 5
Chicago
2 6 .250 6
Dan Issel and David
2, Thompson combined for 22
/
Milwkee
2 9 .182 71
Pacific Division
points in the fourth quarter
_ 7 1 .875
Portland
Seattle
5 5 .506 3 - and 59 points over-all as
4 5 .444 3L2 Denver defeated Golden State
Los Ang
Golden St.
3 5 .375 4
and remained the only un1 5 .167 5
Phoenix
defeated team in the NBA.
Tuesday's Results
Buffalo 121, Los Angeles 115
Blazers 119, Kings 102
New York Knicks 106, WashPortland, paced by Lionel
ington 97
Walton,
New Orleans 110, New York Hollins and Bill
rallied from an early eightNets 99
point second-quarter deficit to
San Antonio 136, Seattle 114
Houston 111, Chicago 92
beat Kansas City. The Blazers
Cleveland 111, Milwaukee 90
were plagued by turnovers
Denver 123, Golden State 117
Portland 119, Kansas City 102 early in the game, but got
their attack rolling midway in
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at Boston
the second period and had
Chicago at Philadelphia
control throughout the second
Seattle at Houston
half in winning their fifth
New Orleans at Washington
straight game.
Cleveland at Detroit

SAVE ON TOYS\
BEST SELECTION • BEST VALUES
LAYAWAY NOW • NO EXTRA CHARGE

-

FON OVEN 511 YIARS

NO
BATTERIES
NEEDED

MOTORIZED
177 TRAILER TRUCK

COMPOUN •
BOW —

SO-lb. draw weight. 50% drop-off to 25-lbs. Continuous black nylon-coated, steel cable assembly.
-Requires no tuning or ad l ustmen.s
—

Otosco truck with detachable trailer
motor with sound, doors that open and
close Includes 4 road -signs

6.76
12.99

BOW Sight.
Arrow Ouirev. ..so,
t

TRADE GUNS & SAVE

2-Bow pink and whit*
clonal hood with matching molded body. 5-in.
white wheels. '710

.22 CAL. AUTOMATIC -

Reg.
69.95

WITH SCOPE
Model 190 with 4-power Weaver scope. Holds 17 Longs or 15 long Rifles. An
outstanding value for or cost plinking and small game. sisu

5T

DOLL COACH

"KISS-ME"

BABY

9
'
6

N411-

'

WINCHESTER.

by
EUGENE

Flyitc0

PLAY KITCHEN

9

109

3-IN. MAGNUM PUMP SHOTGUN

9

Reg
99 99

TOUR CHOICE —12, 20 or .4100a.
Walnut finish stock Chambered for ati 24-inch and 3-inch magnum
shells. 41.3701 KM,

TRADE IN YOUR OLD GUN TODAY! —

WINCHESTER
.
;
. • ....rt

Reg. 12.99

94 30/30 RIFLE
44

ROD
99.95

MOTO CROSS

3 piece metal set includes stove, 15-on.
refrigerator and sink All doors open and
close. Comes in coordinated colors. rt.

BIKE

REAL STUNT ACTION
EVEL
KNIEVEL
SAVE s2

TV

'sr

SAVE
15.51

The most popular lever action deer rifle ever manufactured.
Western carbinestyling. Solid American walnut stock —
and forearm. Fine wood to metal fit. r. ?..

True

20-in. MX handlebar with cross bor. Motorcycle style fenders and tank
2 number plates with assorted numbers. Disc chain guard, spring fork
suspension. Rear knobby tires and wide angle safety reflectors Block
with red trim and yeflow fenders. is .79
Deluxe Moto Cross like.
67.96

Cycle does wheelies, jumps, flips.
Figure movable into different positions
Has removable helmet and swagger stick. .7soi

LAYAWAY NOW= NO EXTRA CHARGE!

GIRLS

FPI

-1111-

l

SCORPION
BIKE

EMENEET

USE OTASCO CREDIT

wool,

araNt

RAVI
22.22

.ff

ELECTRIC

30/30 GLENFIELD RIFLE
WITH 4-POWER SCOPE
an 11777 A rugged 6 shot -carbine- with lever action. Hos
20-inch barrel, tubular magazine. Pistol grip stock
139.99
has ornate checkering. .34..138
...--_ ---__
_l_i_Lx—atIji____/I

.

S.

1100 SHOTGUN

1

OTASCO

Remington 742 30-06 Rifle. ss
Limited Quantities

M,jt

oction

Sow Open Sundays 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

astryAstraicsare

az,

BOYS MOOR

20" Coaster broke, denim
polo seat Hi-rise handlebar, chrome fenders and
nms. Approved wide on
gle safety reflectors ri

o

USE CONVENIENT LAYAWAY

NO EXTRA CHARGE

SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT OVER 600
STORES THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST

METAL

Now Open Sundays
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

TRACTOR
AND WAGON

566

177.77

SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF GUN CARE & HUNTING EQUIPMENT
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-8391

AA.

-

Gas operated, automatic loading 5-shot
,-• ;
Mar-proof walnut stock and forearm

9frft111

5399

00.11h.N.

mod design with flashing light
in top. 2-speed full fidelity pho,
nograph with 4•1n. speaker
Solid state amplifier, volume
and tone controls

pmingfim,

flIMITIO

JUKE BOX
3999

lii •

'' -I

Pnces good through Saturday ot over 600 stores throoghout the South and Southwest

E.g. 116666
219.99

699

16-in. toll. Has soli body with rooted hair.
Moving eyes and dress with matching
bloomers. Kisses when left wrist is squeezed.

j.1_

1.1

SPRINGFIELD 67

-W..,we.

Spurs 138, SuperSonics 114
San Antonio rode the solid
shooting of Larry Kenon and
George Gervin over Seattle.
Kenon collected 24 points and
Gervin had 23 as the game
never was in doubt after the
first quarter.

itsg. 79.97

Reg. 68.95 —

A I

NEVI
$20

Pro Cage
Standings

able to convert numerous
turnovers and
Chicago
defensive lapses into easy
baskets whenever the Rolls
threatened to close in.

111•411•••
hirallrzw.

Easy to assemble, accurate shooting .45
caliber muzzle loader, Has fully rifled barrel, engraved percussion lock. Polished brass
parts. si-77:
89.97
Assembled Kentucky Rifle. seii

SAVE
12.10

by scoring the last eight points
of the third quarter for a 74-68
advantage.
Rockets 111, Bulls 92
Mike Newlin's 25 points and
a rugged defense led by Moses
Malone and John Johnson
past
Houston
powered
Chicago. The Rockets were

FOR GREAT VALUES?-WE HAVE'EM!

KENTUCKY RIFLE KIT

- SAVE
10.07

PORTS

ci HUNTING

OTASCO

!Akers Blow 20-Point Final
Period Lead, Fall To Braves

(2 lilt 11 LEIH:ER

Bel-Air Shopping Center
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e
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boy wagon writ, swong
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Maxey Flats Residents Shouldn't Fear Radiation, Official Says
r the last 10 Ii. b e has dropped from an he had conducted an in- evidence of radioactive
were all had ti
FLEM1NGSBURG, Ky. contammatton through sub- the area: breathing the radiation levels
years or so that the Ate bas ay. rige 4 13MOO cubic feet vestigation into allegations
limits.
EPA
acceptable
within
contamination.
waste
water conevaporated
( AP) — A federal official has surface migration of the
been used
diunp nuclear pet ear from 1963 to 1972 to that dairy cattle in the Maxey
Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens
assured Kentuckians living material is less likely, but taminated by the debris in the The drinking water, _Joe waste tit
confrained
,
per
year
aid
abti.
cubic
feet
EPA
tams
on
,006
ill
becoming
were
Flats
area
was
one of those attending the
example,
ruled
not
that
EPA
has
trenches; eating produce
near the Maxey Flats nuclear added
sedinien
didn't
show sui June 19. A new state tax and dying as a result of hearing at the Fleming County
watered with contaminated radioactive elements "subwaste dumping ground that out that possibility.
safety excessive accumulation at on wicker waste materials radioactive contanuruition at court hove. He said the aiHe said a study now un- water; drinking subsurface stantially below EPA
they have nothing to fear
radioactit
water.
broir'h to the site went into the' site.
drinking
torney general's office is
for
standards
from excessive radiation derway -br the U.S. Geologic water from wells, and
Charles Hardin, manager of effr oahatdate.
However. Singer said ex- miltutoririg all reports on
said.
he
light
on
shed
more
Survey
will
the
milk
of
cows
drinking
levels.
question the radii'. ion division in the
D. Robert Singer, director tensive tests showed the cattle operatioa of the site,adding,
which have grazed and 'In response to a
Testifying at a public that aspect of the problem. Mon- state Depar nient for Human of ')e Central Kentucky suffered from copper and If it looks like a denser Lik
audience,
from
the
The
EPA
study
identified
contaminated
on
watered
hearing here Tuesday, Dr.
tgomery said there was no Resources. said the amount of Alum al Diagnostic Disease phosphorus deficiency He public health; we would 'take
Daniel
Montgomery, four sources of radiation for pastures and creeks. that radioactivity radioactite waste buried at lab I awry in Lexington, said said he could not find any cruninal action."
evidence
But Mcintgo,ery- said the
representing the Environ- humans and animals living in
mental Protection Agency,
said that an EPA study
•
111 • Ill ••• • II III
s
conducted at the Fleming
• III • le
III • II II MI III ••
County site from October, 1974
‘o August, 1975, showed there
were "elevated levels" of
Alens
radiation in certain parts of
Sleeve
Lang
•
!arts 72190
he 252-acre burial ground.
•••
ans
SUll
•
Sport
MIIIMMIII••
II
But Montgomery assured
Fits 'sin or dochle
II_ MI V
as_a_a_
••• MI 11_11_11_1w
.he audience of about 60
lied. Asehme mesh
a•
persons that the "potential
t. dry.
lirali.InirsTiTsTil Mir
exposure level to residents,,is
I
—
guile low."
lelleCr ft 20%
s
41-111111111M••111•• 111woommell•
In fact, Montgomery said,
=11=11m11.11
11
._111
_111_
II
he amount of radiation
reaching local residents is
1 •
"lower than the dosage that
This Week Only
--1
C"
Ladies
everyone in the United States
Sizes S-IL
received
from
nuclear
.
Several Colors
1
11
weapons testing during the
Li
.
U
1960's.
Montgomery also said the
Ge tuifte Rabbit Fur
exposure to radiation is "just
ome items not exact as icture
Keg. 3 69
HIGHWAY 64I---MURRAY, KY
a small increase above what
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to assume responsibility for
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caring for the nuclear dump.
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like the federal government to
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Special
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House Shoes

giamals.

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

Stearns
Life
Jacket

Airo-PilVe

•
•

Jump
Suits

Jackets &
Jeans

14 5
Special$16"

•

Snowmobile

$1 16

Hunting Set

69'

Electric

Carroll Says
Coal, Not Oil
Is The Answer
SULPHUR
WHITE
SPRINGS, W. Va. (AP) —
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll
says the cduntry should bank
on coal, not oil or nuclear
power, to provide its energy
needs.
Prices of imported oil are
going up, Carroll told the
Appalachian Regional
Commission Tuesday, and
-we don't have enough
uranium to operate the
(nuclear) plants we have for
10 years, let alone those on the
drawing board."
If the federal government
can be convinced to provide
funds to improve coal transportation roads, Carroll said,
the 13 ARC member states
"can solve the nation's energy
problems with our coal.- .
— Appalachia may well be
sitting on the brink of an
economic explosion," the
governor said.

Can-Opener
& Knife Sharpener
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Pipe Wrap

Tape
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Insulation
Kit
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Mirro Super Sec

Eveready
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Reflector
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$1327
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Palmer Becomes Three-Time
Recipient Of Cy Young Award
Ks KEN RAPPOPORT
seconds and one third from the of New York! was picked
Al'Sports Writer
Baseball Writers Association with the same record, I should
NEW YORK 1 API — of America. His total more have been selected, too,"
Baltimore's Jim Palmer, an than doubled that of Detroit's Palmer told The Associated
All-Star Game reject last July young right-hander, who had Press Tuesday night. "But,
1k/14i reverssed his field in the
51 points based on five first, really I never felt I should
second half of the season, won place votes, seven for second have been on the team. The.
lie American League's Cy and five for third.
whole thing was blown out of
VI ittog Award today for (he
Points are awarded on a proportion.
third time.
basis of five for first place,
"My point was that the
The Orioles' right-hander three for second and one for American League never
joined Sandy Koufax, for- third.
seems to send its best players
inerl (if the Los Angeles
California's Frank Tanana to the All-Star games...."
licidcers, and Tom Seaver of was a distant third with 18
Palmer led the American
he New York Mets as points, while Ed Figueroa of League in victories with a 22baseball's only triple Mnners the New York Yankees 13 record and had an -earned
,if the coveted pitching award. finished
fourth with 12. Others run average of 2.51 despite a
Palmer. also named the who received votes were I.uis desultory start. The reason he
American I.eague's best Tiant of the Boston Red Sox, pitched well in the second half
pitcher in 1973 and 1975, was with 10; Vida Blue of the of the season was that the
an easy winner this time over Oakland A's, 8; Minnesota's Orioles played better over-all
r-unner-up Mark Fidrych, Bill Campbell, 7, and Rollie ball, he said.
Detroit's flashy "Birdman" Fingers of Oakland and
"Our club played very well
who took baseball by storm in Wayne Garland, Palmer's after June 15," said Palmer.
his rookie season.
teammate at Baltimore, 1 "We had a better record than
Paner. received 108 points each.
the Yankees after that. The
19 first-place Votes, four' Palmer had a -losing record club has to play well for you to
for most of the early season, pitch well."
but by the time of the All-Star
Palmer's latest triumph
Game, was pitching well and leaves him with few new fields
improved his record to 11-8. to conquer.
However, he voiced his
"I'd just like to pitch about
displeasure when Boston five Or six years longer and
Manager Darrell Johnson did stay healthy," he said.
-not select him for'the AL
---Fidrycir-had 1” rk-nrctStar team. ,
and the best ERA in the
Murfay State cross -I felt that if Catfish Hunter American League with 2.34.
country team will be entered
in the NCAA Regional Meet
TENNIS
this Saturday at Greenville,
HONG KONG -- John
South Carolina.
Marks of Australia upset
The Racers finished third in second-seeded
American
the OVC Meet at Clarksville Roscoe Tanner 6-3, 6-4 in the
last Saturday and placed three opening round .of the .$75,000
AT EAST CALLO WAY
men in the top 10 to qualify for Hong Kong International
Seventh Grade Boys
40 8 13 „to
North
All-Conference honors.
Tennis Classic.
East
6 13 '2 Ill 41
Those three in the top 10
STOCK HOLM
— Top- North 30i -- Starks 6, Kincll
'„ Rogers
included
Marlyn Brewer, seeded Jimmy Connors of the 2, Alexander 2, CoUrSe% ,, Jou, 4,
PAiEne'll
0. Darnell 2, -Edwards and
eighth. Richard Charleston, United_ States crushed Jiri Crouse 39.North
record now 0-1
Robertson B. Autthiris
ninth, and Brian Rutter, 10th. Hrebec of Czechoslavakia 6-3, East 41:
Houston 23. 1' !Hanker. Turles .1/ Hilt 8.
Besides those . three, also 6-1 in opening-round action of 1)a waits 2, Miller 2. Dugger, Hendon andgqtrig-to tile NCAA egional the $150,900 Stikkholrn 00"eh Y6ung ra:tr,,c6rrtr,-(iwil
Eighth Grade Boys
will be Mike Vowell, Jimmy Grand Prix.
14 18 -642
North
Colon. Kevin Perryman and
East
12 l2j 14
6 P.5
Colson 4, Rogers 12,
North '52,
Mitch Johnson.
- GENERAL
Bryan, Cochrurn 21, Young. Bowden 2.,
The top six teams and the
CAIRO, Egypt — Gottfried Hargrove 5. Stone 2 and Ramse.t, 7 Nortop 12 individuals not on-those von Cramm, a former Ger- th record now 0-1
F:ast;551 -- Sanders 7 points and 1.'5
six teams will qualify for the man tennis star in the 1930's, rebounds. Stone 9, Morton, Bytom, 37.
Znrunernian.
(*utilise) 2, Weatherford 1
NCAA Nivel which will be held was killed in a0 auto accident.
Stacker 4. Willoughby and D,un,ds East
Nov. 22 in I)enton. Texas.
He was 66.
3-0 for season

Lakers Blow 20-Point Final
Period Lead, Fall To Braves
Cardinals Hope Warmth
Will Help Against Rams
leading Dallas and Baltimore
By PAUL STEVENS
on successive Sundays.
Associated Press Writer
Another advantage to
ST, LOUIS I API — The St.
Louis Cardinals are counting practicing on the Californiaon a not-so-secret weapon to Riverside field is that it has
carry them to victory in natural turf, as does the
Sunday's National Football Coliseum, while the Cardinals'
League contest with the Los own' Busch Stadium has arAngeles Rains. It's the warm tificial carpeting.
Coryell still is upset over
California sun.
The team is scheduled to fly what he terms the Rams'
to Los Angeles tonight, three refusal to allow the Cardinals
days earlier than normal, to 10 practice on the Coliseum
conduct practices the rest of surface last December before
the week at the University of their NFC playoff battle, won
California-Riverside stadium, by Los Angeles,-35-23.
-Other teams.practiced on
a short distance from the Los
o before us," IA said,"and the
Angeles Coliseum:
'The' weather is the big - Dallas Cowboys did it the next
reason we're doing it,- Coach week."
Don Coryell said, noting that - The St. Louis coach also
temperatures in the Los recalled that because of the
Angeles area were in the Christmas holiday, the team
upper 80s in recent days — did not arrive in Los Angeles
about 35 degrees warmer than ,until the day before the con-

r

Cross Country
Team, To Run
- In Regional

Junior High
Cage Results

"(letting out there a few
days in advance, we'll get
used to warm weather — and
the smog.:
The .Cardinals, who are in
second place in the National
Football Conference's
Eastern Division, apparently
think the plan will be. worth
the expense of extra lodging
and meals for their 43 players
making the trip.
-'When you're 7-2 at this
point, you can't afford to lose
more than a third game
because of everybody .else's
schedule,- Adid -Louis
director of operations Joe
Sullivan. -We Might,be able to
iose only one more game and
get into the playoffs,"
After facing the Rams, who
lead the NFC West with a-6-2-1
mark, the Cardinals must play
Washington, NFC East-

"It takes three to four days
for a person to become accustomed to weather conditions," Coryell said of his
decision to arrive early this
year."We had a lot of players'
cramping last year."
After the Rams' loss to
Cincinnati on Monday night,
Coryell said, -We think they'll
be very excited."
"If they'd come out and beat
Cincinnati • by
a
few
touchdowns, we could maybe
sneak up on them and be
lucky," he said. "But we have
to be ready, especially with
our injury situation, and
playing them on their home
ground."

By The Associated Press
How does a team lose a 20point lead in the last quarter,
Jerry West?
"We lost our poise," said the
Los Angeles Lakers coach,
'that's all."
While losing their poise, the
Lakers also lost the concept of
their game plan and eventually lost the game to the
Buffalo Braves — a 121-116
National
Basketball
Association overtime thriller
Tuesday night.
"No way we should have lost
it," lamented West. "We won
the ball game — it just won't
show up in the results."
Theoretically, at least, the
Lakers should have won. They
held an 89-69 advantage going
into the last period, but
neglected to go to their
strength — center Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar.
The Braves finally tied the
game in regulation on Bob
McAdoo's shot with two
seconds left, then won it in
overtime behind Randy
Smith's eight points.
In other NBA games the
New York Kriielikstopped the.
Washington Büllets 106-97; the
Houston Rockets turned back
the Chicago Bulls 111-92; the
San Antonio Spurs blasted the
Seattle SuperSonics 138-114;
the New Orleans Jazz whipped
the New York Nets 110-99; the
Cleveland Cavaliers outscored
the Milwaukee Bucks 111-90;
the Denver Nuggets defeated
the Golden State Warriors 123117, and the Portland Trail
Blaze'rs beat the Kansas City
Kings 119-102.
Knicks 106, Bullets 97
Walt Frazier scored 23
points -and Mo -Layton led asecond-half surge, carrying
New York past Washington.
The Knicks went ahead to stay

4 TimsfYT'HY

HUNTING

OTASCO

vouR HOME Of SITTER YAWLS
FOR OVER SS YEARS

by scoring the last eight points
of the third quarter for a 74-68
advantage.
Rockets 111, Bulls 92
Mike Newlin's 25 points ant)
a rugged defense led by Moses
Malone and John Johnson
powered
Houston
past
Chicago. The Rockets were

Pro Cage
Standings
By The Associated Press
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
. Atlantic Division
W L Pct. GB
Buffalo
5 4 .556 —
NY Knicks - 6 5 .545 —
Philphia
4 4 .500
L2
Boston
4 4 .500
'o
NY Nets
4 7 .364 -4
Central Division
Cleve
9 1 .900 —
N Orleans
6 1 .667 2,2
Houston
5 3. .625 3
Washton
4 5 .444 4't
Atlanta
- 4 6 .400 5
S Antonio
4 6 .400 5
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver
8 0 1.000 —
Kan City
5 5 .500 •' 4
Indiana
4 5 .444 412
Detroit
4..,6.400 -5
Chicago
2 6 .250 6
Milwkee_
2 9 .182 .742
Pacific Division
7 1 .875
Portland
Seattle
5 5 41500 3
4 5 444 31-2
Los Ang
Golden St.
3 5 .375 4
Phoenix
1 5 167 5
Tuesday's Results
Buffalo 121, Los Angeles 115
New York Knicks 106, Washington 97
New Orleans 110, New York
Nets 99
San Antonio 138, Seattle 114
Houston 111, Chicago 92
Cleveland 111, Milwaukee 90
Denver 141Golden State 117
Portland 119, Kansas City 102
_
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at Boston
Chicago at Philadelphia
Seattle at Houston
New Orleans at Washington
Cleveland at Detroit
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able to convert numerous
and
turnovers
Chicago
defensive lapses into easy
baskets whenever the Bulls
threatened to close in.
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Spurs 138, SuperSonles 114
San Antonio rode the solid
shooting of Llirry Kenon and
George Gervin over Seattle.
Kenon collected 24 points and
Gervin had 23 as the game
never was in doubt after the
first quarter.
Jazz 110, Nets 99
New Orleans got 52 points
from Gail Goodrich and Pete
Maravich to beat New York in
a game that the Nets played
under protest, Goodrich
scored all of his 28 points in the
second and fourth quarters.
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--cavaliers 111, Bucks 90
Splerked
campy'
by
Russell's-25,points and Austin
Carr's 22, Cle,veland took
control in the secand quarter
and whipped Milwaukee for
the Cavs' ninth victory
starts. .

exi
a

noi
Nugge4i 121 Warriors 117
Dan Issel and David
Thompson combined for 22
points in the fourth quarter
and 59 points over-all as
Denver defeated Golden State
and remained the only undefeated team in the NBA.
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Blazers 119, Kings 102
Portland, paced by Lionel
Hollins and Bill Walton,
rallied from an early eightpoint second-quarter deficit to
beat Kansas City. The Blazers
were plagued by turnovers
early in the game, but got
their attack rolling midway in
the second period and had
control throughout the second
half in winning their fifth
straight game.
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KENTUCKY RIFLE KIT
--DO-IT-YOURSELF
GUN KITS

-'COMPOUND
BOW

/'

Easy to assemble, accurate shooting .45
caliber muzzle loader. Has fully ruffed barrel, engraved percussion lock. Polished brass
poets... 7i-2
Assembled Kentucky Rifle. M 2131 89.97

.:50-1b. draw weight. 50% drop-off tc., 25.Ebs Con---tinuou* block nylon-coated, steel cable assembly.
,-Requifes no tuning or adjustments. +3,S.s
6.76
SOW Sight..,•
— L Arrow Ounrsor.

177

MOTORIZED
TRAILER TRUCK
detachaore troller
motor with sound, doors ttrrot open GPO
close Inc t udes a road signs
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"KISS-ME"

DOLL COACH

BABY

6'9

— WINCHESTER
TRADE GUNS & SAVE

by

EUGENE

2-Bow pink and white
floral hood with matching molded body. 5-in

to-ip

toll Has soft body with rooted hair
Moving eyes and dress with matching
bloomers Kisses when left wrist is

squeezed.

white wheels r, is

WITH SCOPE

699

Model 190 with 4-power Weaver scope. Holds 17 Longs or 15 Long Pities. An
outstanding value for boye cost plinking and small game.,

F y r13
PLAY KITCHEN

SPRINGFIELD 67

109g

3-IN. MAGNUM PUMP SHOTGUN

9

Reg.
99.99

YOUR CHOICE —12, 20 or .410 0a.
Walnut finish stock. Chambered for all 234-inch and 3-inch
shells.
!if
I

MOTOCROSS

inci udes ttoi./e, 15 in
p ece reetoi
ietrigerntor end 8,ns All doors open
. and
Core Comet
coed noted colors

BIKE

REAL STUNT ACTION
EVEL
KNIEVEL
SAVE s2

magnum

TRADE IN YOUR OLD GUN TODAY!

IviNatesrt-

20-i'n MX handlebar with cross bar Motorcycle style
fenders and tank
2 number plates with assoited numbers Disc
chain rg..ici•d spirng içrk
suspension Rear knobby tires and ei de angle
safety reflectors Block
with red trim and yellaw fenders

Reg. 12.99

94 30/30 RIFLE
The most popular lever action deer rifle .ver manufactured
,True Western carbineshjling Solid American wain of
and forearm Fine wood furrretol fit. • ,

Deluxe Moto Cross Bilks.

LAYAWAY NOW—NO EXTRA CHARGE!'

87 96

Cycle does wheelies, iumPs, flips
Figure mosiob:e rnto different positrons
Has iereip.able helmet ond swagger stick
.

Flyingt.

GIRLS

EMENEE

SCORPION
BIKE

USE OTASCO CREDIT

ELECTRIC

30/30 GLENFIELD RIFLE _-

11777

4
1;:99

WITH 4-POWER SCOPE
•A rugged 6 shot carbine- with lever (action. Has
20-inch barrel, tubular magazine'. Pistol grip stock
has ornate checkering.

-

JUKE BOX
3999
35

5399
20" Coaster broke, denies
polo seat H-rrse handlebar, chrome fenders iond
•irns Appioved wide on

:.Iia
I.
. Pnces

good through Saturday at over 600 stores throughout the South end Southwest
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METAL
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Remington 742 30-06 Rifle.
ed Ovonti

SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF GUN CARE & HUNTING EQUIPMENT

Now Open Sundays 1 -p.m. to 5 p.m.
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-8391

USE CONVENIENT LAYAWAY
•

1100 SHOTGUN
Gas Operated, automatic load, 5 0
Mor.proof walnut stock and foreugr

file
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TRACTOR
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SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH SATURDAY AT EVER
600
STORES THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST

Now Open Sundays
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Bel-Air Shopping Center

153-8391
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Maxey Flats Residents Shouldn't Fear Radiation, Official Says

of radioactive
She Lab dropped front an
le had ciinducied an in- evidence
.•‘er the last 10
radiation levels were all had
' FLEMINGSI3URG, Ky. cunianiintittun through sub- the area: breathing the within acceptable EPA limits. years or s that the site has average of 23,000. cubic feet vestigation- into allegations contamination.
conwater
1AP — A federal Official has surface migration of the waste evaporated
Atty..Gen. Robert Stephens
been used
dump nuclear per year front 1963 to 1972 to that dairy cattle in the Maxey
but taminated by the debris in the The drinking water, for
accored Kentuckians living material is less likely,
waste Ho' •iatti EPA tests on about 2,000 cubic feet per year Flats area were becoming ill was one of those attending the
contained
example,
ruled trenches; eating produce
near the Maxey Flats nuclear added that EPA has not
show since June 19: A new state tax and dying as a result of hearing at the Fleming County
didn't
"sub- sedinten
watered with contaminated radioactive elements safety ,excessiv t. atviunulation of on nuclear waste materials radioactive contamination at courthouse. He said the atwaste dumping ground that out that possibility.
EPA
below
st#ntially
He said a study now un- water; drinking subsurface
torney general's office is
they have nothing to fear
brought to the site went into the site.
standards for drinking water, radioactivii .
from excessive radiation detixav by the U.S. Geologic water from wells, and he said.
However. Singer said ex- monitoring all reports on
Charles Hardin. manager of effect on that date.
Survey will shed more light on drinking the milk of cows
levels.
Dr. Robert Singer, director tensive,tests showed the cattle operation of the site adding,
71uestion the radiation division in the
which have grazed and ' In response to 0Testifying at a public that aspect of the problem.
of
state
the Central Kentucky suffered from copper and "If it looks like a danger to
Monfor
Department
Human
audience,
The EPA study identified watered on contaminated from the
hearing here Tuesday, 'Dr.
no Resources, said the amount of A nimarDiag nos tic Diiiease phosphorus deficiency. He public health, we would take
was
there
said
tgomery
Daniel
Montgomery, four sources of radiation for pastures and creeks.
radioactivity radioactive waste buried at laboratory in Lexington, said said he could not find any criminal action."
But _Montgomery said the evidence that
representing the Environ- humans and animals living in
mental Protection Agency,
Illb wir sm ow
said that an EPA study
conducted at the Fleming
County site from October, 1974
Special Group
-0 August, 1975, showed there
Mens
Men's
were "elevated levels" of
....--1
Long Sleeve
'Leather Look'
radiation in Certain parts of
U
Sizes 7200
Sport
he 252-acre burial ground.
IIIMMI
II • II O
II II -II
twin or double
Fits
1/
But Montgomery assured
minuM111
1•1111111•MILinumm•••irbed. Machine wash
he audience of about 60
al II IP"
Shirts
Reg. 29.99
dry.
persons that the "potential
'
I II
34.99
and
,
U
is
residents
to
exposure level
Reduced
Solids & Patterns
Reduced
quite low." •
VLF
••••
III III
.4-1111 II •• MN II III
In fact, Montgomery said,
Reg 4 99
Unellm
he amount of radiation
reaching local residents is
k
This Week Only
"lower than the dosage that
Sizes S-XL
111•11111
everyone in the United States
Several Colors'
nuclear
from
received
Sizes S-M-L-Xl.
IM_A
weapons testing dtiring the
u- m
a um •
• ime 1.. se
..
1960's.
1•111111INNIVis---.•MEmoir-ii• I.
•Ir.
11111111 al MI •
Montgomery also said the
• IN ••••• b••1
Genuine Rabbit Fur
exposure to radiation is "just
Reg. 3 69
ome items not exacti as sictured
HIGHWAY 641---MURRAY, KY
a small increase above what
Sizes 5-51/2 to 10.101 2
we always receive" under
normal circumstances.
Ladies
-Meanwhile, -according-to a
Boys
published report, Gov. Julian.
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Carroll has indicated that he
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and
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State
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Russell McClure his said in
Features:
the past that the state would
"
Jeans Soies S IS $1 5
• 200 Denier Urethane
like the federal government to
Sizes 5/6 to 13/14
coated nylon outer shell
take over caring for the site,
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• 6.6 oz Dacron 88
Priced at Only
providing the state's en14
8
Sizes
Insulation
Use Our Convenient
vironmental concerns are
• Three big pockets
Many Colors & Patterns
Lay-Away Plan
met.
4e. Elastic back for better fit
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Carroll Says
Coal, Not Oil
Is The Answer
SULPHUR
WHITE
SPRINGS, W. Va. (API —
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll
says the country should bank
on coal, not oil or nuclear
power, to provide its energy
needs.
Prices of imported oil are
going up, Carroll .told the
Appalachian Regional
Conunission Tuesday, and
'we don't have enough
uranium to operate the
!nuclear) plants we have for
10 years, let alone those on the
drawing board."
If the federal government
can be convinced to provide
funds to improve coal transportation roads, Carroll said,
:he 13 ARC member states
-can solve the nation's energy
problems with our coal."
"Appalachia may well be
sitting on the brink of an
economic explosion," the
governor said.
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Ford Won't Decide On
Future During Vacation

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER II, lt78
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. President were Mrs. Betty
Look in the section in which considered dropping.
— President Ford will Ford, their sons Jack and
AP)
(
your birthday comes and find CAPRICORN
not decide on his future plans Steve and daughter Susan.
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
what your outlook is, according
' Don't be thrown off guard by during his current vacation, The family plans an eight-day
to the stars.
fancy-sounding, but possibly according to an aide, Robert stay in Palm Springs, during
misleading, propositions. Study Barrett.
which the emphasis will be on
ARIES
the overall picture. Where
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
"There certainly will be no sports, rest and relaxation.
You may now expect a there's REAL value, however, decisions made," Barrett said
-different" approach from don't hesitate. -as the President spent a
others; also a real surprise. AQUARIUS
second consecutive day
Work consistently on endeavors (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Exercise your keen mental Monday attending to paperwhich net big dividends. Your
faculties. Some indicated op- work and playing golf at this
prestige increases.
portunities may be missed if. desert resort.
TAURUS
you are hasty or, indifferent.
Apr. 21 to May 21,
A brief announcement said
Wait for cues before launch- PISCES
Ford swam before
that
DALLAS AP) — Robert
X
20)
to
Mar.
20
(Feb.
activityAn
ing any project.
pool at Strauss,says he will relinquish
large
the
in
t
breakfas
op.
some
into
run
may
You
as
yourself
happy person such
could get into difficult situations position but you need not let it the rambling, 14-room *ranch- the chairmanship of the
disturb your equilibrium or style home of the U.S. National Democratic party on
if not on guard.
your sense of humor. You Ambassador to Belgium, Jan. 21, one day after Jimmy
GEMINI
usually enjoy outwitting op. Leonard Firestone, which
May 22 to June 21)
•
Carter's inauguration as
Avoid needless anxiety and posing forces.
rented.
has
Ford
president.
tension. You can deal efA small pool of reporters
But Strauss, who has held
.YOU BORN TODAY love
difficult
with
fectively
was the post for four years,said he
assignments by being your adventure, interesting people, and photographers
inherently ingenious and far- life in general. You are in- permitted to make a 10-mile will continue to help Carter
tensely ambitious and have a drive with Ford from the with cabinet selections and
seeing self.
brilliant intellect. You'should Firestone home in Rancho
•
CANCER
other appointments.
'• June'22 to July 231 • 13(Z) have a scientific education, for Mirage to the La Quinta
Strauss said he plans tb
,
in
medicine
shine
could
you
Make your schedule a flexible
course. But return to his private Dallas
golf
Club
Country
have
You
or
physics.
y
chemistr
one. There are possibilities of
changes -and variations in boundless energy and vitality there, the press was barred law practice after he finishes
certain - situations — all and could become a great from.the grounds of the lush, his party work. But he
leader in the business or palm-dotted country club.
.promising to be beneficial.
declined to rule out.. the
financial world. If attracted to
LEO
golfing partners possibility . that he' would
Ford's
be
with
may
well
as-you
the arts
July 29 to Aug. 23)
• former West Point _accept
presidential
a
- Some complications indicated All your talents, you could excel were
ot""coach Earl -rfted)- appointment .orie*
footbalt
theater,
in job' matters. Beware of in- `in literature or in the
stability, emotionalism. Consult either of which would provide_ Blaik, his long-time friend fered.
Leon Parma, a San Diego
with others as to the best way to an excellent outlet for your
emotions. Birthdate of: Thomas business executive,. and Ray
get on the productive road. .
Bailey Aldrich, Amer. author;
VIRGO
Kaiser, president ofthe club.
SALE ENDS
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP% Maude Adams, world-renowned
California with the
in
Also
NOV 15
actress.
to
Break your program down
and
es tials
definite
eliminate tl3a- unimportant. Do
not engage in unfamiliar
ventures "except where "dry
seemi feasible.

Strauss To
Resign Post
On Jan. 21

nompl-

12{4f

-LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —

rht

Ile realistic now and pursue
only worthwhile goals. Take
temporary delays in stride.
Opportunity offered through
--clever use of your creative

Cyclone Causes
Damage In Russia

MOSCOW(AP) — A cyclone
tore the roofs from 140
buildings in the Khabarovsk
area of eastern Siberia and
blew down 90 electric transmission towers, starting 79
fires that raged for more than
two weeks, the Soviet press
reported today.
. Pravda, the Communist
party newspaper, said a
tractor driver was killed while
rescuing forestry machinery
from the flames.
The cyclone occurred Oct.
17 and had winds of more than
80 miles an hour, lass
reported.

Amy Carter May Attend Small Public School
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Nestled among brand-new
steel and glass buildings in
downtown Washington, like a
reminder of its small-town
past, is the Stevens public
In
elementary school.
January, it may become the
school' where a president's
daughter comes to learn.
Jimmy Carter has been
critical of "exclusive private
schools" that allow children cf
the "political and economic
elite" to avoid public schools.
And, following up on that
statement at the Democratic.
national convention, the
President-elect has said he
will send 9-year-old Amy to
public school if securit)
permits.
If Amy goes to public school,
it will probably be Stevens, a
108-year-old, three-story brickv
building at 21st 8c K Streets —
about six blocks from the
White House.
The School was built 108
years ago, the year Ulysses S.
Grant was elected president,
to housp freed slaves. It was
after . Thaddeus
named
Stevens, an abolitionist
congressman `who proposed
theinVeachritent of-President
Andrew Johnson.

A New City
Directory
For Murray

inommmile

In a school district that 95
per ,cent black, Stevens'
enrollment breaks down to
about 60 per cent black, 30 per
Cent foreign and Hispanic,and
10 per cent American whites.
If Carter follouiLihrough on
his plan to send Amy to public
schools, she will be the first

presidential child to do so
since one of Theodore
Roosevelt's sons attended
district schools in 1906.
The leading cause of
disablement in the nation is
arthritis and rheumatism,
affecting 1.4 miliion people„

Wayne and Cathy Perrin
announce their

Going Out ofBusiness
Sale
at the

Christian Book Center
808 Chestnut, Murray
Northside Shopping Center

Stock

Fixtures

20% to 50%

Off
Books
Bibles
On Your Favorite Christmas Gift Items
Records
All Stock and Fixtures Must Go!
Topes
Bible Commentaries
Dictionaries and Reference Books
Sheet Music
EVERYTHING MUST GO
Music Books
HURRY WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
Christmas Cards
Church Supplies

Piano
Record Player
Tope Deck
Shelves
Counters
Desks
Files
Etc.

TIES LAST
PRICES GOOD _WHILE QUANTI

9-9
Mon-Sat.
12:30-7:00
Sunday

Philadelphia
Students To Have
Prayer Opportunity

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The Philadelphia Board of
Education has voted to
require the city's public
schools to provide pupils an
SCORPIO
opportunity to begin the day
Oct. 24 to Nov. 221'
Ingenuity and a fresh ,apwith the Pledge of Allegiance
proach- to certain situations
and a minute of silent
could brighten-this day con-meditation.
siderably. Softliedal comPupil's could abstain from
eness.
aggressiv
and
plaints
ating, however, for
particip
RIUS
SAGITrA
1l
-)
i3
fik
2
or other personal
s
21)
religiou
(Nov. 23 to Dec.
Better advantages, than you
reasons.
may anticipate. An especially
In adopting the plan on a 5-1
good period for revitalizing
vote Monday, the school board
projects which you may have
said that the silent minute was
not an attempt to circumvent
the 1963 U.S. Supreme Court
decision banning school
prayer.
"If a student wants to begin
his day by getting in touch
with God, or simply pufting
his day in, order in his own
mind, that's his personal
choice," said board member
Felice Stark, who introduced
the plan.
Reciting the pledge had not
Local people are now operating
a city-wide requirement
been
n
matio
infor
the city directory
since the late 1960s. At that
by telephone and personal contime the board responded to
protests from some parents by
.
tact. Your cooperation in seeing,
slecision on use of the
leavinga
that your business and—family-----.'pledge up to administrators at
are listed correctly will be apeaat,of the 2,0110 schools.
"I was shocked to find that
preciated.
this wasn't"done," said Mrs.
Stark about the lack of a
requirement to tecte the
Johnson Publishing Co. Inc.
pledge.
(Your City Directory Pub.)

Stevens is the oldest school
building in operation in the
District of Columbia, but it is
also one of its most attractive.
The brick front is painted
white and blue, its rooms have
been refurbished and its
student body is one of the most
diverse in the city.

Mountain King
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

THE PERFECT
CHRISTMAS
TREE

6 FT

27.99

1YGOPRO

PRO

•

100

ROAD RACING

11
114
..
V67Z,

SET

sIVI 3

KINDNESS
3-WAY HAIRSETTER
by
CLAIROL

SANTA-FE

ELECTRIC TRAIN
SET

688

$1,488
Presto
Burger

THE SHOWER MASSAGE
t„,
Good Clean

HELD

HAND

mcorir,zeci rerouganur
s,,,er.ca as roe No I

MODEL

Hamburger

-g CoNee
,
ake,

CO DO e'

'Aung06ftwww1.1

1488-

11
Pistol Dryer

6B

• 1000 watts blow drying
power. 4
settings

heat

0

$2666

Kodak Pocket
Instamatic '30'

41-^c—

ccmfort

Camera
Outfit

•,

Just what the
doctor ordered...

600

2 QT. RIVAL
/
31
CROCK POT
W/REMOVEABLE

POT

$3895
HOl BIG ANT

MAA LOX
LIQUID
ANTACID

5-Year Celebration
RE GULAP OR

EAU DE
TOILETTE

UNSCENTED

It's not hard tt,

GRECIAN cur-.17.
FORMULA
* 16

Icr,t1,0

I

MIT'S!

griaul

NG.

The stuff legends are made

SPRAY
MIST

SCHICK
SUPER II
ARTRIDGES
BUR EN'S

LIQUIPRIN
PROSOBEE
INFANT
FORMULA

ALI. DURING NON EMBER
Niere ha nd i*e Reduced

REYNOLDS
WRAP

FOR RELIEF OF
PAIN AND
FEVER
IN INFANTS
AND YOUNG

STOR F,WiDE
-COUPON-

"It's the Biggest Sub,
In Uniform histon.."7

Barbara s IvrtiPrnis
52311rourNii.. Paducah. Itv.
I (II c 11 Morn. Ihro %or!
11111
1.11 % m
•

, Plaza Blankets
60% Polyester
40% Acrylic
Full or
Twin Size

'4"

Arlington Electric

Blankets
Double Bed
Single Control

16

8.10
COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
WITH DELUXE CUSTOM
PLAQUE

GOOD THRU NOV 10

95
With This
Coupon
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Money No Longer Problem For Laurel County
LONDON, K. I AP ,
Vhtic inam school systems in
the nation face financial woes
and others have been forced to
lock out children for lack of
operating funds, money is no
longer a problem for the
Laurel County Boyd Of
Education -- not since a
construction company struck
gold --- black gold — while

excavating for a new -junior
high school.
-It's kind of a bonanza,"
Asst. Supt. William B. Hall
said Tuesday. "We didn't
know it was there."
A constrpction company
was excavating for the new
middle school facility on a
half-acre site behind the local
high school which is owned by

the school system when the
bonanza was found.
Workmen struck a 10-inch
seam of coal that Hall said is
worth about $10,000.
He said school officials have
received permission from the
state Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection to strip mine the
coal "since we were going to

There Is A Great Day
Coming

Watch For It!

have to move the ground out something we didn't know we
anyway to build the new would have, something we
didn't anticipate," Hall said.
school."
-We just got the go-ahead
d
announce
find,
the
Before
at the board's last meeting, .esierLia) to get It out, so we
"we have had to count our will get the coal out this
week," the school official said.
pennies," Hall said.
are one of the poor "We expect to get the money
,
."We
districts, so this will definitely as soon as it's sold."
He said "even though it's
help us," he said. "We didn't
not
a great amount, it will
as
it
on
OOY
We-T
it.
expect
having that much more money. help.
in the general fund."
-We can buy gas,coal — we
was have to
County
Laurel
heat all of our
operating its schools on a buildings — or we can buy
shoestring budget, Hall noted, teaching
materials,
adding that this bonanza won't anything," Flan said. "It goes
last forever.
in the general fund of the
But for a county that has school board for whatever we
only 28,000 residents and 6,700 need."
children in 12 schools, it
Laurel ('ounty has been
definitely will help, Hall said.
its schools in the
operating
just
it's
it,
into
ran
just
"We
just barely.. Hall
but
black,
coal
a little seam, but it's good
said.
Hall
it,"
sell
to
going
are
we
so
said. -We won't get the -We have had our heads
$10,000. We will get $5,0001r -above water, - just barely
just
$6,000 out of it after expenses. though," he said. "We
will
this
so
meet,
ends
make
as
"But we kat on it
help."
really
have,
didn't
e
w
..
g
somethin

Biggest Newspaper Purchase
In History Nears Completion

o0014/
Well/

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)
— The biggest newspaper
purchase in American history
neared completion with an
announcement by publisher
S.I. Newhouse that he has
acquired about 97 per cent of
Booth
of
stock
the
Newspapers,Inc.
The total Booth purchase
price is estimated 'at $305
million. The. ...country's
previous high transaction ivas
the $99 million that Knight
'Newspapers, Inc., paid in its
1..74__ merger with Ridder
Publications.
Newhouse bought about 25
per cent of the 7.47 million
shares of Booth stock earlier
this year and last month made
a bid of $47 a share for the
remaining stock.
The Los Angeles.: sed
'limes Mirror Co. •.• offered

EOPLES BX1NTK
01
MURRAY
KY.
ME- MEIER FDIC

South Dakota Official Was
Leading Double Life;Two Families
SIOUX FAI1S,S,D. AP)—
When South Dakota's director
of economic development died
three weeks ago, heleft a wife
and four children in Pierre. He
also left a wife and five
children less than 200 miles
away in Sioux Falls.
Bob Martin's double home
life surfaced because attorneys for both families
inquired about his estate after
he died of a heart attack on
Oct. 16 at the age of 52.
• State Atty. G4n, William
Janklow 'confirmed the
arrangement Sunday and said
an investigation was under
way, although he said he had
"mixed feelings" about it.
"All it's going to do is wreck
the innocent kids. And on top
of it, their father's dead," he
said..
The Sioux Falls wife said
Sunday that she did not know
there were two families.
Someday, she said, she would
like to talk to the wife in
Pierre.
"I feel very sorry for her
also," she said. "It was just as

'where his division was
much a shock to her."
Mrs. Martin of Pierre, headquartered. He mainasked Sunday about the tained an office in Pierre.
Attorney Steven Jorgensen,
situation, said: -This is not
fact," and declined further who represents the Sioux Falls
comment. Her attorney, Gary .wife, said she married Martin
Cohvill, said he planned to file in 1968. He said he had not
for the estate on Monday. He been able to find the Marriage
said he had been unable to find license. The youngest child of
that marriage reportedly is 14
a will.
Jack Allmon, who as South months old.
of
secretary
The wife in Sioux Falls said
Dakota's
tourism Martin spent Christmas and
and
economic
development was Martin's other holidays with her.
Martin's last salary checks
boss, described him as a
reserved And quiet- man who and his personnel file have
didn't socialize muck But been impounded by the state
Allmon added that he knew pending a legal determination
the family in Pierre, and he of how to administer .the
estate, Atty. Gen. Janklow
described it as "very close."
It's not known when Martin
He. said the Minnehaha
married the Pierre woman,
but the youngest Of their County grand jury would be
children was said to be Ain't convened, and would take
testimony from several
12 years old. Allmon said a son in the people, including the wife in
Pierre family had worked in Sioux Falls.
Two days before Martin's
the state tourism department
death, Janklow said, he
the last two =tuners.
Martin tr\aveled frequently received an anonymus letter
between Pikre — the state about Martin's double life. He
capital ,— and Sioux Falls, saicl _Martin died befOre he
•
could ask him'about it.

PO a Share but dropped out-or
he bidding'after Newhouse's
higher offer.
Booth publishes eight daily
newspapers in Michigan. It
also has several suburban
weeklies in the Cleveland area
Parade
publishes
and
magazine, a newspaper
weekly supplement.
-Booth will continue -as a
separate 'corporation- at its
present location under its
.present management:: said
James FT,. Sauter, president ,trf
Both, which is heacklued
in Ann Arbor.
currently
Newhou
daily
22
publish
several
papers,
ne
gazines including Vogue
and Mademoiselle, and has
extensive radio and television
holdings.

Why not do it?
Let Begley's fill your next prescription.
When was

•

e last:time you took your doctor's prescriptio

evk here else and actually compared prices and

Hamburger Cooker Broils
an Extra Juicy Hamburger
In Just 60 Seconds

vice?

If you haven't done it recently maybe
ought to---" Somewhere else

t save

you money and offer b7ater service.
Pharmacists K
Sam T

ny Tucker and

ett would like their

where else "..you try. Bring them your
next prescription ?. or have your doctor phone

Assorted Patteins Color,

it in 1 and let them give you Begley's price before
have it filled --- there's no obligation.

DOES IN'
INCLUDE
ftECTRIC
BLANKETS

00011
Sizes 8-16, 16'2-24'z
Were S13.88 to S1600

You'll find Begley's price is so good and the service so
much better, you'll never have to go " somewhere else " again.

BEGLEY'S

A

DRUG

STORES
3

.40

Olympic Plaza

Hwy. 641 N.. Murray

753-9779
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I Had Rather

FIGHT THAN SWITCH
Because

Big John's

Gives Me

*FRESHEST PRODUCE!
*WIDE VARIETY!
QUAUTY MEATS! Plus *LOWEST SHELF PRICES AROUND!
:!•••

Hyde

ir

Ae
•r10401•7

Park (Decorator)

PAPER
TOWELS

10)::

Wes Pac Cut Frozen'

3 8 oz box s1.00

-CORN or GREEN BEANS
Banquet Frozen - Apple, Custard,Peach

20 oz. 58'

FRUIT PIES

L. Roll

Cool Whip - 9 oz. Ct.

68`

FROZEN TOPPING
Jack
tall can

394

6% oz can

594

loz. Can

31t

MACKERAL

Week Long Special

Del Monte Chunk Style

TUNA
Franco American

MAC.& CHEESE
"

Say %tit Liquid

Hyde Park

Novel

BLEACH

.....'2gal.

(
39

Detergent

. giant size

99`

DETERGENT

32 oz. size

(
59

Breakfast
18 oz.jar 1.19

TANG
Hi-C

DRINKS

46'

46 oz. Can

Good Luck Cut -103 can

24'

GREEN BEANS
Fisde Park -

CATSUP

14 OZ. bot

Bama - 2 lb. jar

99'

APPLE JELLY
Kelly - 24 oz.can

39'

rs•

88c

BEEF STEW
Span - 12 oz....cAn

99'

LUNCHEON MEAT
Chef's Sausage -•r oz. box

9.09

PIZZA MIX
Pointer - tall can

16'

DOG FOOD
Merit
lb. bo

CRACKERS
Kraft

PARKAY

.3 stick pound

45c

48' Philadelphia - 3 oz. size

CREAM CHEESE

24'

sh(mboat
SPAGHETTI

Hyde Park
300 size

62'

PRUNE JUICE

19c

111:231 ilealtiaReautgAids =IL
Reg. $1.35 Style

Campbells

CHICKEN NOODLE

SOUP we:

59'
89'

HAIR SPRAY
Reg. $1.25

6 Oz

LOTION
Reg. $2.09

Vaseline
Intensive Care

100 et

$149

DATRIL
Reg. $4.79

28 Oz J & J

$289

SHAMPOO
Reg. 59 St. Joseph

36 et

39'

CHILDREN'S ASPIRIN

S

COUPON

'

Arrowhead
•
•

FRANKS120t

294

i'a
lot

with-coupon
ss.

•

No Purchase Necessary

1141,4111.10001111M0013t414441
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PARTICULAR PEOPLE PREFER OUR MEATS.

.44

Because Big John's Meats Are Guaranteed To Satisfy Or You Get
See In Store For Details

pool lomt

•

total slot

Sliced Into Chops

•
Fresh 3 lbs. or more

99`

GROUND CHUCK

Smokey Hollow fully(ooked

HAMS Bonele,o, 5% hole or Halt

Mrs. Weavers Chicken, Turkey Ham

SALAD

lb

149

, 'Fully Cooked Center.

8, 51.39

HAM SLICES

Ten. Pride

SAUSAGE LINKS

Smoked

SLICED JOWELS

Ho-Slade

lb

89C

PORK SAUSAGE

Big John Super Trim

)0

Greenwich

•

04(

ea

CORNISH HENS
Standard

100, $1.69

FRESH OYSTERS -

;9C

Lb.

99C

31'

Houser Valley

SLICED BACON ,th
Swifts Premium 18-22 lbs.
lb

BUTTERBALL TURKEYS

67'

Swifts Premium 10-14 lbs.
lb

BUTTERBALL TURKEYS

Fresh Frozen 5 to 7 lb. avg.

lb. 69`

BAKING HENS

69`

14 lb.
:
. Gov.Inspected 10

HEN TURKEYS

Big John's Has

$

Red Or White Florida

GRAPEFRUIT
U.S. No. 1 Sweet

48 Size

4 lb. bag 51.00

POTATOES

Fresh lb 3T

"

PEARS

Red

Calif. linnbo
Cello
2 ih hag

CARROTS

49'

head

BROCCOLI

lb.

WALNUTS

89C

16

RADISHES- -

694

Hyde Park Yellow

16 oz. Bag
Jumbo

98c

TANGELOS

U. S. Fancy

hag

MIXED NUTS..

Florida

2 ,,,

POPCORN

89`

79`

125 Size

.44
.7i

3

ONmedelIOlewNS

For

FiteAk

Lb.
Bag

DONUTS
Lemon, Cherry,(-ream

FILLED B1SMARKS
Fresh Baked

Week
Long Special

9

Spiced Pumpkins

MINCE PIES
Date Nut

BREAD

3/59(
8' $1.49
1„,„ f39'

FRESH HOT OR COLD CARRY OUT FOODS
16..16.
-30006-100000MOVICX.VIMILIOICWIMICV4.11..16.1

1‘.101MIIY100.C.V1Ili7

Orange Or Cranberry

SALAD
1116.16.%116.1004.143C1636.
..
16.161
11•
.
10‘16.111
.
ItilMLICIli:VVVV•ill'Oell6•114.1

Martsry, Ky.

••••••••%

,
,
,

Fresh Made
,
,0.1# COLE SLAW 5 5
Prins Seed Wet Not 10 Mrs Tot Not

10
•
. 1611.1.%%W.W11.110.16%V•W
111.16WICILIVILIMI616116.113.%‘‘WIACIM
>4

Big John's Special

CHICKEN BOX
9 Pe. Chicken
6 Rolls

•
0
•
•
•

8 Tatert

12 Oz. Coie Slaw
woorsztvoioomacs.iowvowt"......siozwom......siciac
We Reserve The Right To limit
•
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Senators Not Allowed To Check
Israel's Nuclear Installations

YOU'LL LOVE THE RESULTS
T ADS BREN Or

- i .1. .\\IV. Israel r AP) Hie Israeli government has
.
secret nuclear inVI,. 115
. !-.1allaiions in the Negev
1/L-ser. off limits to a party of
senators checking
S
.-.1ieguards against the
r:ratilifiieture of atomic
us capons, a leading Israeli
111.•0 ',paper reports.
'Pie newspaper Maariv
Frp-rIes1 ;tile government
numerous
down
fled
recliesis from the 13 senators
VISLi the facilities built with
rcrich help in the 1950s near
, hi, Li wn rif Dimona, in

southern Israel.
reactors to Israel and Egypt.
"We want to learn about the Before the reactors can be
development supplied, the Senate „must
atonic
programs in this region and to approve the safeguards
study how supervision and against diversion of the
control both here and in Egypt nuclear material to the
can ensure that atomic energy production of weapons. .
will be for peaceful uses
Foreign press-reports have
only," Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, said Israel has made more
D-Conn., told reporters at than 10 atomic weapons with
Ben-Gurion Airport.
material from the Dimona
The senators arrived installation. Last March, the
Sunday for a four-day visit in editor of a Washington
preparation for Senate action newsletter said senior officials
on agreements carrying out of
Central
U.S.
the
former President Nixon's Intelligence Agency told him
offers of nuclear power at a briefing that Israel had 10
to 20 nuclear weapons "ready
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Tuesday s•Puzzle
for use." The CIA refused to
ftitio t
A-HOSS
h Three toed
UWU OUNIOU MAU
confirm or deny the report.
01A,1,
s'oths
UUU L4LIOMI4 Win
,
NaS1
Reg,stered
Sen. Howard Baker, RUUUUWU OGJOHM3
r
se
WUUMI WAD
said the senators would
Tenn.,
tibr
,a
MIMI
OWL'
UULAU
A I
b Bands of
UWOUU OUM
not pressure the Israelis to
coior
CIA
.0
UU ULM HUM
9 Cubic meter
sign the Nuclear Non..nuond
'4
UUU UULI MIMI]
10 Meadow
• !.egal ons
ULM LIIMAA
WOW/
proliferation Treaty, which
Affarnatitie
" rer,can
UUCI NUMOM
IC Preposition
St -utses
Egypt has signed.
UMUUUU UHRICIO
1 8 Filament
WWI MOOUNI ONO
20 Fine sheer
"We are not here to conduct
s,4
6
C otton ,
1.400 OOMUA M30
tabric
oi
any negotiations," said Baker.
' on.n.l.t. •
Simian
40
ndigent
21 Raise
But he, too,said they "want to
41 Period of
31 Asian
22 Change
s.LS' lute
mountain
time
23 Rises
how the safeguards will
see.
42 Toll
24 Ranted
33 Self43 Cheer
satisfied
25.Retail
forward."
carried
be
Pigpen
40
debt
in
Was
34
estabTshmen1
q

47 Symbol for
36 Putt up 7
tentietorn• •
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27 Sudden
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30 Most
'
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BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,Ky. •
Call 753-1272.

PFALIZGRAFF
Village
Dinnerware
Beige -and- brawn
ironstone. Sets and
all accessory pieces.
Layaway now for
Christmas.
Starks
Hardware

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display- ads,
classified
displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the. day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 3 p. m.
the day
before
publication.

-k

is running a

Thanksgiving
Special

PIPE MACHINE for sale.
Two inch die to 3inch die
with 7 different dies,
new. Three
brand
shallow 102 in. well
pumps and supply
tanks. Going out of
_Sell
business.
reasonable,. Call 4892295.

permanents from
now until December.
Regular
' Permanents $12.50
on

Trailer No.24
Riviera Cts.

EXERCISE!Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.
JOHN BAKER"and Son
Auto Repair will be
closed from November
11 -November 30.

_

AgriProducts
on
Season
Sale

806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. International ,wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463.

TWO PORTABLE Black
and white T. V. Hi Gain
CB radio with antenna.
Bar with built-in stereo
and light. 12 gauge
Remington pump,small
desk. 1954 Chevy 34 ton
pickup. Can be seen at
Hales Trailer Court,
Trailer No. 2 or call 7535980.

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah,Ky.
20 Sports Equipment
REMINGTON 1100 26
inch improved cylinder,
$185.00 firm. Call 7534652 ask for Eddie,
between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m., 753-9629 after 6
p.m.

BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marbleized and
solid colors can be installed Wrmateur. Murray Lumber Co., 104 Maple.

RUGER 308 caliber
model M-77. Like new 3
x 9 variable scope with
---c•4rrYll34 rase. Coll 753•
0251. •
22. Musical

NEED BRICK layer to •
lay-about 32,000 bricks.
If interested call 3653933, after 6 p. m.
$200 WEEKLY possible
ctufring envelopes.Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to: KASH-FLO
ENTERPRISES, Box
60669, Sacramento; CA
95860, Dept. FY.

ANTIQUE OAK roll top
desk, oak icebox, white
pedestal lavatory with
fixtures. Antique cherry
drop leaf gateleg dining
table. Call 753-1961.

NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.
Reed Music, Road 58,
Benton
between
at
Mayfield, turn
Harvey. Call 527-8955.

_

FIREWOOD FOR sale.
Call 753-6692 or 489-2371.

mitimrs OF rugs have
been cleaned with Blue
Lustre, It's America's
finest. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
• Well Gift Shop."

PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano.
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the
past 10 years. I'm very
qualified. -References
available. Call 753-0296.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery -Story
and

0.11 01110 Olt CO often KIOITY Of
tntogo
1001I1T O.. cosh OcrAosos
loonotott to onetore ..odrool001 0
oro• Iletoonfloss crt e.p•Aeroc• onto A.
Atooncso Lkdoncento
• Reef Pnti
Co Cox ft% Daylon 0140 45101
'

.
V

50

9. Situations Wanted

iiiZ
V
1•10GC-I
iHts.

COMPUTER
PROGRAMMER
anolyst, 6 years experience desires full or
part time employment.
Call 489-2124.

+mamma

BEETLE BAILEY

/

_

1w
,
411

LISTEN, STUPID!
'DON'T BE 50

DO .70Li
vc, ANT TO
i Ci-iANGE i-tE

THE
ONE WHO

,
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41;
,igt

57LJRIC
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1

e
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NAME CHANGE

10
IA

.4". --. , ....4&...-1
)1
THE

11..

t , --,C

PHANTOM
' ,c'IL
- •,-1::- '' t,t 6*%6 A

•

41

WILL

'I
EVER!

IN
'WRY- LANAI.
THAT'S NOT
FAR, REX!

EXPERIENCED KEY
operator .needs
punth
___...
.
re-locate
wor
anywhere in West Ky.
area. Call 1-502-522-6589.
12.

Insurance

5HE'LL BE

k

4',
;

-

A

i No \,,,,o,.4E:N.; MARRY
. .vNiCT
!
.....I,C,1..„
.."--r, -o

-AD
-- s\ -,2.--ARS' 1
Ne'.1J,:
,- :
DA:

:__-):

-C
'- -'4, -.•--- c
- ,2_ : .,..1^,--E7'
,
. f

1.-,,,- ,...----,(„

-...
4,

-•

-tut_-

-r

.

•••"--1 ALTUALLY
A DISADVANTAGE PO,
THE MAN 7.)HAVE
A MILLION DOLLARS

CITE EXAMPL-En)i

ONE-STOP
SERVICE Ronnie Ross

LI1 - ABNER
-4 NE-

A
FILL- OF AC7 Oki,
Tr-PIL L_SEXr

AFRICAN VIOLETS for
sale. Call 435-4397.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
,Piano Company, across'
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, Court
Murray,
Square,
Kentucky.

TWO H.V. air • com-4
pressor. Dill Electric.
Call 753-9104.
TWO WHEEL utility
trailer, heavy duty
construction. 5. x 8 steel
bed; $75. Also 25 h.p.
Mercury outboard
rpntnr. xuas good, $sa
Call 436-2448 after 4 p.m.
SPACE heater and
one white cabinet
sewing machine. Call
436-6200 or 753-5500.

16, Home Furnishings
USED GREEN couch and
chair, good condition.
Blue and preen she.
area rug,2 green
Call 753-3862.
BOYS B ROOM suite.
-Hinkle Ships
Yo
oy, brand new. Bed
and chest. Call 753-2958.
SPEED QUEEN washer
- -and Sears dryer.$125 for
both. Good condition.
Call 753-0814.

BLONDIE
----!

selection in Western
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

-

INSURANCE
SHIELD OF SHELTER
For Your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business

210E. Main
Phone 753-0189
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED electric
--tt• typewriter. Call 762-2796
. days,753-9339 evenings.
WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.
'COINS AMERICAN,.
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.

Largest

FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Reasonable. Piciaip in
woods. Or delivery. Any
length. Call 753-2359.

.

vok
•ow

1

BOOKKEEPER - 18
years experience, full
charge construction
office. General office
work including accounts
receivable, accounts
payable, payroll, tax
forms, etc. Can read
blue prints. Call 7539284.

Clark.

HARVEST GOLD G.E.
pot scrubber portable
dishwasher. Like new.
$150. Call 753-0814.

Priced for your b

Chu 'usic
Center
1111 W. Mein
753-3682

23 Exterminating

THINK
Winter is
Coming!

17 Vacuum

PHILCO console stereo
system. AM-FM radio,
solid maple cabinet with
glass covered top. Two
way speaker control.
Works like new. $125.
Call 753-3383.

KIRBY VACUUM Sates
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt •
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
.. service.
18 Sewing Machines

WE BUY used mobile
- homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.

SEWING
SINGER
MACHINE', zig zag and
all regular attachtnents.
Fully guaranteed. Fully
cash price. $39.60. Call
Martha Hopper, 1-3548619.

Al
1
6

FC
d
7

T

Mle

29. Mobile Home Rentals
THREE BEDROOM
furnished mobile home.
'Highway 280 East. Close
in.Phone 753-6536 after 5

FOR RENT 10 x 50 2
trailer.
bedroom
Private lot. Couples
preferred. Call 753-4661.
8 x 50 TWO bedroom, all
electric. $60.00, per
month. Call 489-2595.
NICE SHADY PRIVATE
lot for mobile home.Call
489-2595.

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

30 Business Rentals
Weitern Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers
Association
For
rent.. approxjerfately
ice with
532 sewer, feet
...utilities furstorage s
nished virlabh Deciailiar
.753-3341-42.

SMALL BUSINESS
full
with
building
basement, next to
Woods Florist. Also
large building, 3 floors,
over 5500 sq. ft. Twp
bedroom apartment
upper floor. Formerly
Murray Antique Mall.
Both at 4th and
Sycamore. Call 522-8469
or inquire at Woods
Florist.
SHOP 32 x 44' on 1 acre
lot heated and air
compressor. Call 7537370.
32 Apartments

For Rent

ONE
FURNISHED
bedroom apartment
Near downtown Murray
Call 753-4109.

operated

FOR RENT - 3" bedroom
duplex apartment, new.
Five miles South on 641
Highway, $150 and
deposit. Call 492-8120.

in Calloway Co

NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th Street.- .
Phone 753-3914
APARTMENT FOR rent.
One room efficiency.
bath,- kitchenette.
furnished. Call 753-4451,
8-5 p. m. or 753-8618 after
5.
•

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control
100 South 13th

24. Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
, made,any size or antique-beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses.
Healthopedic Or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRFSS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.

15

1971 12 x 6$, 'nice, furnished, $4500. Call 7532762.

Cleaners

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760.
day or night.

SA

27 Mobile Home Sales

NOW is one ol the best times to
spray under and around your
home. buys spiders all kinds ol
insects and pests are looking lox
a place to hibernate-under your
home Its warm, they are out at
the bad weather -Oldest home
owned L

ONE BABY CRIB and
bedroom suite with box
springs and mattress.
Swivel rocker, maple
bedroom chair. Call 7533569.

LIKE NEW 19 inch
portable color T.V. $140.
Call 753-0392.

Guitars for Christmas
ic
37.50 to S1500.00
Flat Top Guitars

H(
4

o
1
5

26. TV Radio

FABRIC FOR SALE.
Polyester knits, cotton
knits, and denims.
Famous name brands.
$1.00 and $1.50, per yard.
Notions half price. Can
be seen at 504 South 8th
Extended.

6. Help Wanted

e
rt

24. Miscellaneous

FROM WALL to wall, no
soil at all, on carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre.. Rem electric
shampooer. Big. K,
Belaire Shopping
Center.

Call 753-0757 for appointment.

25% discount on grain
bins. Free interest on
dryers for 1 year. 25%
discount on spray
equipment. Call 7537158

&ZANMA
Lk.)-15
LCT CF: rt... 5i•iE
LA, -1..7; 7 l.ER, CZE47,

i:RET ONE 7C...`
5,:i7LIR,7•Vi IN E. yi7 5r-rE
5nE LLIAS
CArZLE
-7RIENirT,'5. 'WEN 7 TC
ON 7-iE FAL:k CNE ‘2.:= 7?,E.
7-17
--E490-Tio- KILROY SAS HERE
AN
\ •3007r-i5

DESK WITH matching
storage cabinet above.
Custom made for home
or office use. Call 7538560.

THE RIVIERA
BEAUTY SHOP

12th and Poplar

tel Feolaire Synth,/ •. b1c 11-10.1

1

b

DELTA SIGMA.PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7 .
p.m. Student_ Center.
Call 753-9135 for information.

II

. vg, 17 :
i'... 14

16

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEED1LINE,
753-6333.

_

4-1 3
.kt

17
17

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop,209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Frick,
hours 8-1; Saturday n.

19. Farm Equipment

15 Articles For Sale

2. Notice

2. Notice

34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM, ‘2
bath, furnished. Dep0S*
required. Call 753-9829.

._

THREE BEDROOM
house at.'1617 'College
Farm Road for 'rent.
Call 753-7909.
'
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
36 For Rent Or Lease

38. Pets - Supplies

FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N.4th. Call
753-5881.
Lodestock

Supplies

HOME SHOEING. Call
435-4481.
SADDLE HORSE for sale
with bridle saddle and
blanket. Five gated.
$550. Call 753-2280.
15 REGISTERED Angus
Heifers. Nine months
old. One registered bull,
12 months old. Call 4365618.
AQHA Buckskin Gelding.
, 14-3 hands. Wins in
Pleasure.$1000.Call 7676414.
38 Pets

WHITE AKC registered
German Shepherd
puppies, also' black and
silver. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.

VALLEY
HIDDEN
Kennels. All 'breed
AKC
grooming.
Schnauzers. Puppies
occasionally. Champion
sired male at stud. Call
435-4481.
40. Produce
SWEET POTATOES,
Bakers, $2.130 bushel.
Turnips $3.50 bushel.
Greens, you pick, $1.50
bushel. Bring container.
Pete Valentine,642-4439.

Supplies
41. Public Sales

FOUR YEAR old English
Setter. Good shooting
dog. Call 762-2993 or 753.7585 after 4.

RUMMAGE SALE.
Located behind Mack
and Mack in Aurora.
November 11, 12, 13 and
F.,113c- r.jc tigitOngook
"A.
-1,Aitit-A-OORs live. Furniture, T.V.
RETRIEVER puppies,
se , miscellaneous and
AKC registered. Call
(i:,usehold items, old
Paris Landing, 901-232runks, bottles, toys.
8692.
games, baby furniture
and clothing, clothing of
female
AKC
TWO
all sizes. Will be canEight
pups.
Dachshund
celled in case of rain.
weeks old. Call 753-2378.

AUCTION SALE
west of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Highway 94 Friday Evening 6:30 p.m.

2 mile
1
/

Large lot of modern and antique furniture, oak
beds,dressers, china cabinet, pie-Safe, rocker,
bedroom suite, dining room suite, desk, small
antique pieces, glass, china, tools, toy and much
more.
Sple held inside
For information call...

Chester and Miller
Auction Service
435-4128 or 435-4144
Lynn Grove

z

FREE
Set of6Bible
Story Records
55.95
416 Value)
11 To
Children
5&
Under

• Come by -Shop
Our Store and
Pick up Your
Free Set - Mornings
Only 9 a. m.- 12:00 Noon

TV Service
Center
Central SI:opt-mu,: Center

75:3-5865

I.

43. Real Estate
APPROXIMATELY 5
acres }treated on Blood
'River Church - Keniana
Road one half mile south
of Ky. 444. Designed as a
mobile home court.
Deep well, two septic
units and electric poles
have been installed.
Could be used for
several good homesites
that could use the
central water system.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main
Street, 753-0101 or call
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.

Thousands and thousands of yards of carpet at
tremendous savings."While it lasts."
Assorted colors lift. Hi low Scultpured Shag. Our best only 56.00 sq.
yd.

4_
i.
t
ir -

HERE'S COUNTRY
with city
LIVING
A
conveniences.
beautiful new 3 bedroom
brick veneer house with
2 baths. Extra large
kitchen-family • room.
Decorated by Interiors
by Edward_ and has
drapes
custom
throughout. .Fully
carpeted, central heat
and air, all built-ins,
• garage and city water.
On / acre Lot -Price is
right. Call for showing;
753-7724, GUY SPANN
901
REALTY,
Sycamore.

WELL KEPT older two
bedroom home on one
acre of ground. Located
on Ky 1036 about 2 miles
north of Lynn Grove.
House has recently been
with
remodelled
paneling throughout.
New kitchen cabinets
with built in range and
dishwasher. A good
inexpensive house for a
young coiple or retired
persons wanting low
cost housing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, 753-0101 or
call Brice Ratterree.
753-5921:

FOR ALL YOUR insurance or real _estate
needs. Call Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, ;53-3263. Across
from Post Office.
^

ROBERTS REALTY your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
45 Farms For Sale
40 ACRES. Tobacco barn.
- Call-436-2139.46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
brick house, stran-steel
shop building.. On
thirds acre. Call 7538615.
BY OWNER,7 rooms and
bath. With dry basement
and carport. Large lot
and good location. Call
753-1961.
BY "OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 514 acres
with 600' Highway
frontage ) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedroorris,•
l'2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000.
Call 753-5618.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, excellent condition. Good neighborhood. Trees, fenced
yard. 20's. Call 753-8622.
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom 2
bath, kitchen-den
$29,500.
combination.
Call 753-8673,
47. Motorcycles
1953 HARLEY Chopper
Tull, customized. 1973
Honda SL 125, good
condition. 1937 Chevy
Coupe. Call 767-2725.

THREE F78X14 tires.
Three D78x14 tires. Two
7-75-14 snow tires. Two
H78-14 snow tires with
wheels, Chevrolet).
Two 800 x 14 snow tires
with wheels, ( Dodge).
Call 436-5454.

lift. Printed Kitchen Carpet only 53.99 sq. yd.'

•
oPRISCRIPTIONS
oHOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADiNG BRANDS Of COSMETICS

lift. Rubber back' HI tow Shag only 54.95 sq. yd
12 itjltuttlier Back Shag assorted colors only 53.95 sq. yd.

Auction Sale

8 Milis kith of Murat It on Hsgbeet 411

504111.9713

Shorty McBride

You mint see this selection of carpet to believe it This is no gimmick
we have what we adverb*.

PASCHALL AND SONS
0WE-51h dos a weell •

4

Every Friday Night
641 Auction House
Paris, Tenn.
This week a van load and pickup load from St.
Louis, carpet, rocker, spindle back rockers, odd
chairs, tables, bedroom suit, electric range, old
kitchen cabinet; a 50,000 BTU gas heater with
blower, dinette set, beds, spring and mattress,
copper boiler, one double 'barrel muzzle load
pistol, one .double-barrel 'muzzle load shotgun,
both guns old and all original, old clock, lots of
glass and dishes,lots more items, not listed.

We col ton you even at this price. ,.

Avrtf

1975 GRAND PRIX Model
J. Red with white half
top. Loaded and sharp.
Call after 5,753-6528.

1968 DODGE TRUCK,
automatic, V-8, good
condition. $750. Call 2479479.
1971 PONTIAC Bonneville. Full power and
air. - Stereo. Extras:
Good condition. Must
-sell. $950. Call 247-9479.
1972 DATSL'N pickup.
Celery color. Excellent
condition. Call 753-5561,
1915 SIX CYLINDER
straigh shift, long wheel
base chevrolet truck,
15000 miles. Three 14
John Deere plows. Call
after 4:30 492-8336,

#247 Auctioneer

WILL DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage
pickup in county. Call
753-5768 8 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Afternoons call
5:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.

1969 VW Squareback.
Straight stick in, good
condition. $550.00. Phone
354-6217.

1974 OLDSMOBILE Vista
Cruiser station wagon.
Real good shape. Call
753-7639
MUSTANG, 6
1966
automatic.
cylinder
New paint and new tires.
Call 753-7639.
1970 VW for sale. $600.
Runs good. Looks good.
Call 753-9385.

LICENSED

1974 MAVERICK V-8, air,
power, radial tires.
Local car. Excellent
Condition. $2725.00. Call
753-4769.
1968 OLDS CUTLASS,
Call 753-4757
CHEYENNE
1973
SUPER. Short wheel
based and customized.
Call 753-0405 or 753-0695
after 5.
CAMINO,
EL
1969
automatic: $1050. 1970
Ford '2 ion, automatic,
V-8,$1,150. Call 489-2595.
1965 DODGE pickup with
a large bed. Engine in
condition.
excellent
Needs a muffler. Call,
436-2634.
1972 CHEVELLE, new
pat,* job, new interior.
MR 175 trail bike, 125
MT trail bike, 1946
Chevrolet truck. Call
492.4374.

YARD SERVICE, leaves
cleaned out of yards.
Phone 753-8994.

A Touch Of
Green Landscaping
By
Joe Meade

ELEC-

prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0605.

TRICIAN

Your individual desires are
planned programmed and
planted with the assistance
of our experienced Ian
dscape consultant
Gore us your ideas and we
will transform your proper
ty into a world of beauty

6185
Or 753 0476
For an estimate

Phone 753

LAKELAND -.CONSTRUCTION backhge
work in Baywood,
Panorama Shores area.
White rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505.

HOUSECLEANING done.
References. Call 492831&
GLASS REPLACEMENT
work for automobiles,
homes, and stores, plus
storm wirillows and
dhors repaired or
'replaced. Window glass,
mirrors, and table tops.
M and G Complete
Dixieland
Glass,
Shopping Center, 753,
0100.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
, Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write -Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or .
night 442-7026.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white- gravel,:
bank gravel. Call 436.
54. Free Column
FREE: TWO 8 week old
puppies. Origin - black
Labrador. Call 753-2756
after 5.
BLACK LABRADOR,
female, 1 year old. Call
762-2993 or 753-7585 after
4.

November 28,1976

. SANTA CLAUS,IND.
Adults $15.00, Children under 17 ft t )(1
Hu,Station .1 te
I 2a‘e tlopluini%
het urn Hopkins% ilk Out Station:,

1)ecernber 11, 1976

NASHVILLE, TENN.,
CHRISTMAS TOUR $12.00
lease'. From Marra
Into each of
Price 1i1c odes transportation and entrance
HALL
fraction Visit beouttlul CHEENWOOD BOTANICAL
year
to see Christmas frees of many lands dpi orated ear h
r,,.
Moo\
y the Garden Clubs Then to B.'
Make your reserihis year and R,etgote PiA,

vations now with: Mrs. Ruth Block wood, Tour
Representative Pennyrile Tours 753 3934 or 753 2827

UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializinl.
In antiques. Call 75:3.
9232

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY

MOBILE HOrE anchors,
underpinning,
aluminum awning, and
roofs sealed. Call
evenin-gs, 753-1873, Jack
Glover.

*386.00 Up. Floored, reedy to use Prices will increase 10',
Novembe r Is sorry , Buy the Best for less
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753 0984

411IMMIMP

WHY PAINT? Let Glover
put
and . Wilson
aluminum siding and
..trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.

Auction Sale
Sat. Nov. 13 at 10:00 a.m.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
GENERA!. BACKHOE
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.

PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and
• old work, with years of
back experience, free
ELECTRICAL WIRING
estimates. Call 437-4534.
home arid industrial, air - conditioning, and
NEED TREES cut or
refrigeration, plumbing
firciwood Call 753-4707
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.
1iARNION'S
p,, t cr
FtoN
S h tt
TILE
CERAMIC
.Professioruils
bathrooms, Quarry,
remodeling. repairint'
slate, Mirrors, shower
Call 753-4124. South 431.
doors, paver tile and
Street, next tor Drive-lr,
brick work. Call James
Theatre Hamilton 753-8500.
ELECTRICIAN. Trouble
shooting, specialty. Call
S.indy Harmon,753-4484.

BY
GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
, gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

One Day Trips
•

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
_Montgomery, 753-6760
day or. night.

INSUIA rION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Doug Taylor at
free
for
753-2310
estimates.

WILL DO WALLPAPER
hanging, interior, exterior painting, Free
Work
-estimates.
Referenguaranteed.
ces. Call 7534484.

Pennyrile Tours Offers:

Don't let it rot your
call the
floors
Prc toting
moisture
Experts
Clinton, Kentucky
Coll Collect
1-653-4760
Free Inspection

1970 TRIUMPH Spitfire,
good shape. $1250. Call
753-2958,
KIRBY CARPET CARE
1rclean rugs of All kinds.
1971 DODGE Brougham,, In business, homes, and
air condition, power
institution rugs come
brakes, and 'steering.
steam
by
clean
$1300.
control,
Cruise
Free
cleaning.
Will trade. Call 753-9384,
estimates. 24 hour anask for Bob.
swering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.
FOUR WHEEL drive
Call
pickup. 1974 model.
ALUMINUM SIDINGS.
753-6779 or 753-4487.
vinyl siding, aluminum
vinyl awnings.
or
1971 GREMLIN X, silver
-Aluminum Service Co.,
condition.
good
red,
and
Call 492-8647.
$1300. Call 436-2502.
1968 DODGE STATION
wagon, power, air, disc
brakes, luggage rack.
One owner. $650. Call
753-4769.

TREE TRIMMING,
ferand
removal
tilization. 10 years experience.-4 Call 436-2294
after 5 p.m.

MOISTURE
UNDER
YOUR HOME

50 Campers
1969 CAMAELOChevtolet,• 307"automatic,$625. 1969 16' TRAILER, camper.
Ford Falcon,6 cylinder, ' Sleeps six. Call 753-4904,
automatic, $350. Call '
436-5366.
51 Services Offered
FORD ToltiNO,
good' condition. Take
over payments. Call 489•
7735.

ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring: 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.

•--t-- • - CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
reasonable rates.
free
references,
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
SEAM!-ESS ALUMINUM
'gutters. Free estimates.
Freed Cotharn Co., 802
Chestnut Murray. Call
753-4832.

_1963 _FORD histomrzed
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
'appreciate.. Call 4928441.

'1970

FOR YOUR SERTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

AND
PAINTING
paperhanging by the
hour or job. Free _
estimate. Call 753-8343.

COLLECTOR'S ITEM 1954 Crysler Windsor,
cyc.
6
flat-head
automatic. Runs good.
Would be good car to
restore. Phone 354-6217
after 5.

1974 B210 Datsun, Katchbiek. - New battery
and new set of GOodyear
Aires. Low mileage.
$1,950. Call days, 4374195,after3,437-4390.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.

1972 CHEVROLET 4 doo:
hardtop, vinyl roof,
power steering and
brakes. Air condition.
Make offer. Call 753. ..
7116.

48. Automotive Service

WALLIS DRUG

•

WILL DO inside or outside , painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.

1970 MONTE Carlo.
'..'lean, good condition.
$895. Call 753-3704.

12 and 15 ft, commercial type carpet Rubber back only $2.99 a53.50 sq. yd.

Two Trick loads of Carpet its one section of the building while it last'.
Many styles and colors of fine carpet only 54.00 NT yd.

1974 GALAXIE 500, 38,000
actual miles. $800. Call
753-2347.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

lift Heavy Plush assorted colors only 56.00 sq yd

Assorted colors lift. Grass type Outdoor Carpet only S3.00 sq. yd.

DOZER. - LOADER,
backhoe work. Grading,
and
hauling,
. bushhogging. Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.

1972 AUDI 100 LS. Air,
stereo, 30 m.p.g. Call
753-7119.

WE HAVE AVAILABLE
5 large lots in Ky. Lake
Development. All 5 lots
can be purchased for
only $3,000. We also have
a nice building lot at
Lakeway Shores for
under $900. Calf/53-8080
or come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors Real
Estate.

KOPPERUD REALTY
now has five full-time.
sales
trained,
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Maih. We at
Kopperud •Realty • want
to be YOUR Real Estate
People.

Assorted colors 12 fl. Cabin Craft Sarony Shag only 54.95 sq. yd.

CHEVROLET
1946
Pickup, excellent
condition. 327, 4 speed.
$1,700. Call 435-4113 after
6 p.m.

'ONE "THING THE CAMPAIGN DECIDED.
WE NEED ASTR017)RF 1N THE RCS'17
GARDEN
43. Real Estate

CHECK WITH the folks at
KOPPERUD' REALTY
for full-time, competent
Real Estate Service.
Just listed a very neat
3
attractive
and
bedroom home near
Murray' High School.
This home is extremely
_neat ind__ -tastefully
_decorated. Many outstanding • features include oak-pegged floor
in entry hall, economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, garage.
-patio,- -and lovel Ian:
dscaping. For an appointment to see this
home, phone
fine
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

L

K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and appliances-Also buy and
sell. Saxharpened.

-ot -g,-,-

Paschall and Sons
End of Year Stock
Reduction Sale

1972 DATSUN PICKUP.
Mag wheels, air and
jopper. $1700. Call 4362174.

1 Services Offered

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

49. Used Cars & Trucks

Anode, View

2 miles south of Jones Mill
Near Bob Smith's Farm.
Mrs. lin Adams place, watch for auction signs.
Selling all household goods.' Mrs. .Adams has
gone in Nursing Home. 15 ft. chest freezer, stove,
refrigerator, dinette Set, couch, swivel rocker.
big rocker, black and white TV and antenna,
Atlantic Automatic Wood Heater, wardrobe, big
poster bedroom suite with spring and mattres.s,
cedar chest, cedar wardrobe, iron bed, tin
heater, one drawer walnbt table, goose neck
rocker, old treadle sewing machirce, roll top
trunks, old oak bed and dresser. kerosene lamp,
old oak glass door safe, kitchen cabinets, corn
sheller, milk cans. stone jars, jugs, lanterns, lots
of fruit jars, quilts, glass, dishes, Warm Morning
heater. towels, cooking utensils, wool rugs, 110
heater. antique wr tort planer, lots mon. HM IS not
Mrs. Uzi Adams, owner
J.R. Barrett, overseer
Shorty McBride
No. 247, Auctioneer

BULLDOZING. prompt
dependable servile,
Three hull dozers to
you.
Free
serve
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
W. I.yons 474-2264.

Just A Reminder!
(car and home
Once again it's time to shop for Christmas Stereos
sure to ask if
he
se
merchandi
units). When shopping for this type
t.
departmen
they have an in store service
-We Service What We Sell

TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center
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Carroll May Make
Recommendation

Honor Roll Released
For Murray High School
twenty
•
hundred
adents have earned a
Ititlastic standing of 2.50 to
ti make the first period
itior roll at Murray High
according to Dr. Ray
Reeves, principal.
seniors. 28 juniors, 29
-iipimores and 13 freshinen
the 702 students have
.ii'hiteved this honor.
Seniors
Chuck Adams 3.0, Pat
liagett 2.64, Catina Beasley
2 73. Brad Boone 3.0, Malin&
:,chran 3.0, Stuart Cotrell
50. Teresa Cunningham 2.75,
:.•ticanna Dick 2.78, Paula
1-aiscards 2.78, Ken Farley
Jamie Flora 2.67, Lisa
Francis 2.60, Jackie Galloway
AO, Linda Hart 2.78, Sonia
Thomason 3.0, Mary Ann Kurz
80, Anne Gregory 3.0, Steve
iiiineock 2.60, Pam Lassiter
2 64.-Mary Ann Littleton 2.80;
Randy May 3.0, Lisa
McDaniel 2.50, Bill McHugh
.2.75. Deanna McMilleh 2.80,
Darren Miles 2.50, Christine
Montgomery 3.0, Sherry Nall
.Th-o--ourtanit -1607 -Julie
( iutland 3.0, Lisa Outland 2.80;
Emily Porter 2.56, David

to convene
LOUISVILLE, Ky...t AP) — session, expected
he las week of this month.
may
be
recommendation
A
Roberts 2.78, Kelly Robinson
the commission
made by Thursday on whether Carroll said
2.56, Susan Rogers 2.56,
have
will
probably
to
Workof
he
.
issue
include
Sherry Runyon 2.56, Tom
will
reduce
that
suggestions
men's Compensation in the
Shupe 2.80, Lisa Smith 2.50,
upcoming special session of premiums.
Roger Smith 3.0, Ricky Taylor
staff has been
. be General Assembly., ac- -My own
2.75, Melody Travis 2.50;
indepetdent
making
cording to Gov. Julian M.
Karen Thompson 2.56, Greg
some aspects
of
evaluations
.
Carroll.
Vaughn 3.0, Mark Vinson 2.50,
additions to
have
to
hope
and
Speaking before the 80th
Larry Watkins 2.80, Alison
Jerry Kelly 3.0, Heather
:he commission's recomthe
of
convention
annual
Weaver 2.64, Liz Whitrner 2.71, Kodrnan 2.64, Jeff Kursave
Insurance mendations that will reduce
Independen,
JoAnn Williams 2.78, Kelly 3.0, Mike Kurz 2.60, Gena
Carroll he premiums more," the
Kentucky,
of
Agents
Williams 2.64, Debbie Wilson Lovett 3.0, Dana Mansfield
said Monday that a special governor commented.
2.80, Phillip Zacheretti 2.67.
2.78, Kathy McHugh 2.64,
commission studying workJuniors
No-fault automobile inTracy Nall 2.82, Sharon
men's compensation is ex- surance also is a likely topic,
Beth Boston 2.80, Tressa Outland 2.80;
pected to make a final Carroll said again, as he has
Brewer 2.78, Debbie Darnell
Stacy Overbey 3.0, Michael
recommendation to him on previously.
3.0, Ali Davari 2.60, Lisa
Thursday.
English 2.60„ Frank Gilliam Pitts 2.64, Rhonda Sledd 2.50,
He stressed that the state's
He said the issue probably economy can be bolstered
2.82, Joey Grasty 2.70, Kent Terry Smith 3.0, Brad Taylor
will be on the special session's without levying new taxes.
Harman 2.75, Tim Harrell ,2.60, Lynn Todd 2.80, Theresa
Washer
Jaina
2.60,
-Vaughn
agenda.
2.64;
2.50, Delores Honchul
More than 600 insurance The governor said state
Bruce Horning 3.0, Karen 2.78, Laura Watkins 3.0, Mark
agents from around the state government must operate its
Jackson 2.78, Claude Johnson Young 2.64. .
are attending the convention, _own business efficiently and
2.82, Gina Jones 10, Michelle
Freshmen
encourage strength in the
which ends today.
Kelly 3.0, Anita Laminack 3.0,
Lynne Beatty 2.78, Brent
business community so it will
Supreme
Kentucky
Recent
Kathy May 2.80, Greg Boston 3.0, Robyn Burke 3.0,
Court decisions and an in- produce more tax revenue.
McReynolds 2.60, Tammy Don Clayton 2.82, Susan Crass
bothered with
crease in workmen's com- "When
Melton 2.60;
2.82, Teresa Dick 2.80, Denise
pensation rates have com- inflation as we are now,
. Carol Montgomery 3.0, Jon Dycus 2.60;
bined to raise the premiums government {no often turns to
Noffsinger 2.80, Michael
Mark
2.60,
Fayette
'Michael
by an average of 32.5.per cent new taxes, but that's really
Russell 2.80, Laura Shinners
2.80, Tim Miller
,his year.'Some organizations the easy way," Carroll said.
2.60, Belinda Sutter 2.60, Ferguson
,_
DeAnn---Thornton 2:54L'Shara- - 2-64.-1-1000,10nre_ 2-64.Kathy - have-been -lobbying .to have -But Lwun.i a,gCepL.LhaL.Mns
2.60. James Scarworkmen's compensation people are paying as much as
Toon 2.82, 4.isa Watson 2.80, Outland
2.64.
brough
by the special they can now in taxes."
considered
2.82.
Bill Wilson
Sophomores
Karen Bailey 2.82, Howard
Boone 2.75, Mitzi Cathey 2.56,
John Denham 2.60, Rita Evitts
2.60, Harry Fannin 3.0, Debbie
Geurin, 3.0, Keane Gregory
2.78, Debi Henry 2.60, Lynda
Johnson 2.80;

so
41tf.
.10•°.

wo fo•
tre'le
•to
••
Open

Daily
9 AM-9 PM
1-6 Sunday

Bel-Air
Phone
Shopp;ng
753-8304
Center
Irrrnmmrrwrirrgrnmmrr IMF

ov****

88

Save 41

AT THE FIRST SIGN
OV A COLD OR FLU

III
III

Cold and
Hay Fever
Tablets
Say-Rite's
Save 70 Low
Price
r
eigia
^duc
Sok Sowki

100 Tablets

III
Ill

TO yARRIFTS

Exdri
ce n)

11====11

Pay Only

1

Extra Strength
Pain Reliever
100 Tablets
S2 09 Value

Save 91

Drugs.
Naturally on Ayds Plans

Say-Rite's
Low
Price

,Sav-Rite Saves You 81 -

Coricidin

-81

Widely
Recommended
By Physcicians
25 Tablets
S1.69 Value

Decongestant
Nasal Mist
Fosf

Act

q

20 cc
S 1 69 Value
Say -Rite's
Low Price

For Safe Restful Sleep
72 Tablets S4 49 Value

96
$
hi
Pay Only

Ill

SaSe S1 53

30-day suppl

Whole

41.110

istoea

or Shank

I=yPlan

Butt Portion 89( lb.

Save S1 62

Coricidin'D'
WHEN IT'S SINUS/NASAL
CONGESTION Decongestant
Widely Recommended
By Physicians
25 Tablets
$ 1 89 Value

Cold, Sinus and
Hay Fever Tablets

Prices Good
Wed. Nov. 10
Thru
Nov. 16,
1976

i'Ar=

99c
99c
Coricidin

Nyto ablets

$4.50 Value

$1 28 $288

codin ',',4vFEvE
c'wdr'd
FTSR

Smoked
Hams

A LOSER.

Reducing Vitamins 8 Minerals
Your Appetite-WiThdur
Candy Helps Curb
You Eat Less, Lose Weight

'Excedrin

88

Decongestant
Cold and Hay
Fever Tablets

6
$1.9
Pay Only I
Save Si 33

Southside $200

Save 81'

Ayds BE
.

Northside $300

Say-Rite's $1 38
Low Price

Coricidin D

$1 28

II

St. Joseph Aspirin
For Children

FAST RELIEF FOR CHILD'S
CONGESTED COLD

III

III
Iii

Regular and Neutral Scent
J oz $2 /9 Volue

S2 19 Value

DEMILETS

hi
III
III
III
III

1.0c.

Non-Aerosol
Anti-Perspirant
Spray
Novst-c

Save 81

:011anon =ERASER
.
1
L
411

3 OZ SIZE

WPW.W.M
OM,PEMIPMANT
SPRAY

Save 9 1

e-fferdent-

Charles Windsor $100
Duff Irwin $100
E.A. Thomason $100

oRS/A AEROSOL
Ale, PE RsplA•Al
t
SPRAT

$128

Coricidin

III
W11

68c

Say-Rite's
Low,
Price

1111111=111=111,

II

Anti.Gas
Antacid

938

Extra Strength
96 Tablets
$2.79 Value
Stronger Against
Stains
Faster
Acting

111
III
19

25

30 Tablets
SI 09 Value

TABLETS

12 oz S2 19 Value

Efferdent
Denture
Cleanse

III

j

/1:

Save 5 1•

Gary Burkeen $100
Helen Curd $100
Hilda Norwood $100
Peachie Berkley $100

Max Dowdy
, Wins $200

'Pm* enarkAKI raRIPCSS
your 254 ...mg.

DI.GEL

DI.GEL
LIQUID
Anti Gas
Antacid

Larry Edson
Card Not Punched

Southside

NEXT WEEK

Ill IT 111116 (EATERS

Anti-Gas Antacid

Anti-Gas Antacid

Say -Rite's
Low
Price

Northside

Di-Gel Tablets

Di-Gel Liquid
6 oz S 1 39 Value

Last Week's Winners

II
II
II
II

Reduces Fever Fast
Flavor !I
II
Orange
ASPIRIN
Pure
fPR 604/1.DRIN
II
**,
Cap
Safety Lock
II
Tablets
36 TabletP
59' Value
•.*
Save 31'
,••

( STAMM'

50 Tablets
53.29 Value

• •-

-

•
••1,•••

is;

0.
do•
0%10'
,•
o'S*
..s.f.•
to.''''
•
...
.
.1,,•
...:0•5,-

lIZEEMEIMEIMmrrirrnirrrntrminli----

•

NORTHSIDE

SOUTHSIDE

The llurrav
Ledger & Times

Dr. Jensen Employed At West
Kentucky Mental Health Centers
Dr. Jensen comes to the
Western Kentucky Community Mental Health Centers
from the FMRS Mental Health
Council, Inc., Beckley, W. Va.
where he coordinated services
including organization,
supervision, quality control
and direct services. He also
provided 'direct training
conducted
events,
psychological services, including- clinical supervision
and maintenance of performancestandards.
Dr. Jensen received his B.A.
in psychology from Upsala
College in 1,966, a master's in
General Psychology at
Dickinson
Fairleigh
University, 1967, and a Ph.D.
in Clinical Psychology, Miami

Charles R. McArthur,
Ph.D., executive director of
Kentucky
Western
the
Community Mental Health
Centers, has announced the
employment of Richard E.,
Jensen, Ph.D., Clinical
Psychologist, _effective
November 1, 1976.
Dr. Jensen will be the
supervising psychologist for
Kentucky Regional MenMrs. C. C. Lowry, immediate past president of the Western
from Rev. Fred french,
tal Health-Mental Retardation Board is shown receiving a gift
g leadership to the
outstandin
of
recognition
present chairman of the board, in
Board and service to
Retardation
-Mental
Health
Mental
Regional
Kentucky
Western
for two years and is presenher community. Mrs. Lowry served as the board chairman
The .13 member
committee.
evaluation
and
planning
program
the
of
tly chairman
services to the
abuse
substance
and
,
board provides mental health, mental retardation
Purchase Area.
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University in 1973. He interned
in clinical psychology in
Fairfield Hills Hospital,
•
Newton,Connecticut.
Dr. Jensen belongs to the
Psychological
American
Association, West Virginia
Association,
+sychological
Southeastern Psychological
Association, Association for
the Advancement of Behavior
Therapy and will be eligible to
apply for membership in the
Kentucky Psychological
Association.
He has several! published
articles in professional
journals and made many
presentations to professional
organizations. .
Dr. Jensen will be living in
Paducah.

EM,/AMT THURSDAY ONLY!
wog\//\./
REGULAR $2.99 to $3.99 YD.

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
• 1 to b yd Dress Lengths
• 60- wide, 100'c, Polyester
• New Fall Fancies & Solids
• Limited Quantity, Hurry

FOR WICKER OR PLANTS
me 1

...
•

Richard E. Jensen,Ph.D.
the centers and provide direct
clinical services and consultation education services at
the Paducah and Mayfield
Mental Health Centers and
assist in research and
evaluation efforts.
_

10 Per Cent Hike In Oil Prices
Appears Evident By Dec. 15
The

sr

major

oil

exporting

spokesman at OPEC's Vienna
headquarters. said last Month

nations appear sure to, raise he believed the price would be
oil prices by'at least 10 per "adjusted," which in oil talk'
cent at their ministerial means increased.
The oil countries argue that
meeting beginning Dec. 15 in
the Persian Gulf.heikdom of they need another increase
because inflation in the West
Qatar.
Saudi Arabia, the largest oil has raised the prices of inexporter and the most dustrial goods they import and
powerful member of the is thus, eating up oil income.
Organization of petroleum Some Western economists
Exporting Countries, has said dispute this view.
The present OPEC pri,ce of
it wants a "moderate" increase by the 13 members. $11.51 for a 42-gallon barrel of
This has been interpreted to standard grade crude has
been in effect since Oct. 1,
mean about 10 per cent.
Iran, the second largest oil 1975. Oil ministers considered
exporter, is thought to favor raising prices at their meeting
an increase in the area of 25 in Bali in May. but took no
per cent, while Venezuela, action, apparently heedilSe- of
another influential OPEC Saudi opposition.
gach 10-per cent increase in
member; wants at least 15 per
cent. Most other OPEC the price of OPEC oil, if
members have said they want passed along entirely to
an increase or will go along consumers, would add about apenny a gallon to the prfce of
with one.
the gasoline in the United States.
Zaheri,
Ahmed

•

1914 Coldwater Road
lieeztta.isidar
er'si to hospital and funeral homes
Free delis'

753-9669

204414. Washington, Paris, Tn.

$1.00 SAYS
YOU'LL LIKE OUR
DE FE
C FFEE

Sid Easley. Callowa,y Counts attorney. was recently presented a plaque by the
Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation Board in recognition of
outstanding Service to the board and cwnmunity in providing mental health. Mental
retardation and substance abuse serv lc es. Easley served for Si\ (onset utiv'e years
before rotating from. The board. sirs. C. C towrv, immediaTe p-ast- presicfent of tin-board is shown presenting the .11A aril

By The Associated Press

The Bamboo
Gardens

This Lakes into consideration
the feet that the United States
imports 40 per cent of its oil.

-,4

I 97% caffein free,
in the green label

A,price increase would also
be felt in many other parts of
the economy, ranging from
heating bills to public transportation. --'
Knut Hammarskjold,
director general of the
International . Air Transport
Association, said Monday in
Singapore that an increase of
10 to 15 per. cent in oil prices
would add $250 million to $375
million to airline operating
costs around the world. He
said it would have to be passed
along to passengers in the
form of higher ticket prices.
'U.S. President-elect Jimmy
Carter said at his news conference;last week that an oil
price increase would be "a
very- serious blow" to conSinning nations but that all he
could do before taking office
was to express concern.
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LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

•

USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT CARD
AT BIG K!

sruiri4EVEL
L
VE
KNIE
STUNT CYCLE'
REG. 11.88
Evel Knievel, king of the stunt men and his cycle
ToR do all the great tricks! Slip it into the energizer,
wind it up and suddenly Evers off and away doing
wheelies, jumps and flips at top speed.

6%
Masbro

.

LADIES

Ladies

•

Fashion
Tops
oniy$533

BOOT
COAT

22"
Bundle up in the leather look'
Double breasted trench coat
ith belt and buckle trim.
hr Own and buraandv.
-

MICKEY MOUSE
CLUBHOUSE

00
This fun filled clubhouse .is packed
with exciting TV.
s-ee---earner-a,
grandsaw,
stand, Oucket ride,
rocking - hair, Mousketeer
Weebies,
Pluto VVeeble and
MotiSe Woe:
ble.

Selection of
1000o Polyester
ladies'

Novelty
Tops
$766.-Y

reasbro

LITE BLASTER

SPIDER-MAN SET

REG. 13.66 •

AINEAlLIPM TEAM

The -amazing Spider -Man and
Z-ap
America barreling out of a
Capti
superch ged launcher to race a-Ncross the floor, up the ramp and
ider 'web target.
hrough the

i

ana

Zap- spooky phantoms, ghosts
ghouls as they dart across your sight'
Includes gun, projection board,. flashlight, bulb, targets and instructions.

Decorative easy-care uppers,
hidden gore and tricot lining.
Sizes to 10.
VVV

9" alien being commander .haa massive crusher arms that demfby- anything in their barb! Gold uniform.

Smart fashion tops in
gauze with patch print
or rope decoration or
all-o‘er- denim
print.
patch

GIRLS
7-14
WRANGLER
JEANS

— WOMENS
RUST SUEDE
"WAVE TRAIN"

MISSES
KNEE HI'S

REG. 7.99
Uppers of---.soft supp:e
Aiede :ether.with suede
moc vamp. Natural rounded toe. Sizes to 10,

BOYS & GIRLS
TIE-UP OUTDOOR
BOOT
00

1* converse "SET SHOTS"

6.9 -+
Sturdy scuff proof uppers have
"non-slip so:es. Sizes 82-3.

$633
100% Cotton
Denim Jeans

ittcaisTEit
l!
Oax
REG. 11.97

TEENS & WOMENS
LEATHER-LIKE
5
EG.0 WEDGE

GIRLS 7-14
FASHION

Reg. 9.97

AWNING

orsw-rnryrs-

Quality duck uppers with shock abir
sorbing spcifige inso:es. Sizes 112, 2',2-6,

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Rights Reserved

753-8777
Parking
Free
of
Acres
'

BANXAMERICARO
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LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
USE YOUR BANK
CREDIT CARD
AT BIG K!!!
Zelda
Automatic
Cup
10

Coffee-er

4446-1444es- -42'L tall_ mirror_ anci.
9" wide console shelf in
lassc st,,

Northern
Munsey

Toaster
Oven

FOIL OR PAPER

GIFT WRAP

74

$1733

YOUR
CHOICE

Recorder
8-Track

TM2C
800 WATTS.120 VOLT

PANASONIC
A CLOCK & music
GOOD MI* 10-R 70

25 STAR

SOUNDESIGN

CLOCK RADIO

BOWS

AM/FM 8-TRACK

sQ

STEREO

PA N A SONIC

WITH SPEAKERS

MUSIC vuyc

Reg $29.118

EVERYWHERE

assorted

Lovek
bows.

TAPE RECORDER

color

VI/V
Plays AM. FM. FU-Sterso broadcasts ptus II--irack tape car
tr Wyss . Slid. controls. S- position tuncbon switch Iktrack
playback reecho:limn. lacks lot
ikaadphontas Model aa11-24

BOXED

CHRISTMAS CARDS
MIRRO
OVAL

ROASTER
A77
McCORMICK
4-0Z. CAN

Aluminum roaster is •
17' X 10'2" and has
•
r

BLACK
PEPPER

'GOURMET COOKER-1414R

Our Most
Versatile Appliance

Munsey Continuous
Cleaning

Broiler-Oven
Bakes-Broils
Toasts-Grills
- Warms

66
ntrO1tEIMsiz..,o01114111111,r•

•
.
000

161111).‘
:
.414

DUCT TAPE

84'

,I.;* I I ;

TAKE-ME-ALONG

CUSHION

100

ti7orio1

AM -purpose pad is perfect for
sporting events, auto and
boat.

Zc'41.."74;t:k44`
The Slow Pot
Removable Crock
For Easy Cleaning
Model 5P-5

With This r

up i

:Bo

5x7 Color
Enlargement

On Any

Developed
& Printed
Big K Coupi,r,

I CHOICE

With This Coupon

89
Made front an clide or color
gatIve Limit 3 enlartements
rcoupon

x

,1

Big K Coupon

L1L.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
BANKAMERICARD

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
Alp

Equal Opportunity Employer
Limit Rights Reserved
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PLASTIC
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I

Color
Roll
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I
11

Wear-Ever
Super Shooter
Electric

/

BULK
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F
MI\SkYSl84\EH

Slow electric cooking in
real stoneware for old
time flavor.

753-8777
Acres of Free Parking
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Birds Expected To Return
To Kentucky Again This Month
FRANKFURT, Ky. I AP) Seeking refuge from the
north, millions of
t%in;r
s.arlings, grackles, cowbirds,
red winged blackbirds are
expected ,o arrive in Kenucky this month.
Thousands have been
reported passing through the
nor,hern Kentucky suburbs of
Cincinnati, the Jefferson
County suburbs of Louisville,
he Indian Hills area of Frank!or• and the Water Valley..
,iiiinunity in Graves County.
The 've stopped for a few
s in these areas before
41I1 to :heir WM er
I it
%% here ;hey go her by
he ititlit ns, according to
Ken , ucky's top pest COO ml
tfficial
Coburn Gayle, director of

pest and noxious weed control,
said Monday that he and U.S.
Fish and Wildlife officials
soon will begin planning the
of large
extermination
numbers of the birds.
The blackbirds, hailed by
as
farmers
northern
devourers of undesirable
insects, plague the farmers of
Kentucky by eating grain in
animal feedlots.
They are blamed for
transmitting disease to hogs in
the feedlots, and-farmers say
the losses in grain and
livestock amount to millions
of dollars statewide.
The large flocks are also
blamed for the spread of
histoplasmosis, a human lung
tdisease caused by spores that
can grow in bird droppings.
Gayle said he and federal

officials will wait "until all of
them are here that are going
to be here . . . a couple of
weeks," and then will begin
surveying the roosts, picking
targets for chemical attacks.
The federal fish and wildlife
officials must certify a roost
before Kentucky can obtain
the PA-14 detergent used. to
kill the birds, he said.
The detergent is sprayed on
the roosting birds when the
weather is cold and wet. It
-removes the protective oils
from their feathers, causing
them to die of exposure.
A roost must contain 500,000
birds or more to be certified,
Gayle said, and the federal
officials will check for environmental factors, such as
nearby streams or water
. supplies, that would make
chemical spraying unadvisable.
He estimated that "eight or
ten, maybe a dezen" roosts
will be considered for
spraying, and said operations
will begin "in the later part of
this month or the early part of
If sw inc flu does occurhere, December."
!Je immunization program
Early reports indicate some
hel
reduce -- the---roesits, have- been
number of deaths among the abandoned
of
because
elderly and chronically ill, and spraying last year, but that
sit -old cu • economic' losses blackbirds are settling this
ing from los, ,ime at
ark or school, he said.
However, he said the
number of persons immunized
is .00 small oi keep the virus
from spreading rapidly in a
communi,y once it starts.
Bu • he said even "that small
percentage of people immunized" would help reduce'
he impact if an epidemic
were o occur.

25 Per Cent To Have
Received Swine Flu Shots
AP t
FRANKFORT,
a e sal h ,fiicials are
-1w-edit-ism 4ra-, 1117,Uri OTT earlyreptir
;Moo In. per cen• of
t•14.;ihle Ken uckians will have
iicen inocunifed agains•
swim. flu I
!!c tine he
orotrait i end..
liu lie pt' pt ion of per-.
•;cii, in
he high risk
sc %VI h chronic
_tr- qui li,
!icar
lung condi ions or
per:, As over age 55- is
eonsiderabl,% higher, ac'tiding tt Dr. Mt • chell Singal,
an .epidemiologist in the
Hureaurfor Heal h Services of
he sac Human .Resources
,Pepar men...
. Singal said That few blacks
-Twice as many of those appear • to
have participated in
%%hit need i: mos.. i have been he
free mass immunization
immunized," Singal said program, which wo-uld make
Monday.
an epidemic more likely in
Al hough reports from the predominan.ly black areas:
:nass . Mununizaaon clinics
--S'a:e officials - hart. _ ex- pera,•ing hrovhout he state pressed concern that they
at he las hree weeks, in'nigh; run short of vaccine if
;Jan 'e I tnly ta.quarter itf hose
here was a heavy turnout, but.
ljgtfjle for • he shots are Singal said that, so far, no
• .eiving 'them, Singal said clinic has reported a shortage.
,
o
percen,age may be
•'We're all se for this week
inewha• higher, depending
it he number of persons who and par • of next week," he
ave been immunized by their said.
The state plans to schedule
private physicians. •
Singal said the physicians makeup.clinics in counties
have been slow in tran- 'hat request them after the
smi,• mg data to the state, but regularly scheduled clinics
he Topes to have more in- have concluded.
Health officials are hoping
rina,ion on the number of
f,
%-aocina;ions given tin the •o complete the immunization
priVate sector by ;he end of program by the end of this
month.
ht: mon•h.
The vaccine becomes ef. "I should be a sizeable
7-ive in - -abriur -two weeks.
fecnumber,- Singal said, citing a
--sizeable anti ton'' of vaccine Singal said flu season
generally starts irt January.
requesied by doctors.

•••••••••••••••••••
•
•••••••••••••••••••••

Now Is Your Chance To

•

•
•
•

fall in some areas they haven't
roosted in before,Gayle said.
He said roosts in Grayson,
Warren, and Barren counties
that were sprayed last winter
show no signs of occupation
yet this fall, while birds do
appear to be moving into a
roost at Russellville, which
was sprayed last year, and
one at Mayfield, which was
not.
A Hart County roost near
Munfordville, not sprayed last
year, already has some 2
million birds in it, Gayle said.
Two new roosting areas, he
said, are in Fayette Counts
near Lexington and in Simpson County near Franklin.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their homedelivered copy of The
Murray Ledger S. Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. on Saturdays
ore urged to call 753-1916
between 530 p.m. and 6
p.m., Monday-Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satur•
days, to insure delivery of
the newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. week
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.

me.

•
•
•

Always Have Plenty of fme Cash In

BIG JOHN'S

Super Cash Pots
Be Sure To Get Your Card Punched Each Week.

•

rk., week
r°(/
to
IVO
#'aees

•
•
•
•
•
•

Add Your Marne To These Lucky Whiners
klilda Mc Cuiston
Donna Holmes

$1,200 L.D. Key
$100 Sandm Keller
Mildred Taylor
$100

$1,100
S100

(No Winner This Last Week) -

COLD CASH
ROLLAPA:
•
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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"DINNER RINGS" ,,04"

4,0

e.

64,
4,7
"COCKTAIL RINGS"

I

ALL DIAMONDS
OFF

40%

Except Keepsake

LAY-AWAY
For
CHRISTMAS

.%

Huel(Wimpy)lones,jailer for Calloway County, recently attended,.a special fire arms school at the Bureau of
Corrections, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond.
Jones, right, practices shooting while Dick Garrot, state
instructor, coordinator, and director of fire arms personnel at Eastern, watches.
'

Gospel
Meeting
Almo Church
of Christ
November 12 - 14
7:30 p. m.
L. D. Willis, Speaker
Cherokee, Alabama

EVERY ARTICLE

ALL
SAMSONITE
LUGGAGE

LAY-A-WAY
For
CHRISTMAS

BANKAMERICARD — MASTER CHARGE
& AMERICAN EXPRESS

Limited Time

up to

CIIMPNE C,G,StCO

s WO ALLOWANCE

jr...tL,:?
S3
DIAMOND RINGS

ON ANY OLD WATCH
•longine Wittnover
•Wylor
•Croton

EASY TERMS—YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

ACT NOW
YOU MUST SAVE ON

EVERY PURCHASE!
!cm•••••••4;

N....7 .' •••

25%
OFF

•Free Parking At
K & W Parking Lot
41h & Jefferson
Paducah

304 BROADWAY L

JEWELERS
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We Have Something
For Everyone.
Abby Scored for
Sexist Reply

Beautifully
bronzed
Christmas
cards.. .

By Abigail Van Buren
4 1976 try Chicago 1•••••,/1 Y Y•••• Sy ,,•

F

Soft'ñPiètty

DEAR ABBY: CHICAGO CHICKEN said he was afraid
he'd feel like less of a man if he had a vasectomy, and you
said, "If you're afraid you'll feel that way', the chances are
you-WILL." You then suggested that he place the burden of
birth confrol on his wife!
.4, Abby, you blew it on a number of counts:.
I. Since when is being a father the ultimate sign of manhood? What does that make males who desert their children?
a Since when should women bear the full responsibility
for birth control so the male can feel like a "man"?
3. Using your logic and his, does his wife become 1es1t of a
woman after she loses her ability to bear children?
Abby, how could you?
D K
DEAR D. K.: It was easy. Old attitudes die hard. Having
been taught by a loving mother that "Papa comes first."
my response was automatic-and admittedly sexist and
thoughtless. Mv apologies to women everywhere who are
striving for equality with men.
I'll take 20 lashes with a copy of the Equal Rights AmendDEAR ABBY: You printed a letter recently from a well
intentioned woman who suggested that volunteers
occasionally take occi.pants in nursing homes for an •
"outing" instead of visiting them ainid Ihe same four walls
they stare at day after day.
My own mother went into a nursing home at age 91, and
remained there until she died at 96.
Every Sunday when I took her for a long ride. I'd fil4 up
the car with other residents. Then one day, a nurse askedme if I realized that I would be vulnerable to a lawsuit were
Ito have an accident with one of the old folks in my car, or
if one fell getting in or out of it.
After that, even though my heart went out to the old
people, I stopped taking them for rides, but I did visit
with them as often-as possible.
• There is just no good answer to the problem of loneliness
_ there. Mama used to sit outside the door in a rocker. .rid
once when I drove up. I said. "Mother, what are you doing
out here? It's cold!"
She answer.ed,"I'm just waiting for you." I kissed her and
asked."How did you know it was Sunday?" She answered.
1 "I didnit. I wait for you every day."
G. W.

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

COLOR FILM
57

ROSES
LOW

PRICE

,•dch pack

Soft, absorbent
and strong . . .
Scott Products . .
VIVA

SOFT 'N
PRETTY

Kitchen fresh
cookies-in -a variety of
delicious flavors

48„
68,

ROSES
PRICELO W

41,4vof
,

Use with standard flash- ROSES $
of12 LOW
cloa rtaosta Three
PRICE
I PK
flashes in each box
e
Cubes
c

Concrete -filled plastic weights
that won't rust or scratch'Surfaces .

100-POUND

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

INTENSIVE
CARE

96c

The only

7-ounce (net wt) tube of
Crest toothpaste with
Brushing
flouristan
regularly with Crest will give
you better check-ups and
fewer cavities

74

78c4z)

A

natural finished desk with ROSES
LOW
pegs, wood mallet
and eraser 19- x 1 3 - PRICE

3

97

Sitkl C
i aa
f•h

494

DOLL BASSINET

Made of hardwood with a ROSES
natural' varnish finish
LOW
•
Measures 261a x 11'2 X PRICE
11 3/4"

Perfect for her favorite ,doll ROSES
finish
wood
Natural
LOW
Measures 22'? x 17 x PRICE
131-

UMBRELLA STROLLER

DOLL COACH

596

CRICKET ROCKER
Maple finished rocker with ROSES
red 'and blue upholstery. LOW
Also a removable pillow PRICE
2"x 16".
/
back. 231

ROSES
SPECIAL
PktCE

Wood Frame Play Desk

1Composition Wallboard
Wallboard includes tray ROSES 1
chalk and eraser and LOW
PRICE
measures 24x 18-inches

toothpaste with flouristan

7-0z. Crest Toothpaste

15-fluid ounces Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion to help overdry skin due to house work and
harsh detergents Buy it now at
this special price

A collaspable stroller for her ROSES
LOW
favorite doll Blue denim
PRICE
2"x 6"
/
design 81

88

9

MAGNETIC BLACKBOARD.

K
523 Broadwas. Prid ucri h.
HOURS:I:NAM-4:30PM Monday thrn Saturday

•

Vaseline Intensive
Care Lotion

DOLL HIGH CHAIR

Barbara's I niforms

22 96

15-Fluid Ounces

COLORS.

NOVEMBER SALE

1 6PE•

For over-dry skin

I 01 ION

It

Set includes 68-inch bar,
two 15-pound weights. four
• 10-pound weights four 5
pound weights and two out
side cast won collars

11-

taliaziAtIcaasea.a.01.zele•traw

Vaseline

1)1 11 IN(, f

BARBELL SET
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For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr..
- Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
self-addressed, stamped 1240 enviropl—

OFF

Ch oose C1"eeizi4t4e-Ghip,
Oatmeal or Macaroons and
many other delicious flavors
5-oz.,6-oz , or 8-oz (net wt.) packs.

•

DEAR ABBY: Somewhere in 6 modest home is the lucki- est woman alive. and I'm sure she isn't even aware of it.
The OTHER WOMAN usually writes a tale Of woe. I km
'
the OTHER WOMAN but I have no "tale of woe" because
a a decision I have just made. This wife I speak of is-locky-- -because her children are healthy and well-behaved. They
have a pleasant, middle-class home, with good food, good
clothes and a good'car.
Their lives are secure. Her husband is with her and he
always will be. I,f I could tell hi wife one thing, it would be
to LOVE her husband and let him know it.
He wanted me, and I wanted him, and only God knew how
much. But when people are basically good, they refuse to
hurt innocent people, especially children. He's the man I've
been searching kir all my life. I love him and he knows it.
But he is HER husband, and THEIR father. And he has
integrity. I wish he were Mine. But he's not and he never
will be.
Thank you, Abby. for letting Me say this. I feel better
now.
TOOK AN OATH

TOO...

P $

S

FLASHCUBES

psoti,„1,1

Viva Paper Towels keep on
working even when wet 123,
2-ply sheets per roll. 4 big rolls
to each pack of Soft 'N Pretty
bathroom tissue Stock up now

3

GENERAL ELECTRIC 41)

• DEAR G. W.. Volunteers who visit nursing homes If
only to talk with the residents there are offered places of
honor in my pantheon of heroes.

FOR THE Mi\ n WHITE

BOX

Select beautifully bronzed
Christmas Cards, Christmas Splender or Winter
Wonderland assortments
18 cards with envelopes
in each box

POLAROID TYPE 108
Cherish those memor
able moments with F'ola
rp.ds T 108 colorpack
'.1•7, 8 lovely color prints

1"

Includes a 39-x19'4" ROSES
easel stand tray, chalk, LOW
PRICE
eraser and magnetic board

A 9' x 18 doll coach with a
delicate pink body and a
candy striped hood

R99
44

ROSES
COW
PRICE

•
V•

Mechanical Freight Train
96

Runs on 120" track of easy ROSES
LOW
snap plastic 32" train with
•
PRICE
nnging belt

SPALDING JR. FOOTBALL
A junior size football for the ROSES
96
junior boys and girls Sturdy " LOW
construction for long use

PRICE

9

`C" and "D" BATTERIES

STAYFREE MAXI,PADS
Soft and absorbent Maxi
Pads need no pins or belts ROSES il
•
non-skid SPECIAL
of
because
BOX
PRICE
\,heeivestrip. Box of 30.

48,

Package of two Union Carbide batteries. Select size
"C" or "D" batteries that
last.

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

38
PK(1

10-INCH

TRICYCLE

1 F'tE4's

14 88
10-inch Tricycle with Econopak frame and sturdy rear
step 'deck features handsome white venameled handlebars.'bright plated head
fittings and recL_stars 'n
stripes trim Green

RADIO JET

WAGON

1 2s•E•°

16 96
Constructed of P-iedvy guage
steel with semi-pneumatic
tires Finish is non-toxic and
An ideal
rust-resistant
wagon'for ages 5 years and
up
•

•
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CHICKEN JAMBOREE
A great bird begins with basics Like picking its
portals KAMM. 11141191111 It was properly fed.
Pad hem long it took from plucking to platter.
NI raised by our own growers in carefully con
trolled surroundings, led our own balanced
diets, inspected by our own veterinarians and
Processed in Our ourn plants. TM lar;eat poultry
processing complex in the world

us GOV T CRAW
•

CHOICE

C"‘C-14A-"
•

U.S.D.A. Grade A
Nay Forms

U.S.D.A. Geode A
Nally Farms

CHICKEN
BACKS

CHICKEN
THIGHS

Lb 19
WE NAVE WHAT WE ADVERTISE, if at ell POssrble It, due le conclirrons beeond our con
iroi. re run our of an advertised special ne/subsiliute a comparable brand at a
'I at 'Mr spiral pore
stootar saernis Of give you a rain ChiCilfor advertised spec
At WE SELL It you are in' dissairslred
anylrme enthin 30 days INT GUARANTEE
your money.
refund
or
liens
your
1011
replace
we
untb a Kroger purchase,
Cal' GUMP ',Ott kt

Frontier

Fresh Picnic Style

BACON

PORK
ROAST

9

C

120-.,

LIS GOVT GRADED CHOICE BEEF

Sirloin Tip Roast

LB

$159

LB

$129

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF

Boston Roll Roast

58c

KROGER
U.S. -Toil. -Gilded Mice "People's Choice" Beef

lb

ib

11 OI
PKG

U.S GOVT GRADED CHOICE CENTER CUT tAut it

Cube Steak

LB

KROGER BY THE PIECE

Stick Bologna

LB

FRESH FLAVOR SEAL PACKAGE

S119

Flat Brisket
Quarter Pork -Loins
Sliced As

S159

PORK
• CHOPS

• COST CUTTER "THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL":
Each week deep-cut specials in all departments. plus bonus
coupons for extra savings. Cost Cutter "This Week's Specials"
signs wilt locate these values.

SLICED
BACON

Kroger U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'

LARGE
- EGGS

CHICKEN
DRUMSTICKS

MIXED
n",
PARTS

5 LI3 enGs

LB

BONE Li SS

79'
69c

•

CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL
PRIDE OF MIND'S

11701
KW CANS

Corn

LB

79c

BONUS BUNDLE

FREEZER SALE

$169

U.S. Choice Seel
Order 3 to 5 Days Ahead

69c
78c

VG
arts
TO ulsotleAr

Hindquarters

LI

85c

LI

65c

125 LB TO 150 LI AVG

Forequarters
270 113 TO 300 LB AVG

Beef Sides

5
5
5
5
5
5

Lbs. ,Choice Round Steak
Lbs. Pork Steak
Lbs. Ground Beef
Lbs. Fryer Quarters
Lbs. Kroger Wieners
Lbs. Hunter or Circle B

Sausage
Mt 30 Lbs. For
'

'
'269

75c

LB

Prices effective through Tuesday, November 16th. Quantity right reserved. Copyright 1976, The Kroger Company.
we

ww1

Karla COST-CUTTER COUPON
All Grinds
Assorted

WHITE
BREAD

KROGER
POT PIES

KROGER COFFEE

$ 39
1 Lb.
Can

"

WAth this coupon and $10.00 purchase, excluding items pro
hinted by law and in addition to the cost of coupon mer.
chetahs'. Subject to applicable taxis. Limit one. Good through
Tuesday, November 16th.

8 Oz.
Pkgs.

WORTH 40c CASH

79c
4us $1

Le Sueur Peas211,
KROGER

494

cut and wrapped to your specifications at no !att
. charge
'

20
Oz.
Loaves

Pork & Beans

LB

LB

Fryer Breasts

•-

YOUNG TENDER

LB

79c
79'
594

LB

U.S.D.A. GRADE A HOLLY FARMS

$108

Kroger

Doz.

Lb. 39

Roasting Chicken

Lb.

\41

U S.D.A. Grede A
Holy

U.S.D A. GRADE A HOLLY FARMS

SHOULDER
ROAST

c
98
tic

COST CUTTERS ... A SIGN OF SAVINGS

Famtly
Pak

Lb. 554

Breast Quarters

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef

Country Style Slab

Lb 594

Pick of the Chix
U.S.D.A. GRADE A HOLLY FARMS
Chicken Gizzards

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

• COST CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a special manufacturer's allowance we pass
the savings on to you. These reductions are usually good for
more than one week.*

CHICKEN LEG
QUARTERS

U.S.D.A. GRADE A HOLLY FARMS

SIA9

Meat Wieners

Ground Beef

CHICKEN
WINGS

U.S.D.A_ GRADE A HOLLY FARMS

lUtOGER

WILL HELP YOU
CUT YOUR FOOD BUDGET

U.S.D.A. Grote A
we
Wily

Lb 794

Field Old Fvshton Pore

CENTER CUT
CHUCK ROAST

U.S.D.A. Cando A
Nay Fere Wheite

U.S.D.A. Grads A
Roily Farm

CRYL VAC WHOtt OR ROUND PORTION

Semi-Boneless Ham
Steaks
Steaks
Sausage

Lb 794

The Aliens

Assorted Flavors

Double Luck

CANNED
TOMATOES

WAGNER
DRINKS

CUT
GREEN BEANS

towards the purchase of a 16 or can of
COUNTRY CLUB
HAM PATTIES
Limit one. Good through.Tuesday. November
lith.

29c
%de

REYNOLDS BROWN IN

Turkey Bags
BRUCE

Cut Yams
AVONDALE

49c
2 89c
3 $1

WORTH 30c OFF
towards the purchase of a 1 lb can of
Regular or Electric Perk Vac Pak

29 02
CANS

1702
CANS

Pears

15 1/2 OiL
Cans

PEG

DECAF COFFEE

HALVES OR SLICES DEL MONTE

53c
Brown 'N Serve Rolls 3 1,!EE $1
3 $1
Hot Dog Buns
214a $1
Cinnamon Rolls

Peaches
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
Cold Medicine

29 02
CAN

KROGER ASSORTED

KROGER SANDWICH OR

ALKA SELTZER
PLUS
PLUS
Pkg$147
Of
30

I

KROGER

BUTTERMILK OR HOMESTYLE.

Kroger Biscuits

$129

6mi 79c

KRAFT

Velveeta
PILLSBURy TILJNGIE5
Biscuits

2 LB
PKG

$199

3iooz $1
CANS

MINUTE MAID

71 7 02
'PEG
Lemon Juice
KROGER TATER TOTS OR
211.
Crinkle Cut Potatoes PEG.
KROGER FROZEN
PEG
Corn-on -the-Cob - OF 4

RUSSET
POTATOES

59c
49c
69c
79c

KROGER

'CORN FLAKES
is

Or

Box

57c

MO thus coupon limit one Good through
Tuesday. November 16th

Eastern

OXYDOL

RED DELICIOUS

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

APPLES

49x07
$119
WEth this coupon Emit one Good through
Tuesday, November 16th

20$168

10
Pg. of
24

Lb.
Bag

9
IN

"In The Husk"
Florida Yellow

40% ON
Porcelain Fine Chiqd
Choose from 4 Patterns...
all fine quality...and save!
SAVE UP TO

only

9 02
PKG

Cool Whip

U.S. No. 1 Northern
$ 11 7
Bel oy
100

Sine Aid

SINUS
TABLETS

Colby Cheese

B_IRDSEYE
1402

ROW AFTER ROW OF FRESHNESS AT DOWN TO EARTH PRICES

Fast kctIng

BUFFERIN
TABLETS

TS

KROGER FULL MOON

Nith this coupon Limit one Good thfougn
Tuesday, November 19h

SWEET
CORN

Ter china
C stamp on
our special
savings pi.n

Ear
Eich

SPECIAL WEEKLY FEATURE,

OC

Bag

WORTH 10c OFF

Texas Fancy

towards the purchase of a 2 lb
Yellow or White

RUBY RED
GRAPEFRUIT

L5b.99

bag of

POPCORN
lith this coupon Limit one Good through
Tuesday, November i6th Produce Dept
only.

ILL
WORTH 20c OFF
towards the purchase of a 1 7 gal of

iiALWARLE COUPON WORTH $e 00
tonere, the purchase of Ws vita
BEVERAGE SERVER WITH COVER
$t 7 RI
t Price
Orr Reg. 01
4 00
Compose Savings
$1300
Year Pries (wit* cwwwww)
choice
roar
of
Is this patters.
(avow idol noon* toesdal lhoolabo• Sn

ORIDA FANCY
CAESAR SALAD

Romaine Lettuce 3HEACIA
FLORIDA FANCY itmeo

Avocados

2rot $1

Tangelo Oranges

12. 99c

WASHINGTON STATE

D'Anjou Pears
neene•InesIniln- si5Enney.L.M5•55.5ini."-e

Le 39c

INDIAN SUMMER
APPLE CIDER
Nth this coupon Limit one Good through
Tuesday. November 16th Produce Dept
only
111.111.1111.11MIL
ier
lern

